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SUMMARY
Many applications for eld robots can benet from large numbers of robots, es-
pecially applications where robots are trying to cover or explore a region. A key
enabling technology for robust autonomy in these teams of small and cheap robots is
the development of collaborative perception to account for the shortcomings of the
small and cheap sensors on the robots.
In this dissertation, I present DDF-SAM to address the decentralized data fusion
(DDF) problem with a decentralized inference based on the smoothing and map-
ping (SAM) approach to single-robot mapping that is online, scalable and consistent
while supporting a variety of sensing modalities. The DDF-SAM approach performs
fully decentralized simultaneous localization and mapping through a process in which
robots choose a relevant subset of variables from their local map to share with neigh-
bors. Each robot summarizes their local map to yield a density on exactly this
chosen set of variables, and then distributes this summarized map to neighboring
robots, which then further distribute the summarized map throughout the network.
Each robot fuses summarized maps it receives to extend its local sensor horizon.
I introduce two primary variations on DDF-SAM, one that uses a batch nonlinear
constrained optimization procedure to share maps, DDF-SAM 1.0, and one that uses
an incremental solving approach for substantially faster performance, DDF-SAM 2.0.
I validate these systems using a combination of real-world and simulated experiments.
In addition, I evaluate design trade-os for operations within DDF-SAM, with a focus




Many applications for eld robots can benet from large numbers of robots, espe-
cially applications where robots are trying to cover or explore a region. Scaling a
robot application to teams of robots, particularly as the teams increase in size, is
a problem where autonomy becomes critical to mitigate the need for human oper-
ators to manually control each robot separately. Some example applications where
autonomous multi-robot teams are an improvement on single-robot solutions includes
mobile sensor networks for environmental monitoring, battleeld surveillance and re-
connaissance, or even interactions between autonomous automobiles. As a case study
to highlight constraints imposed in eld robot applications, particularly in irregu-
lar and unstructured environments, I examine the urban search and rescue (US&R)
domain in Section 1.1.
Many application domains reward the use of small and cheap robots in terms
of mission ecacy and deployment feasibility, but the the size, weight and power
(SWaP) constraints on these robot platforms constrains robot autonomy. Smaller
robots can accomplish some tasks better in some mission scenarios, such as being
able to maneuver through smaller openings. Cheaper robots make it not only -
nancially feasible to deploy a larger team to gain coverage benets, but also allow
for greater risk to be taken by individual robots because each individual is nearly
disposable. However, these small platforms have limited payload capacity for more
capable sensing, computation and communication resources. As is frequently the case
in consumer electronics, batteries limit the power available for autonomy, and relies
on more passive sensors, slower processors, and shorter range communication.
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(a) Centralized. (b) Hierarchical. (c) Decentralized.
Figure 1: Comparison of network architectures over a team of 5 robots. The central-
ized structure (left) has a common fusion point of robot A and direct communication
to all other robots. A hierarchical structure (center) deputizes an additional robot C
to act as a fusion center for robots D and E. The decentralized structure connects
adjacent robots, reducing the eect of communication or node loss.
This dissertation focuses on a key enabling problem for robot teams: online, ro-
bust and cooperative perception. The basic perception problem is the process by
which a robot combines information from its typically noisy and imprecise on-board
sensor systems into a robust model of the environment. I formulate this perception
problem an example of the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem
(as described in surveys [137, 12, 51]), which uses probabilistic techniques to estimate
a map of the environment and track the position of a robot. Because robots are using
the maps they generate to make decisions, the solution needs to be online, such that
the robots are maintain a SLAM solution as they move through the environment. In
a cooperative multi-robot SLAM scenario, I exploit the presence of a team of robots
operating in a common environment to improve the quality of the SLAM solution
over what an individual robot could accomplish.
The key to enabling robust autonomy in these teams of small and cheap robots
is to use collaboration through shared measurements of the environment so that the
team of robots can assemble a clearer map of the environment than an individual
robot. However, the capabilities, particularly in terms of scalability and robustness,
of a multi-robot perception system is dependent on how information is shared between
platforms. The network graph showing connectivity between individual robots in a
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team provides a means to analyze robustness of the approach.
The most straightforward approach to multi-robot SLAM is centralized data fu-
sion, in which all robots transmit their sensor data back to a central location, il-
lustrated in Figure 1a, which can then send back an updated global map of the
environment to the robots in the team. While this approach will generate the best
quality map combining all of the available sensor measurements, it requires the pres-
ence of a reliable and fast network connection between all of the robots. However, in
environments with low-power network connections, relying on a strictly centralized
approach to collaborative perception will not be suciently reliable. Variations on
centralized approaches exist, such as hierarchical networks, as shown in Figure 1b,
which still maintain fusion centers, or the complete network graph, in which all robots
communicate with all other robots.
The key to developing robust robot team is decentralized communication, illus-
trated in Figure 1c, between individual robots, where each robot shares information
with those robots in its local neighborhood of robots within communication range.
Originally formulated by Durrant-Whyte [49, 50] and further developed through work
on sensor networks, this approach is known as decentralized data fusion (DDF), which
provides estimates for individual nodes in a networked system. The key metrics for
such a system are survivability under both communication and node failure, while
minimizing the per-node computation and communication bandwidth. Employing
DDF techniques shifts from creating a centralized, global map for all robots to ex-
tending the sensor horizon of individual robots with neighborhood map information.
By using a decentralized network architecture, I can relax computational and
communication constraints on the system, which improves scalability to larger teams,
as well as the robustness to failure. By limiting the interaction of each robot to
a subset of neighboring robots, I can bound complexity costs as more robots are
added to the team. In a centralized approach, because all messages must rst reach
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Figure 2: Common hazard US&R cases, taken from the Disaster City training facility
in College Park, TX, with a hanging slab over a collapsed car park (left) and a
partially collapsed building with attened oors.
a central location, there exists a single point of failure which makes the system as a
whole brittle to communication or node failure.
A key characteristic of the data fusion process is decoupling the problem into a
data association front-end specic to the sensing modalities of a given robot and an
inference back-end that fuses observations into a consistent belief model of the envi-
ronment. The front-end aspects the SLAM problem vary signicantly by application
domain, but the inference machinery forms a more generalizable problem using ab-
stractions aorded by probabilistic modeling, which will comprise the majority of the
work presented.
1.1 Case Study: Urban Search and Rescue
While there are a variety of domains for large scale multi-robot systems, I will use
US&R as a canonical example, as it has been studied extensively [107, 104, 105, 106,
123, 122] and illustrates many of the system constraints targeted by this work. The
use of teams of small and cheap robots particularly aids in rapid structural and hazard
assessment, such as in the aftermath of large scale disasters such as earthquakes or
tsunamis. Large teams of robots not only allow for faster coverage of an area, but
greater robustness to failure due the redundancy of the robot team itself. In the
early stages of approaching an incident site, responders need to assess of buildings on
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both the possibility of trapped survivors, as well as hazards to the responders upon
entry [8], which typically requires a slow, methodical and dangerous shoring process
to ensure safety [9].
In currently in use rescue robotics approaches, human responders deploy a robot
and then directly teleoperate the robot through the environment allow the operator
to search for survivors and identify hazards. In most cases, the robots are tethered to
provide a suciently reliable communication link for teleoperation when the robots go
out of sight of human spotters. Because of the extreme variability of terrain in disaster
sites, navigation and mobility is typically challenging, especially when combined with
the limited elds of view from on-board cameras. Failures of dierent components
are common, such losing communications or power due to a broken tether, which
frequently result in robots being lost within disaster sites. Any system I design for
use in these applications will need to account for the possibility of robot failure,
preferably without also causing the whole mission to fail.
In the case of ground robots currently in use, like those used for exploring rubble
or defusing explosives, the typical ratio of humans to robots is 2 : 1, with an even
higher ratio for aerial robots [108] due to the need for spotters. Enabling autonomy
in robot teams can help improve this ratio, where a small number of operators can
control a large eet of robots. However, the development of reliable autonomous sys-
tems remains a substantial challenge, particularly with robots in dangerous, uncertain
environments.
While robot teams provide a means to cover large areas faster, this will require a
transition from robots that are directly teleoperated by responders to teams of robots
working semi-autonomously. In a semi-autonomous robot team, individual robots can
perform basic tasks like navigation and exploration autonomously, and request human
intervention to handle challenging cases, thereby minimizing the amount of interaction
human operators need. As demonstrated in the Multi Autonomous Ground-robotic
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International Challenge (MAGIC) 2010 competition, the winning team deployed a
team of 14 semi-autonomous robots supported by only two human operators in a
large scale mapping and surveillance exercise [120, 124].
1.2 Research Question and Thesis
This work presents an decentralized approach to inference back-end portion of the
multi-robot SLAM problem that is applicable to large robot teams. The core research
questions investigate how to develop inference algorithms under the constraints posed
by perception for multi-robot autonomy in possibly hazardous environments.
1. How can we approximate a centralized SLAM solution in an online decentral-
ized network, such that each robot has access to a larger map than is locally
available?
2. How can we ensure map information is not lost to the rest of the network in
the event of a communication or node failure?
3. How can we ensure that map estimates on robot nodes are not over-condent
due to double-counted information?
4. How can we bound the costs of computation and communication per robot as
the size of a robot team increases?
In addressing these research questions, I developed an overall approach for marrying
the single-robot inference technique of smoothing and mapping (SAM) [42] with net-
worked inference techniques to create a solution for the DDF problem. The result
is DDF-SAM, in which robots choose relevant variables to share with neighboring
robots as summarized maps, which can be transmitted and cached across the net-
work as robot fuse them with locally available measurements. By fusing these maps
from its neighbors, each robot can extend its sensor horizon, which make the map
representation more useful for exploration and navigation tasks.
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The thesis of this dissertation is as follows:
DDF-SAM provides a smoothing and mapping solution to inference in the decentral-
ized data fusion problem that is online, scalable and consistent, while exible enough
to provide an extended sensor horizon under a variety of sensing modalities.
I can break down the core requirements for an eective decentralized inference
technique as follows:
Online An online map solution entails maintaining an estimate during runtime, as
opposed to oine techniques which collect all available data and process at a
later time. An online map estimate is necessary to enable basic autonomy, such
as navigation.
Scalable In order to allow for large teams of robots with wide coverage, the inference
algorithm needs to be scalable in terms of how per-robot communication and
computation costs increase with each additional robot to the team.
Consistent A requirement for the correctness of any given estimate is it does not
become overcondent due to double-counted measurement information, which
can impose constraints on handling of measurements or on network architecture.
As a scope limitation to this work, I will not integrate data association into DDF-
SAM, so as to focus on the decentralized inference problem. I seek to ensure that
the approach is exible enough to accommodate a variety of sensor types, computa-
tional facilities, and network capabilities. A large part of this exibility comes from
decoupling the data association process from the inference back-end, where the same
inference technique works for dierent front-end approaches.
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the system, under the scope limitation
that the work presented addresses pure perception problem without closing a control
loop in a robot system, I use extended sensor horizon as a proxy for measuring the
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usefulness of the approach. This is reasonable because a more complete map with
allow exploration or navigation algorithm to make more informed choices.
1.3 Contributions
The core contributions of the work in this document are as follows, with corresponding
chapters.
• I introduced the DDF-SAM paradigm for decentralizing multi-robot inference
by creating and sharing summarized maps based on a chosen subset of locally
observed variables. Chapter 3 presents the approach and details the general
theory behind DDF-SAM.
• I developed DDF-SAM 1.0, which uses constrained optimization to fuse sum-
marized maps into a consistent neighborhood map. Chapter 4 applies this ap-
proach as a batch smoothing process as DDF-SAM 1.0, with evaluations using
both simulated and real-world data.
• I developed DDF-SAM 2.0 as a reformulation of map fusion allowing for com-
bination with incremental SAM (iSAM) [86, 85] techniques and enforced map
consistency with explicit downdating. Chapter 5 presents DDF-SAM 2.0 in a
linear scenario with experimental results.
• I extended DDF-SAM 2.0 for full nonlinear systems using relinearization of
previously linearized factors that allow for unknown global positions of robots.
Chapter 6 presents nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 with experimental results.
• I developed and evaluated several approaches for exact and conservative ap-
proximate map summarization techniques. Chapter 7 describes the approaches
evaluated, with experimental results.
Before introducing DDF-SAM, Chapter 2 presents background material on robot
perception, including the basis for smoothing and mapping algorithms, as well as
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multi-robot mapping techniques and requirements. As a further analysis of the results
and implications on how to apply DDF-SAM in real-world multi-robot scenarios,
Chapter 8 provides a discussion of design trade-os. Chapter 9 provides an overview




This chapter provides a general background on robot perception and the domain
of multi-robot collaborative perception techniques that form the basis of the work
presented in this dissertation. Because a multi-robot perception system is inherently
a large system comprised on single-robot perception systems, this chapter starts with
standard SLAM techniques, including geometric and probabilistic representations and
inference algorithms.
2.1 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
In autonomous mobile robotics, the core needs of planning and control approaches can
be described in terms of localization, in which a robot platform estimates its position
and movement in a known environment, and mapping, in which a robot estimates
a map of its surroundings while undertaking known movement. However, in many
scenarios, neither the structure of the environment or the robot movement is fully
known, leading to the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem. In
recent years, the SLAM problem has had a urry of work, with surveys available
[137, 12, 51], with many techniques and variations, which this section will address.
While the SLAM problem has a variety of formulations, depending on the appli-
cation  even not specically within robotics  there is signicant common structure
in the underlying probabilistic inference problem within each of these domains. This
theoretical underpinning connects these techniques for SLAM to other elds, such as
scene reconstruction in computer vision. By using the abstraction of a inference over
a sparse graphical model, I can easily generalize to dierent domains and physical
sensing modalities.
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Figure 3: Single-robot landmark SLAM scenario, where triangles indicate robot poses,
stars represent landmarks, and lines indicate measurements.
2.1.1 Geometric Representation
The classic model of SLAM is landmark SLAM, which estimates the trajectory of
the robot as well as the positions of landmarks in the environment. Figure 3 illus-
trates a simple case with three robot poses, and two landmarks, with corresponding
observations and movement. Constraints in landmark SLAM come from measured
robot movement (through wheel odometry, control inputs, known motion models or
inertial sensing), and observations of landmarks via extracted features. In this SLAM
formulation, the primary variables of interest are individual poses xi ∈ X , which
are discrete-time samples of the robot trajectory, and landmarks lj ∈ L, which are
discrete structural features in the environment that can be observed by a robot. In
general, robot poses are oriented points in space, such that there is a translation and
and rotation component. In a typical planar environment X
∆
= SE(2) and L ∆= R2,
where poses have 3 degrees of freedom (DoF) and landmarks have 2. In the more
general non-planar case, X
∆
= SE(3) and L ∆= R3, in which each pose has 6 DoF
and each landmark has 3 DoF. To denote variables associated with separate robots,
I use superscript notation, such that the trajectory of robot r is Xr
∆
= {xri}. For
convenience, let the set of all variables be dened as Θ
∆
= {X,L}.
The choice of geometric representations depends on the application, with sim-
pler indoor ground robot scenarios using planar representations and outdoor or ying
robots using general poses. Reducing the number of degrees of freedom allows for a
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more compact representation that is computationally cheaper to use for SLAM. Fur-
thermore, depending on the application, landmarks are generalizable to any geometric
representation of the environment suitable for both the application and sensing capa-
bilities of the robot, such as extracted image features corresponding to xed points in
space or even higher order features such as line segments, planes or objects [59, 141].
One key representational challenge appears when computing the eect of a small
change δ ∈ Rn to an existing variable θ ∈M , where M is a manifold entity such as a
rotation or pose, which will generalize through the use of manifold retractions. As an
example, consider the case of the of a one-dimensional rotation θ in radians, where
0, 2π and 4π correspond to the same nal rotation. When applying an update δ to
θ, if using simple addition, it would be necessary to include an extra step to bound
the rotation back to −π ≤ θ ≤ π, which induces an additional nonlinear calculation.
Instead, I use the manifold representation θ ∈ SO(2), where a retraction operation
⊕ : M ×Rn → M exists to apply a change δ ∈ Rn to an existing θ0 to yield another
θ1 ∈M . In this case, the space Rn forms the tangent space around an existing θ0, and
provides a smooth mapping between θ0 and θ1, where n is the degrees of freedom of
the manifoldM . For a complete formal treatment of manifold operations, see [48, 47].
For the more specic applications of geometric manifolds to probabilistic inference
and general optimization, see [1].
There are a few other manifold operations useful for representing geometry, as
well. Let TBA denote a transform mapping a variable θ
A
i in the reference frame of
A to a corresponding version θBi in the reference frame of B. I can compute this
transform as a variable, where for planar cases, TBA ∈ SE(2), and applying this




= θB, and depending on the type of θ, is a Lie




= TBA ◦ xA. As an abuse of notation,
let I denote an identity transform. As notational conveniences, I dene a between
operation between manifold objects from manifold M as 	 : M ×M →M such that
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θa 	 θb = θb ◦ (θa)−1. As an intuition for this operation, consider M = R, where a
compose operation θa ◦ θb
∆
= θa + θb and an inverse operation is simple negation, the
between operation is θa 	 θb
∆
= θb − θa.
2.1.2 Example SLAM Domains
This section provides some examples of how SLAM can be applied across dierent
problem domains and sensing modalities, as well as highlighting connections with
other research areas. The important conclusion from examining these approaches is
that same basic graphical abstractions apply in each of these cases.
2.1.2.1 Visual SLAM
The clearest example of landmark SLAM is the visual domain, particularly exempli-
ed through the work of Davison, et al. with real-time monocular SLAM [37], where
rather than using the entire contents of an image for reconstruction, feature extrac-
tion nds a set of 2D points on the image to act as representative samples. There
is a wide body of work in computer vision literature feature extraction from images,
such as Harris corner features [66, 145], good features to track [130], SIFT [94], and
SURF [16]. In the case of visual features, a frequent design goal is to nd image
features that correspond to geometric features in the environment, such as corners
and edges. Another route to nding representative structural features in the envi-
ronment is to augment the environment (or other robots) with markers designed to
facilitate use as a measurement in a SLAM system, as well as ensuring landmarks are
uniquely identiable. The most commonly used approach is planar ducial markers
[54, 143, 118].
Another variation on a SLAM approach comes from the computer vision com-
munity, in the form of the Structure from Motion (SfM) problem [67], in which an
algorithm reconstructs the geometric structure of an environment from an unordered
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collection of images. Notable examples of this domain use large collections of im-
ages scraped from Internet databases to reconstruct a relatively dense model of the
environment [132], and can be expanded to large scale environments, such as recon-
structing the city of Rome [5].
This problem corresponds to a variation of the landmark SLAM problem, solving
for the positions of cameras (poses in the landmark SLAM formulation) and land-
marks in the environment, but without measured constraints between the cameras.
2.1.2.2 Pose SLAM
One of the more popular approaches to SLAM is the use of scan-matching between
to induce a series of constraints operating directly on the poses in a graph, originally
deriving from the use of planar laser scan results [96, 95, 26, 27]. In this case, the
map can be generated implicitly given the poses by back-projecting scans into the
environment. This approach has been used extensively [116, 117], particularly with
the recent introduction of aordable 3D laser scanning sensors, which has made 3D
pose SLAM approaches viable [115, 114].
This approach has a similar structure to the landmark SLAM problem, in which
the only variables of interest are the poses of the robot in the environment, and
constraints derive from robot motion or from relative displacements between spatially
close poses computed via scan matching.
2.1.3 SLAM System Architecture
The basic structure of a single-robot SLAM system has two phases:
1. Data Association Front-End : This initial phase nds correspondences between
newly observed features and previously observed features. These correspon-
dences can come in the form of labellings for discrete features, as well as relative
pose constraints that match a current sensor scan against a previous scans.
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2. Inference Back-End: This phase updates the current belief for variables in the
system by fusing information from measurements with prior information.
While the SLAM community typically treats this phases as separate system com-
ponents, though there are techniques to both data association and inference at the
same time. These techniques treat correspondences as explicit random variables to
estimate, leading to a mixed discrete/continuous problem, which is well-solved by
Expectation-Maximization (EM) techniques [140, 43]. Monte-Carlo sampling tech-
niques provide another robust means to determine feature correspondences as a part
of an estimation problem [38, 44, 39]. A classical technique is to use robust statistical
error models [71] rather than the more standard Gaussian models for measurement
error to mitigate the eect of having spurious correspondences. This approach of mak-
ing the inference problem more resilient to outliers measurement correspondences has
received attention recently, incorporating both robust and multi-modal measurement
models [119, 2, 126].
As a core assumption for he majority of this work, however, I focus on the case of
either known feature correspondences, or a decoupled system, such that the inference
back-end assumes all correspondences are correct. The reason for this decoupling
assumption is to simplify the analysis of the inference portion of a system, which will
become more important when evaluating a multi-robot system due to the added layer
of complexity added by a multi-robot system.
2.2 Data Association
The data association problem, also known as the correspondence problem, consists of
matching new measurements of a feature to either an existing landmark in the map, or
initializing a new landmark. Many techniques based on features extracted from sensor
inputs rely on feature descriptors, typically computed during feature extraction, and
use machine learning techniques to cluster and compare newly extracted features
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with previously observed features. Because the proposed work focuses on the more
generalizable back-end inference problem of SLAM, the remaining work presented
assumes either labeled features (like ducials) or completely unlabeled features.
The single robot data association has been studied extensively, with techniques
ranging from Nearest Neighbor [12] and maximum likelihood [103] to more sophis-
ticated combinatorial optimization approaches, such as Joint Compatibility Branch
and Bound (JCBB) [109]. The challenge with the data association problem is that it
is a combinatorial optimization problem, which scales poorly as the number of fea-
tures increases. Some approaches cast the data association problem as an assignment
problem and use the Hungarian algorithm [55].
Another technique for choosing correspondences is sampling, in which sets of puta-
tive correspondences are sampled and evaluated, returning the set of correspondences
with the highest score. This approach forms the basis of Random Sample Consensus
(RANSAC) [56] and variations, which has become a staple algorithm in computer
vision for eciently matching features across frames in the presence of outliers, with
variations to exploit domain structure, such as groupings [112] or non-holonomic mo-
tion constraints [129].
2.3 Probabilistic Inference
The back-end inference problem consists of an inference problem over measurements
collected as the robot drives through the environment, in which the goal is to maintain
a probability distribution over the variables of interest (poses X, landmarks L), while
incorporating information from measurements zi ∈ Z that have been corrupted by
noise. The general form of this problem can be expressed as a conditional probability
density on the posterior p (X,L|Z), which can be dicult to maintain and represent
directly. To simplify the notation, let Θ , {X,L}, such that the distribution of
interest is p (Θ|Z).
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(a) Bayes Network (b) Factor Graph
Figure 4: Graphical model representations of simple SLAM example in Figure. 3,
with a directed Bayes Network model (left) and the equivalent undirected bipartite
Factor Graph model.
The Bayesian approach to this problem is to use Bayes law to invert the conditional
to form a better-constrained problem,
p (Θ|Z) = p (Θ) p (Z|Θ)
p (Z)
∝ p (Θ) p (Z|Θ)
which implies the combination of a prior p (Θ) on the variables of interest, and a
generative model in the conditional p (Z|Θ), in which one can predicted sensor values
given the state of the world, and evaluate the likelihood of a given conguration
of poses and landmarks by comparing the predicted measurements with the actual
measurements.
The Bayesian approach to inference uses Bayes law to invert the conditional to
yield a density amenable to factorization by measurement modality, such that the
key density is p (Θ) p (Z|Θ), combining prior information p (Θ) with conditionally
independent generative measurement models p (Z|Θ). The generative model approach
allows for the use of measurement models derived from each measurement modality
available to the robot, such that for each sensor, there is a function h (Θ) = Z that
can predict the sensor output given state variables.
Figure 4 illustrates this representation, in which individual measurements zi have
corresponding prediction functions h (Θi) = zi, such as the landmark observation
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measurement z21 being generated (as denoted by arrows) pose x2 and l1, leading to
the measurement density p (z21|x2, l1). Robot motion is frequently represented as a
generative model where the pose at time time t predicts the pose at time t+1, written
as a probability density as p (xt+1|xt), and illustrated in a Bayes network with the
arrows from one pose to the next. The overall inference problem of incorporating
new, noisy measurements into an estimation of p (Θ|Z) is the key problem underlying
the SLAM techniques presented. The key variations in techniques come from the
representation of the probability density, assumptions on how noise aects the system,
and the factorization of the probability density.
The following sections summarize the standard techniques for probabilistic in-
ference as used in SLAM applications, starting with the more classical ltering ap-
proaches in Section 2.4, and then moving on to smoothing approaches used by the
rest of this work in Section 2.5.
2.4 Filtering Approaches
The classical approach to estimation is the Kalman lter [87] and extensions. The
standard Kalman lter represents the system as a multi-variate Gaussian distribu-
tion, with a mean µ and covariance matrix Σ, under the assumptions of a linear
measurement model and measurements corrupted with zero-mean additive Gaussian
noise. Because the measurement and prediction functions are assumed linear and
the uncertainty is assumed Gaussian, the inference operation can be performed with
linear algebra operations to yield an optimal estimate.
In more realistic scenarios for robot mapping, in which measurement functions
are nonlinear, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) adds a linearization step, which
uses a linear approximation to perform updates. The classic SLAM solution [131]
uses an EKF to estimate the robot pose and the positions of landmarks, which has
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been the basis for a great deal of further work. Managing nonlinearity in this lter-
ing framework has been a central challenge, and approaches have included nding
more accurate linearizations through the unscented transform to form the Unscented
Kalman Filter (UKF) [78, 77], as well as reparametrizing the state to minimize the
eect of linearization error [133].
In addition to the errors induced as a result of measurement nonlinearities, Kalman
lters have diculty scaling due to the need to maintain a large, dense covariance
matrix which grows in size as as the robot explores. The key insight to addressing this
problem is to exploit the sparsity of the problem to perform more ecient calculations.
This problem motivates dierent parameterizations of the underlying linear density,
such as using the information form of a Gaussian density, either maintaining an
information matrix Λ
∆
= Σ−1 and information vector ξ
∆
= Σ−1µ. Information-space
formulations have the advantage of additive updates, and in the square root form,
they maintain sparsity. The Sparse Extended Information Filter (SEIF) [17] is a
ltering approach that combines the information lter with active sparsication step
to maintain the sparsity of the system [53, 52, 146] and has been proven to be ecient
enough for real-time use in a variety of SLAM scenarios, in both single-robot [139]
and multi-robot cases [138].
Another approach to manage nonlinearity is nonparametric multi-hypothesis tech-
niques, such as particle lters, which maintain a large number of weighted possible
solutions. Many approaches, most notably FastSLAM [102, 103], combine particle ap-
proaches with EKFs, such that each particle maintains its own EKF solution, while
facilitating maximum likelihood data association for real-time use [15].
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2.5 Smoothing and Mapping
Originally conceived as an oine approach, graphical SLAM techniques operating
directly on constraint graphs have gained traction due to advances in sparse lin-
ear algebra techniques. In contrast to ltering approaches described in the previ-
ous section, graphical SLAM techniques explicitly maintain the density in terms of
both the variables Θ and measurements Z. This paradigm has enabled the SLAM
community to apply techniques from sparse linear algebra and graph theory to im-
prove performance in batch solving cases or allow for ecient incremental solu-
tions. This graphical approach has produced a large variety of work, including batch
[40, 42, 116, 64, 63, 41, 137, 58] and incremental solvers [83, 84, 86].
The following sections describe the core representations of probabilistic inference
for SLAM, introducing factor graphs as a sparse factorization of measurements, the
variable elimination algorithm for performing inference and marginalization, and the
Bayes tree as a partially solved form of a factor graph after elimination. For a more
detailed treatment, see [42, 83, 85].
2.5.1 Graphical Inference as Optimization
This representation the probabilistic inference problem converts the underlying Bayes
network, as in Figure 4a to an undirected graph called a factor graph [91], shown in
Figure 4b. In this model, a factor φ (Θi; zi) is a non-negative, real-valued loss func-
tion operating on a subset of variables Θi ⊆ Θ, corresponding to error between the
predicted measurement and a real measurement. Combining many of these factors
forms the full factor graph Φ (Θ;Z)
∆
= {φ (Θi; zi)}. This representation enables refor-












Casting the inference problem as a large-scale least-squares optimization problem, and
in terms of a prediction function and under the assumption of measurements corrupted








‖h (Θi)− zi‖2Σ (1)
In general, the measurement function h (Θi) will be nonlinear, which is typically solved
through a process of successive linearizations of the problem to compute updates δk
to an initial linearization point Θk, such that each iteration is Θk+1 = Θk + δk. More
sophisticated nonlinear optimization techniques, such as Levenberg-Marquardt, apply
a form of damping to the linear system to prevent overshooting the solution in highly
nonlinear domains. The linearized form of a factor graph forms a large sparse system













where the block-sparse matrices A and b are the square-root information form of the
system, in which ATA is the information matrix. This form of the system, in which
factors can be combined and manipulated with linear algebra operations, allows for
several operations that form the basis for techniques presented in preliminary and
proposed research.
The resulting linear system can be written as a single block-sparse linear system,
as in (3), which maintains the same sparsity structure as the underlying factor graph.
In a batch formulation, this sparse linear system can be solved using standard sparse
linear algebra techniques, such as QR or Cholesky factorizations. However, the details
of solving this linear system facilitate key operations enabling incremental solving and
ecient marginalization, which the following sections will describe in greater detail.
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This SAM framework for probabilistic inference using factor graphs provides a
basis for a variety of techniques, and will correspondingly underly the proposed multi-
robot SLAM work. Note that through incremental solving techniques, it is possible
to gain the benets of ltering approaches while maintaining a more explicit repre-
sentation of the measurement structure.
2.5.2 Variable Elimination
The elimination algorithm is a way to factorize a factor graph of the form into a
Bayes net of the form
p (Θ) = p (θ1|S1) p (θ2|S2) . . . p (θn) (4)
where Sj denotes an assignment to the separator S (θj) of variable θj, dened as
the set of variables on which θj is conditioned, after elimination. The elimination
algorithm, closely following the notation in [89], although using a dierent narrative
where the end-result is a Bayes net. Let Φj:n
∆
= φ(θj, . . . , θn) denote a partially
eliminated factor graph. The algorithm proceeds by eliminating one variable θj at a
time, starting with the complete factor graph Φ1:n. Eliminating a single variable θj
yields a single conditional p (θj|Sj), as well as a reduced factor graph Φj+1:n on the
remaining variables. After all variables have been eliminated, the result is a Bayes
net with the factorization in (4). The computational cost of this algorithm depends
strongly on the variable elimination order, in which orderings yielding small separator
set sizes reduce the cost of each elimination operation.
Partial elimination, which yields a factor graph Φj:n on a smaller set of variables,
serves as a means to create a joint density over a specic set of variables. To create
a factor graph on a set of variables ΘA, choose an ordering such that Θ \ΘA appear
rst.
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Figure 5: Small example Bayes tree, showing a root clique with two variables, and
two leaf cliques.
2.5.3 Incremental Solving with the Bayes Tree
With a linear system factorized through elimination, I exploit the structure of the
resulting Bayes net to allow for incremental solving [86] of a single solver, in which I
update only sections of an existing Bayes net as I add new factors to the system.
The structure of the Bayes net in an incremental solver has as a more general
structure: the Bayes tree [83, 85] is a tree-structured graphical model that denes a
factored density over cliques of variables. Each node in the tree denes a conditional
density conditioned on its parent, in the much same way as a Bayes net. However,
unlike Bayes nets, a Bayes tree is always acyclic, and its nodes can have variables
in common. The formal denition of the Bayes tree is given below. Given a set of
variables Θ, a Bayes tree B ∆= (C, E) is a rooted tree whose nodes represents cliques






Here the separator Si is dened as the intersection Ci∩Πi of a clique Ci and its parent
clique Πi, the frontal variables Fi are the remaining variables in Ci, i.e., Fi
∆
= Ci \ Si,
and p (Fi|Si) is a conditional density on Fi given Si. An example is shown in Figure
5, where I write Ci = Fi : Si for a clique Ci.
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2.5.4 Computing Marginals
The key is using the recursive structure of the Bayes tree to compute only the




p (Fπ|Sπ) p (Sπ) (6)
where I informally used Πi = Fπ : Sπ. To avoid redundant computation, I cache the
separator marginals p(Sπ) so each is only computed once. I can then compute the
clique marginals p(Ci) by p(Ci) = p(Fi|Si)p(Si).
Fine-grained marginals on an individual variable θj can always be computed by
p(θj) =
´
¬θj p(Fi) for the (unique) clique Ci where θj is a frontal variable θj ∈ Fi, and









If the marginal for more than one variable in Fi is required, it is benecial to cache
the calculation of p(Fi).
2.6 Networked Inference
When moving to multi-robot systems, it is common to directly extend single-robot
SLAM techniques, though the addition of multiple robots and limited communication
introduce additional challenges increasing the level of complexity in analysis. In the
online mapping scenario, in which the robots perform SLAM while exploring the
environment, rather than in post-processing, the distinguishing characteristic of multi-
robot system is network topology, which determines how robots share information. See
[101] for analysis of distributed systems with graph theoretic techniques.
Within multi-robot and sensor network domains, there are a wide variety of com-
munication modalities, and I would like to extract key characteristics from these
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techniques to model with robot network abstractions. Common types of robot com-
munication include radio-frequency wireless communication devices, such as high-
bandwidth consumer-grade IEEE 802.11 or low-power short-range IEEE 802.15 de-
vices (including Zigbee and Bluetooth consumer versions), acoustic modems for un-
derwater applications. These technologies vary in data rate, eective communication
range, robustness to varying conditions. For the purposes of this work, I assume
bidirectional communication unless otherwise specied.
To characterize the robot network, I use the concept of a local neighborhood of
a robot, which depends on the networking capabilities and conguration of robots.
Let Nr denote the set of robots that communicate with r, such that r /∈ Nr, and let
N ′r be an augmented neighborhood N
′
r , {Nr, r}. In practical scenarios, this is a
time-varying set due to communication and node failures, which results in a dynamic
network topology. The robot network can then be modeled as an undirected graph
G ∆= {R, E}, where nodes are the set of robots R and edges are the set of bidirectional
communication links E . In the case of time-varying graphs G (t) ∆= {R, E (t)} , it is the
edge set that varies over time as individual robots move in and out of communication
range.
The remainder of this section provides background on inference algorithms de-
signed to work with the robot networks, starting with centralized inference approaches
in Section 2.6.1 as a baseline solution. Section 2.6.2 highlights a key challenge for mov-
ing to decentralized approaches, which is the information double-counting problem.
Section 2.6.3 reviews prior work on decentralized inference techniques.
2.6.1 Centralized Inference Approaches
A natural extension of single-robot techniques to multi-robot SLAM is to have robots
send measurements to a fusion center to build a single map containing measurements
from separate robots. With suciently reliable and fast communication on each robot,
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Figure 6: Simple multi-robot SLAM scenario, with two robots and common land-
marks, and a corresponding factor graph (right). In this naive factor graph represen-
tation, poses are colored circles, landmarks are white circles, and all measurements
are connected with factors.
this is demonstrably feasible [120, 124], especially if the central location has access
to greater communication resources. Centralized graph-SLAM techniques allow for
easier extension of single-robot SLAM algorithms, such as iSAM [86] applied to multi-
robot mapping via pose-graphs [88], or C-SAM [6] which combines observations from
multiple robots in a single factor graph. Figure 6 illustrates a multiple robot scenario
converted into a centralized factor graph. Other approaches include particle lters
[24, 60] and manifold representations [68].
Another variation on centralized approaches derives from the fusion of using
multiple local maps, which has received a lot of traction in a single-robot context
[30, 136, 18, 25], as it leads to computationally more ecient algorithms. In addi-
tion, as mentioned by Tardós et al. [136], local maps lend themselves naturally to
multi-robot mapping, as strategies for map-merging can just as well serve to merge
maps built by dierent robots.Tectonic-SAM [113] uses a divide and conquer approach
with locally optimized submaps, recursively partitioned by choosing an elimination
ordering using nested dissection.
I dene a centralized system based on the existence of a fusion center rc appearing
in the network (either as an mobile platform or an operator station), such that the
N ′rc = R, in which data fusion success is dependent on maintaining communication
between rc and Nrc in order for rc to have a full global map estimate. Note that it
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is possible for a system to be both distributed and centralized, as in the case when
individual nodes in a system perform local inference and then transmit local solutions
back to an operator station for global map fusion, as in [69]. The signicant detail is
the presence of and reliance on a node having a full, global map. A dual form of the
centralized network is when G is complete, that is, all robots share information with
all other robots simultaneously. In this case, each robot r meets the requirements for
a fusion center node.
Using centralized approaches introduces key problems in system resilience and in
scalability to large teams of robots. The fusion center in a system can become a single
point of failure for the robot network, as if this node either becomes disconnected from
the rest of the network or is disabled, the rest of the robot team cannot function.
Furthermore, having a fusion center can become a bottleneck for system performance
due to network congestion. Because the fusion center maintains a full global map as
a part of its inference problem, online operation can become bound by its ability to
update the global map.
I analyze scalability by examining performance costs for each new robot added to
the team. In a centralized conguration with a single fusion center rc, adding a new
robot linearly increases the number of communication links to maintain for rc (either
via direction connection or multi-hop message passing), as well as increasing the size
of global map estimate. In the complete network graph conguration, this increase is
mirrored by all platforms.
2.6.2 Information Double-counting
One of the implicit requirements for data fusion is that separate measurements from
a sensor need to be statistically independent. Fusing multiple measurements that are
correlated results in the information double-counting problem, in which an estimate








Figure 7: Double-counting illustration with three robots, showing cyclic message
passing. Information, denoted as factors from each robot, accumulates in the message
passed between robots, leading to robot A adding a duplicate copy of its contributed
factor if the message in step 3 is added naively to the current estimate of A.
result in a robot making erroneous navigation decisions. In single robot SLAM,
correlated measurements can result in incorrect or overcondent estimates, such as
in scenarios where many measurements are recorded while a robot is stationary [81],
but in a decentralized network there is a much greater chance for double-counting to
impact estimates.
In order to expand to a scenario in which robots share fused information, rather
than raw measurements, it is necessary to examine the independence assumptions be-
tween measurements. The primary challenge in ensuring consistency is avoiding over-
condence due to double-counting measurements as information propagates through
the network.
Consider the following example with three robots A, B, and C, illustrated in
Figure 7 with simple message passing in which robots add factors to the shared
estimate. By completing this cycle in the network, robot A has received a new
estimate incorporating a copy of its local information. If robot A treats the message
from robot C as independent of its own measurements, it will double-count its local
measurements, leading to overcondence in its estimate.
It is possible to avoid this problem by enforcing non-cyclic constraints on network
topology [147], i.e., preventing the message in step 3, but this reduces the resilience of
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the system to communication and node failures. Other work has focused on managing
the bookkeeping necessary to prevent double counting information [28] in ltering
contexts, while relying on managing network topology actively.
Covariance intersection [80] is another method for consistent information fusion
that explicitly accounts for the possibility of correlated measurements by estimating
an upper bound on the uncertainty of the fused information that is provably conser-
vative. For a geometric intuition of this operation, consider the case of fusing two
Gaussian random variables A and B: for any amount of cross-correlation between
the variables, the resulting covariance ellipse will be contained within the convex in-
tersection of the covariances ellipses of A and B. By using the intersection of the
covariance ellipses as an upper bound on the uncertainty of the fused variable, it is
possible to t a conservative covariance ellipse for the fused result by ensuring that
the entire intersection of the covariances is contained. This approach has been suc-
cessfully applied to single-robot SLAM [79]. It is important to note that covariance
intersection ensures consistency at the cost of a conservative approximation of the
correct density.
2.6.3 Decentralized Inference Approaches
The more robust approach to multi-robot SLAM, particularly when scaling to large
numbers of possibly unreliable robots, uses a decentralized approach to robustly prop-
agate information and distribute computation between platforms. Note that I want
to distribute the computation to minimize the amount of redundant computational
work necessary and keep the local inference problem on each robot tractable. This
problem is known in general case as the Decentralized Data Fusion (DDF) prob-
lem, introduced as a solution for distributed sensor networks [49, 100, 98], which
applies additional constraints to the SLAM problem. This general problem places
requirements on any solution, such that a DDF system must be scalable under both
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communication bandwidth and computational limitations on robot platforms, and
robust to robot and communication failure. The robot soccer domain has provided a
useful example domain for distributed tracking [135] using probabilistic techniques,
which can be extended to allow for planning for information gain [134].
Covariance intersection has been a classic approach for ensuring consistent data
fusion across platforms, as it directly handles the possibility of double-counted infor-
mation from messages between robots. For a an approach using general covariance
intersection, see [82]. More recent work expanded conservative fusion techniques
to allow for non-Gaussian densities through such techniques as exponential mixture
models [76] and the geometric mean density [13].
One commonly addressed subproblem in decentralized inference in robotics is co-
operative localization, originally presented by Roumeliotis and Bekey [127], which
solves for robot positions in a decentralized manner using direct observations between
platforms. While not a full SLAM solution, these approaches can form a basis for fu-
ture work. The original formulation [127] uses a single distributed Kalman lter which
estimates a pose from all members in a team using available positioning information.
Bahr, et al. [10] introduced a technique using multiple AUVs performing mobile trilat-
eration in which they instantiate up to 2n lters for each of n vehicles to keep track of
the sources of vehicle information to prevent double-counting. Nerurkar, et al. [110]
presented a distributed MAP estimator using a distributed data-allocation scheme
enabling robots to simultaneously process and update local data when equipped with
bidirectional sensing of other robots.
Indelman et al. [74] used a graph-based approach to explicitly calculate the re-
quired correlation terms for consistent information fusion in the EKF framework while
considering a general measurement model. Bailey et al. [11] also uses a graphical
approach for cooperative localization, in which individual platforms compute sum-
marized versions of local trajectories and transmit these pre-computed solutions to a
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fusion center for combination. The authors note that it is possible to fully decentralize
this approach by placing a fusion center on each robot.
Several authors have addressed the full multi-robot SLAM problem and pro-
posed true multi-map, multi-robot algorithms that have several appealing properties
[148, 125, 70, 121]. Because minimizing the communication load between robots is
important so as to avoid the performance bottleneck of data transfer and to avoid
redundant communication, there has been work done to reduce data transfer [111] by
choosing the most informative features to transmit.
As is common throughout much of the mapping and estimation community, many
techniques employ ltering approaches to perform inference. Roumeliotis et al. [128]
consider an extended Kalman lter (EKF) framework and perform a decentralized
calculation of the augmented covariance matrix between all the robots in the group
assuming relative pose measurements. Thrun et. al, presented an extension of the
sparse extended information lter for multi-robot scenarios [139, 137], which actively
removed information to ensure sparseness at the cost of approximation. Bryson and
Sukkarieh [19] also employ a ltering-based approach for active decentralized SLAM
of airborne vehicles.
2.6.3.1 Consensus Approaches
Another approach to decentralized estimation is the class of consensus algorithms,
which comes from the control community, which acts as a decentralized averaging
process. These algorithms, described an analyzed at length by Mesbahi and Egerst-
edt [101], solve the rendezvous problem for multi-agent control, in which a distributed
network of robots converges on a common location, with provable convergence prop-
erties under both static and dynamic network graphs. These algorithms also apply
to estimation problems, such as in distributed sensor networks, in which the estimate
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is the state driven to a common solution. Aragues et al. [7] uses consensus in con-
junction with an information lter to merge landmark maps. The consensus solution
can be characterized being similar to a distributed preconditioned gradient descent
approach (applicable to single-robot SAM cases as described in [75]), which weights
the contribution of individual robots to improve convergence.
2.6.3.2 Loopy Belief Propagation
Djugash and Singh presented in [45] an approach in the sensor network domain for
decentralized SLAM using only range measurements using a combination of a multi-
hypothesis lter and tree-structured loopy belief propagation (LBP). Their earlier
work had explored the use of range-only measurements between active nodes, in which
some nodes are xed and some are on mobile platforms, focusing on the multi-modal
inference problem [46], but the decentralized inference portion this earlier approach
did not account for double-counted information passed through the system. Their
solution from [45] to the convergence and double-counting problems using LBP is to
choose a tree subgraph from the network graph and perform BP with the standard
non-loopy two-pass approach. They use a distributed minimum diameter spanning
tree algorithm [20] to choose a subgraph of the current network graph on which to run
BP, which uses the relationship between path-length and convergence as an optimality
criteria. They contrast this choice of approach with standard information-theoretic
approaches using a Chow-Liu tree to create a minimum spanning tree using a mutual




DDF-SAM: DISTRIBUTED DATA FUSION THROUGH
SHARING SUMMARIZED MAP INFORMATION
In this section, I introduce the DDF-SAM paradigm, as proposed in [34, 35, 36, 32, 33],
for solving the Decentralized Data Fusion (DDF) problem using the Smoothing and
Mapping (SAM) techniques developed for single-robot applications that is online,
scalable, consistent and generalizable to a variety of sensing modalities. The primary
structural assumption enabling distributed inference in DDF-SAM is that individual
robots will only need to share a subset of the locally observed variables with neigh-
boring robots, which leads to an architecture in which individual robots perform local
SLAM, summarize their locally-optimized map information into a map with infor-
mation only on these shared variables, and then transmit this summarized map to
neighboring robots for fusion.
This chapter introduces the core contribution presented in this dissertation: the
DDF-SAM paradigm for decentralized multi-robot SLAM. The claims for the ap-
proach are as follows:
1. DDF-SAM enables consistent, decentralized inference under the network con-
straints imposed by the DDF requirements through a process of sharing and
caching summarized information between neighboring robots.
2. Choosing a subset of variables to share with the robot network for summa-
rization exposes a design parameter enabling exibility for dierent application
domains.
3. By restricting the size of fusion neighborhoods, DDF-SAM manages scalability
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Algorithm 1 General DDF-SAM.
initialize: for each robot r
Θr ← {xrinit} . initialize robot r at local origin
Φr ← ∅ . local factor graph
Mr ← ∅ . local summarized map cache
for each robot r at each discrete timestep k
(Φr,Θr)← processLocalMeasurements (Φr,Θr, k)
Θrs ← chooseSharedV ariables (Θr)
if k is a summarization interval and |Θrs| > dmin
mrk ← summarize (Φr,Θr,Θrs, k)
add mrk to cache Mr and any replace older mrk−1
(Mr,Φr,Θr)← communicateMaps (Mr,Φr,Θr)
with increasing numbers of robots by bounding the optimization problem and
message size.
The formulation extends a local SLAM approach with the addition of neighborhood
information such that I extend the local sensor horizon of each robot, while targeting
the requirements for the system of being online, scalable and consistent. Algorithm 1
details a general formulation for the approach, which further sections will elaborate
upon.
This chapter introduces the core motivations for the approach as well as the com-
munication model, with specic implementations DDF-SAM 1.0, DDF-SAM 2.0 and
Nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, respectively, followed by a more
general discussion of summarization techniques in Chapter 7.
3.1 Processing Local Measurements
At the base of the multi-robot inference system in DDF-SAM is a single-robot SAM
process that enables each robot to build a local SLAM solution using only its locally
available measurements. This section presents a reference formulation for single robot
SLAM using batch smoothing designed to highlight the requirements of DDF-SAM
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Algorithm 2 Generic local measurement processing stage for DDF-SAM
function processLocalMeasurements (Φr,Θr, k) :
collect measurements Zrk from local sensors
create local factors Φrk from Z
r
k
for each new factor φrj ∈ Φrk




if θri /∈ Θr
zrj ← measurement (θri )




add initialization θri to Θ
r
add factor φrj to Φ
r
Θr ← optimize (Φr,Θr)
return (Φr,Θr)
on a robot's local mapping capabilities. Each robot r ∈ R should be able to perform
SLAM using sensor measurements Zr from on-board sensors. While DDF-SAM does
not depend strictly on the sensing modalities used, is necessary that there are variables
relevant to neighboring robots, whether they be landmarks in the environment or
scans associated with a given robot pose.
Algorithm 2 describes a generic formulation for single-robot SAM under the as-
sumption that data associations are known and all variables can be initialized when
rst observed. In this representation, I maintain the density p (Θr|Zr) as a com-
bination of a factor graph Φr and a current estimate Θr on a given robot, and I
perform an by adding a set of newly observed factors Φrk to the graph and performing
nonlinear optimization to yield a new estimate. In this formulation, I generalize ini-




to be possible using
the current estimate Θr and the measurement zrj from a single factor, which for a full
implementation is dependent on the measurement modality.
As a future notation for accessing portions of complex entities, such as a factor
φj (Θj; zj), which contains both a list of aected variables Θj and a measurement zj, I
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will denote accessing specic portions with functions, such that Θj ← variables (φj)
and zj ← measurement (φj). Similar notation will be used for dierent entities
throughout this document. As a further simplication of notation, I will use Θ to
denote both a listing of variable identiers and the set of variables themselves, as
they are typically identical. Cases where the distinction is signicant will be noted
explicitly.
The easiest choice of local SLAM modalities for use with DDF-SAM uses land-
marks in the environment as a representation of the environment itself. I typically
choose this approach for two reasons: 1) landmarks can be readily re-observed by
neighboring robots, thus making fusion across platforms easier, and 2) landmark mea-
surements from dierent robots can be considered statistically independent, which
simplies consistency constraints by only needing to track one source robot for a
given measurement.
Because observations that can x a robot in a global reference frame, such through
GPS measurements or localization against a known map, are frequently unavailable
due to environmental conditions, each robot performs local SLAM in its own local
reference frame. While the origin with a local reference frame is arbitrary, I choose
the rst pose of every robot as the origin of its reference frame for convenience. The
relative reference frame between robots, denoted by TBA as the transform from the
frame of robot A to robot B, are not considered know to local robots and will need
to be estimated online.
While this document primarily details a landmark-SLAM approach for decen-
tralizing SAM, it is possible to use PoseSLAM variations employing scan-matching
between robots. The complication that occurs in PoseSLAM measurements, how-
ever, is that a scan-match between two robots is associated with two separate sensor
systems, and ensuring statistical independence of measurements is more dicult.
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3.2 Summarizing Local Map Information
The core intuition behind the DDF-SAM approach is that while robots need to share
information with neighbors as a part of collaborative SLAM, it is not necessary that
all locally observed variables Θr from robot r will necessarily be useful to neighboring
robots. Rather than sending its entire local state p (Θr) to its neighbors, I instead cre-
ate a summarization of the locally observed map information which is over a smaller
set of shared variables Θrs (with corresponding Θ
r
u denoting unshared variables) chosen
to be both useful to neighboring robots and to grow slowly as a set. In the overview of
the approach in Algorithm 1, I update the set of shared variables anytime new map in-
formation is received from the local sensors with Θrs ← chooseSharedV ariables (Θr).
As a simplifying assumption, any variable θri ∈ Θr chosen to be shared will always
be shared in future timesteps, with the implication that I will never decide to stop
sharing a particular variable.
While a simple approach to sharing map information between robots might simply
send the values of the variables Θr themselves to neighboring robots, this approach
would not capture the uncertainty still existing in a map being built online. By








, it is possible for neighboring robots
to fuse measurements in a consistent manner accounting for belief uncertainty.
Let the full summarized map structure mrk, constructed from a local system in




. Let Φ̃rs be a lin-
earized graph that has been summarized to operate only on the set of saved variables
Θrs while only dependent on the locally observed measurements Z
r
1:k as of time k, and
Θrs is the set of shared variables as well as the linearization point for Φ̃
r
s. A signicant
consideration in the approach used via Algorithm 3 is that before elimination, it is
necessary to linearize the full graph Φr around its current estimate Θr in order to per-
form elimination, because elimination is not possible on arbitrary nonlinear factors.
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Algorithm 3 Summarization via partial elimination from
function summarize (Φr,Θr,Θrs, k):













I claim that sending summarized densities to neighboring robots will produce a
decentralized mapping system that is more computationally scalable. If robots were
to share all of their raw measurements with neighboring robots, any given platform
would need to perform a larger, nonlinear data fusion problem on all variables (both
poses and landmarks). This system will continue to grow over time due to each robot
adding more poses. Sending summarized map information, however, corresponds to
distributing the computational workload between each robot, such that each plat-
form performs the nonlinear optimization necessary to make a consistent local map,
yielding a better initialization to neighboring robots. Furthermore, summarization
reduces the size of the data fusion problem on each platform to only grow at the rate
at which robots observe new landmarks, thus keeping the data fusion problem small.
The key requirement for consistency, insofar as the avoidance of double-counted
information when fusing summarized maps on neighboring robots(see Section 2.6.2),
is that the summarized map mrk is dependent on exactly its locally available measure-
ments Zr, such that there is no contribution of neighboring robots. By satisfying
this requirement, I can consider summarized maps received from dierent robots to
include statistically independent observations and fuse these measurements without
becoming over-condent due to double-counted information.
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Algorithm 4 Exact summarization of a linear system Φ̃ around a given set of vari-






compute variable ordering P of Φ̃r such that Θrs are last











return Φ̃rsummarized . p (Θ
r
s)
3.2.1 Summarization via Partial Elimination
The summarization process for computing a summarized map for a robot r, starting
from a local SAM solution expressing p (Θr) and yielding a summarized density p (Θrs),
is a marginalization procedure that is a natural extension of the elimination algorithm
(see Section 2.5.2). Given a p (Θr) expressed as a factor graph Φr (Θr), I eliminate
each variable θr ∈ Θru, which factorizes the graph into a density p (Θru|Θrs) p (Θrs). This
partial elimination procedure produces an exact marginal over the shared variable set,
based on all locally available measurements Zr.
The standard approach for summarization of a graphical system appears in Al-
gorithm 4, which uses multifrontal partial elimination to factorize the system into




, where the Bayes tree B en-
code p (Θru|Θrs) and the remaining factors Φ̃summarized encode p (Θrs). Computationally,
this factorization problem is typically quite dense because the variable reordering en-
forced by P yields a large degree of ll-in on the shared variables, frequently resulting
in Φ̃summarized being a single dense linear factor.
3.3 Communicating Summarized Maps
The communication phase of DDF-SAM combines distributing cached summarized
maps to each neighboring robot with receiving of summarized maps through pairwise
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Algorithm 5 Generic communication phase for DDF-SAM for a robot r. A message
from robot a to b is a set of summarized mapsMa→b. This version uses a representa-
tion of the estimate to update with summarized information as a factor graph Φ and
a current estimate Θ, though other representations of state can be used as well, such
as in the case of incremental formulations.
function communicateMaps (Mr,Φ,Θ) :
determine communication neighborhood Nr
for each robot a ∈ Nr
Ma→r ← twoPhaseSharing (a,Mr) . Maps from a







communication. In this process, formulated in Algorithm 5, each robot will share
information with the other robots in its communication neighborhood Nr, resulting
a robot r receiving a set of summarized maps as a messageMa→r from a robot a.
I make two claims about the communication approach used DDF-SAM:
• Indirect Information Propagation: Because robots share sets of maps, rather
than only the latest summarized map mak from robot a, information will prop-
agate throughout the network indirectly. Furthermore, if a robot becomes dis-
abled, its most recent summarized map can still exist in the caches of neigh-
boring robots. This allows DDF-SAM to be robust to communication and node
failures when scaling to larger teams.
• Fusion Neighborhood Bounding : By bounding the number of robots any given
robot r will fuse information from to a constant K, I can bound the compu-
tational and communication cost as the number of robots increases, enabling
online operation. By limiting the size of the multi-robot fusion problem on each
platform, I avoid each robot acting forming a full global map.
The remainder of this section introduced the communication model for DDF-SAM,
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with the message passing approach in Section 3.3.1 and the fusing of a single summa-
rized map in Section 3.3.2. Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 detail the basis for the communi-
cation claims of indirect information propagation and fusion neighborhood bounding,
respectively.
3.3.1 Two-Phase Synchronous Communication
The communication model for DDF-SAM is pairwise, symmetric, and opportunistic
- a model I designed to minimize message-passing constraints placed on individual
agents and be easily generalizable. As in the standard DDF networking model, all
communication is pairwise in which a robot r may communicate directly with robots
in its neighborhood Nr, and any indirect communication occurs through pairwise
messages. I require that communications are symmetric in nature in order to avoid
implicit hierarchies or bottlenecks on the network, and to allow additional robots
to be added or removed from the system. To further ensure that this is a decen-
tralized network, this approach uses opportunistic communication, in which robots
will attempt communication with any neighbors within range, without any a priori
decisions on network structure.
The simplest communication model for each robot r sharing their entire caches
Mr with each neighbor, but this will result in sending redundant data. The most
obvious case of redundant data transmission is when a robot a sends a summarized
map mrj to another robot b has cached m
r
k, where k is a later timestep than j. In
this instance, the messageMa→b contains a summarized map that robot b will ignore
completely.
The two-phase cache sharing model, detailed in Algorithm 6, addresses the prob-
lem of updating caches by splitting communication into sharing cache listings, and
then sharing only relevant summarized maps. The listing messages M̄r→a contain
only the robot identier and timestamp for each summarized map in Mr, yielding
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Algorithm 6 Two-phase symmetric communication between the local robot r and
a neighboring robot a, where the rst phase shares map listing messages M̄a→r and
the second phase shared summarized mapsMa→r.
function twoPhaseSharing (a,Mr) :
M̄r→a ← ∅; . Cache listing message
for each mbk ∈Mr where b 6= a
add cache state listing (b, k) to M̄r→a
transmit M̄r→a to robot a
receive message M̄a→r from robot a
Mr→a ← ∅; . Summarized map message
for each (b, , j) ∈ M̄a→r
if there exists a mbk ∈Mr and k > j
add mbk to the message Mr→a
transmit message Mr→a to robot a
receive message Ma→r from robot a
return Ma→r
a substantially smaller message than simply sending all of Mr initially. On receipt
of M̄a→r, robot r can then assemble a messageMr→a containing only cached maps
that will be newer than those already inMa. At a minimum,Mr→a will contain the
latest mrk, for which robot r will always have the latest version, up to a maximum
size whereMr→a =Mr.
3.3.2 Fusing a Summarized Map
The core step in the process of receiving summarized maps fusing a given summarized
map mbj with a current system represented with a factor graph and estimate(Φ,Θ),
which is outlined for a generic case in Algorithm 7. This step also manages updates
to the cacheMr under two key constraints: (1) replace older summarized maps with
newer ones, such that the cache always has the most recent version, and (2) limit
the size of the cache to a xed bound K, such that I will not attempt to add maps
from additional neighboring robots once |Mr| = K. Keeping only the most recent
summarized maps avoids storing unnecessary information, since each summarized
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Algorithm 7 Generic adding an incoming summarized map mbj on a robot r sum-






find any previously observed mbk ∈Mr
if timestamp j > k or |Mr| < K
fuse summarized map mbj with current estimate (Φ,Θ)
if map fusion successful
replace any previous mbk in Mr with mbj
return (Φ,Θ,Mr)
map has strictly more information than its predecessors.
The actual sensor fusion step of the process, which updates a current system




from the summarized map mbj, varies sig-
nicantly between DDF-SAM approaches due to (a) the need to avoid information
double-counting due to mixing local and neighborhood information and (b) the im-
pact of linearizing each summarized map in a local reference frame. If I were to
naively add a summarized map mbj to the local system for a given robot (Φ
r,Θr)
and then perform summarization directly, the resulting summarized map mrk would
contain information contributed by neighboring robots, resulting in double-counted
measurements were to robot b to attempt to fuse its map. Furthermore, there is no
straightforward way of performing standard optimization over a system combining
both locally observed factors with full nonlinear measurement models and linearized
factors that were originally linearized in a separate and unknown reference frame.
3.3.3 Information Propagation
In the unbounded neighborhood size case, I allow each robot to fuse maps received
from all other robots over time, which will converge to a global map given sucient
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time so long as the union over the network graph over time is connected. As a point of
clarication for the analysis, the communication neighborhood Nr of a robot r refers
to exactly those robots in direct communication at a given time, and I will consider
the set of summarized maps on each robot Mr as a set of fusion neighbors that
accumulate over time. I derive this property as an extension of the convergence proofs
in consensus systems (See Section 2.6.3.1), in which a communication network (even
with random switching) will converge using only pairwise communication. In the case
transmitting cached data indirectly between robots, I can eectively introduce more
connections in the network union graph over time, thus improving the convergence
rate. If I consider a graph of fusion neighbors Gf
∆
= (V , E), where each robot is a vertex
r ∈ V and an edge eab ∈ E exists between robots a and b if summarized maps exist
in each robot's cache such that ma ∈ Mb and mb ∈ Ma, global convergence occurs
when the graph Gf is complete. This cached propagation of information through the
network aords several advantages in resiliency to network topology changes: (a) in
the event of node failure, the latest shared summarized map will still be present in
caches in the network, and (b) robots can update their neighborhood maps at any
point in the process using currently cached information and will not have to wait for
synchronized messages from multiple robots.
3.3.4 Fusion Neighborhood Bounding
While this convergence result is signicant in maintaining a robust decentralized in-
ference solution, converging to a global map on each platform will become intractable
as the number of robots in the system increases, motivating a the use of a bound K
on the number of fusion neighbors Mr for a given platform. In terms of the fusion
graph Gf , K is a bound on the degree of a node. More signicantly, it acts a bound on
the size of the local fusion problem for any given platform, which ensures that once a
robot has reached the bound|Mr| = K, the computational requirements for updating
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the map solution only grow as the size of individual summarized maps ma ∈ Mr
grow.
This bound yields a signicant capability of the overall distributed inference sys-
tem: when robots are not observing new landmarks, the size of neighborhood graphs
remains bounded by a factor ofK. AdjustingK corresponds to increasing the eective
sensor horizon of a given robot at the expense of computation and communication.
With a good choice of shared variables, as described in Section 3.2, such as xed
environmental landmarks, it is possible that as robots transition from primarily ex-
ploring (encountering new landmarks) to patrolling (re-observing old landmarks) that
the size of individual summarized maps will become constant, yielding constant time
map updates.
3.4 Evaluating DDF-SAM
I validate DDF-SAM experimentally through performance and correctness metrics
which measure the ability of the system to operate as an online SLAM system that
is scalable to large scale teams while ensuring a consistent solution on each platform.
The primary performance metrics measure the computation time for each phase in
DDF-SAM, and communication bandwidth between the robots, measured in size of
messages. I use estimation error as a metric for correctness of the solutions main-
tained by the system. To evaluate the eect of bounding the size of each robot's
neighborhood estimation problem to a constant K, I run experiments for multiple
values of K. The remainder of this section details the evaluation approach and the
experimental setup.
3.4.1 Comparison Implementations
In addition to the dierent congurations of DDF-SAM presented in following chap-
ters, I compare to single-robot SLAM and centralized multi-robot SLAM, which can
be considered low and high water marks, respectively, for a multi-robot system. For
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each of these cases, I use both a state-of-the-art incremental SAM solver (iSAM 2.0,
as described in [85]) and a nonlinear batch SAM solver using Levenberg-Marquardt
optimization (as described in [42]). In the case of the batch solver in an incremental
setting (where new measurements come in every timestep k), I re-run optimization
over the full problem at each timestep k, using the solution from the previous timestep
k − 1 as an initial estimate for the new problem.
As the baseline expectation for any multi-robot SLAM system, I run a standard
SAM solver on the locally available measurements, with no observations or messages
received from neighboring robots. This approach uses strictly less measurement infor-
mation than a technique incorporating information from other robots, which should
result in greater estimation uncertainty in the solution.
As an upper bound on estimation quality, I compare the DDF-SAM approaches
to a straightforward centralized multi-robot SLAM approach that works under a per-
fect communication assumption. This solver receives raw measurements from each
robot and combines them into a single large factor graph over all variables, includ-
ing the complete trajectories of each robot and the entire map. This technique acts
as an upper bound over techniques such as DDF-SAM, as it can optimize the com-
plete nonlinear optimization problem without any approximations induced through
linearizations or incomplete maps.
3.4.2 Experimental Setup
I performed experimental validation of the primary DDF-SAM claims of online, scal-
able and consistent operation through an oine test suite comparing DDF-SAM vari-
ations and control implementations. Because these experiments evaluate a variety of
approaches, I use an oine benchmark that processes a stored dataset and updates
each solver conguration under test, while also collecting statistics for evaluation
metrics. While the experimental setup is designed to be representative of multi-robot
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SLAM systems in the eld, I make some systematic simplications to make dier-
ences in inference approaches more clear, as well as ensuring that aggregate statistics
collected across a large number of robots are meaningful.
The largest simplication is the use of known, globally consistent data associations
for each landmark observed, which decouples the SLAM front-end challenges present
in real-world systems from the inference techniques covered in this work.
The other key simplication over a real-world system is in synchronization of
timing of operations, particularly updates and communication, which is necessary
for computing aggregate statistics across a large number of robots with dierent
congurations. For local updates, this is representative of having xed-rate sensor
systems. However, for message passing, the communication phase occurs at a xed
interval on each robot, such that all robots distribute and fuse maps simultaneously.
To simulate the eect of messages coming at dierent times, I randomize the order
in which robots share information across a network graph.
As a special case of synchronized communication for the centralized multi-robot
SLAM implementation, I maintain the same update interval for sharing of information
where each robot sends all measurements since the previous transmission back to the
local solver.
3.4.3 Computational Performance Metrics
In order to validate claims of both online operation and scalability to large teams of
robots, I measure computational performance for each of the key steps in the DDF-
SAM process: local updates, map summarization and neighborhood updates. Local
update timing is the time to incorporate newly observed local sensor data, exactly as
in a single-robot SLAM context, with an update at every timestep. Summarization
timings are computed any time a summarization event occurs, which under typical
test conditions used for evaluation, are at a xed interval over a number of timesteps.
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Measuring the time for fusing neighborhood maps is split into a per-message up-
date time and a total neighborhood update time, which includes a group of summa-
rized maps. For a typical case in which a robot has several incoming summarized maps
for neighboring robots, resulting in several separate neighborhood updates. Because
the number of incoming summarized maps will depend on the size of the neighbor-
hood, I measure both single-map and full neighborhood updates to expose the eect
of network graph connectivity.
3.4.4 Communication Bandwidth
To validate the ability of the system to scale to large teams of robots, particularly
under limited communication, I measure the communication bandwidth use, through
a proxy metric of the size of summarized map messagesMa→b between robots in pair-
wise communication. To avoid dependence in evaluation on implementation-specic
size metrics, such as through various data structure serialization techniques which can
introduce unnecessary overhead costs, I measure the size of messages as a lower-bound
on how many numbers are necessary for lossless encoding.
3.4.4.1 Summarized Map Transmission Size
For a summarized map mrk encoded by a factor graph Φ̃
r
k of size N, a set of variables
Θrs of size M , as well as a timestamp k and an robot identier r, the transmission
size s (mrk) is given by
s (mrk)
∆













dim (θi) , (8)




of a linear factor depends on its structure. In these formulations,
timestamp k, the robot identier r and each of the variable identiers in Θrs are all
alloted a single number counting towards the transmission size. The dimension of
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a variable dim (θi) is the size of the tangent space, as used for linearization, which
for typical variables ranges from 2 for a planar landmark li ∈ R2 to 6 for a full pose
xi ∈ SE(3).
For a linear factor in Jacobian form φ̃j = ‖Aδ − b‖2 (which corresponds to square-
root information form), where the involved variables are given by Θj, withNj variables













dim (θi) + 1
 , (9)
which counts all entries of A. For factorized forms, such that there are either struc-
tural zeros (as in the case of a factor based on a conditional in the form ‖Rδ − d‖2 ,
where R is upper triangular, I count only the nonzero entries in the matrix. For a
linear factor specied in Hessian form φ̃j =
1
2
δTGδ − δTg + 1
2
f , where G ∈ Rn×n is









(n+ 2)(n+ 1), (10)
which accounts for only the upper triangular portion of the symmetric matrix G.
3.4.4.2 Network Trac
Given a transmission size measure for individual summarized maps mrk, it is possible
to measure the network cost of a single pairwise sharing operation between robots a
and b as









To measure communication costs at a given node r during a sharing operation with
its neighborhood Nr, I can measure the total trac at the node




s (r ↔ a) . (12)
These metrics provide a means to evaluate the communication costs associated with
the approach, as well as isolating bottlenecks in the approach.
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3.4.4.3 Ideal Centralized Communication
For the centralized scenario, I model communication as all robots sending all raw
measurements Zrj:k accumulated over a time interval from j to k to the fusion center
using direction network connections. I use measurements accumulated over intervals,
rather than a separate transmission at each timestep to evaluate the eect of less
frequent communication at the same intervals as the robots transfer data.
3.4.5 Estimation Error
I evaluate consistency claims in all DDF-SAM cases by measuring the error in the map
solutions computed, with metrics for both the error in the trajectory of the robot and
the state of the map when compared to ground truth. The separate reference frames
of each robot complicates measurement of exact error against a ground truth frame,
in which a given solution computed on a robot may contain variables in dierent
frames of reference.
3.4.5.1 Trajectory Error
In the case of trajectory error, I use an incremental error parametrization, in which




∥∥xAi 	 xAi+1 − xri 	 xri+1∥∥
where 	 is a manifold between operation (see Section 2.1.1 for denition) , which is
invariant to absolute reference frame of the trajectory. This incremental error metric
has also been used by others [92] in SLAM systems, not only to account for dierent
reference frames, but also to reduce the error induced by lever-arm eects by a small
orientation error early in a trajectory.
As a detail for evaluating error in terms of poses, I split the error into a rotation
and translation component and present these errors separately. This separation is
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necessary because the possible rotation error is limited to a (−π, π) range and a
combined error term can become dominated by error in translation.
3.4.5.2 Landmark Error
I specify landmark error in terms of an error in a constellation of landmarks Lr from
robot r, such that if there is a ground truth landmark map L̂ in a reference frame g,
I compute total error as ∥∥∥L̂− T gr ◦ Lr∥∥∥2 , (13)
where T gr is a transform from the reference frame of r back to the ground truth frame
g. One challenge in using this approach for measuring error is determining the value
of the transform T gr to perform this estimate. The simplest approach is to use the
ground truth trajectories of the robots, where the rst pose xr0 denes the local origin
in the reference frame r, so the ground truth rst pose x̂r0 is T
g
r . To account for
the possibility that there is estimation error aecting the rst poses of the robot, as
would happen if near initialization the robot did not observe any landmarks, I also
compute a T gr by computing the best-case transform through an alignment via SVD
of L̂ and Lr. With this reference frame transform, the error in (13) is a measure of
constellation alignment. To allow for comparisons in estimation error between maps
with diering numbers of landmarks, I typically normalize error by the number of
landmarks present in a given map, yielding a measurement of the mean error for a
single landmark in a given map estimate.
3.4.6 Datasets
By evaluating DDF-SAM through a series of simulated and real-world datasets, I val-
idate claims in this document, specically focusing on ensuring the system is online,
scalable and consistent. In order to evaluate over large scale systems, my primary
datasets are simulated environments populated with landmarks and robot trajecto-
ries. Because the simulation has exact ground truth for both the solution values and
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Figure 8: Manhattan-world simulated dataset with 4 robots, showing robot trajec-
tories ying left to right and observations of landmarks along the sides and corners
of buildings. In this case, robots have a 180 degree eld of view and are able to
communicate with robots on their neighboring street.
data associations for all measurements, it provides a good basis for changing experi-
mental conditions. I also use real-world datasets collected using small teams of robots
to demonstrate that the system is robust to realistic conditions.
3.4.6.1 Manhattan-world Simulation
As a small example for illustrative purposes, I use a simple planar Manhattan-world
example, with ground truth illustrated in Figure 8, in which a small team of robots
ies down streets between a series of line-of-sight blocking buildings. In this scenario,
the goal is to extend the sensor horizon of individual robot to enable both further
navigation, as well as improving certainty on their maps by combining both local
and neighborhood measurements. Because individual robots never close any loops
during the course of linear trajectories, the uncertainty of the estimate for poses and
landmarks will increase without bound, but through the addition of measurement
information from neighboring robots, I can reduce this uncertainty.
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Figure 9: Example environments produced by the large scale planar simulation en-
vironment, showing both a small example for testing (left) and a larger example for
evaluation. In both cases, walls are denoted with blue lines, landmarks are green dots,
and robots have red trajectories. The trajectories in each case are random walks at
constant speed and deecting o of obstacles.
3.4.6.2 Large Scale Simulation
I developed a simulator able to handle SLAM with a large number of robots with
randomly generated environments incorporating line-of-sight blocking obstacles, xed
landmarks, and random walk behavior for the robots. By using a randomly generated
scenario, it is possible to adjust the scale of the environment to evaluate dierent
conditions. This simulation environment is based on work completed in [35, 36], with
additional statistics reporting. Figure 9 shows two examples of scenarios created in
this simulation.
3.4.6.3 Freiburg Dataset
Collaborators at the University of Freiburg performed experiments using a het-
erogeneous team of three planar robots (see Figure 10), conducted in the parking lot
of the computer science campus in Freiburg [35]. Since the environment does not
contain a sucient amount of detectable features, poles were placed through the area
(see Figure 10 for an example pole in comparison to the robots, and Figure 11 for
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Figure 10: The robots used for the Freiburg dataset, consisting of an ActiveMedia
Pioneer2, Pioneer2 AT and a PowerBot, each equipped with a SICK LMS 291 laser
range nder used primarily to detect pole features (shown at right).
Figure 11: The parking lot used for experiments, shown with poles placed (left),
and aerial view of the area (center). For an approximation of ground truth, I use a
batch centralized solution for run 1, showing the output (right) of GMapping [61, 62]
applied to the full laser scans from the robots, with trajectories of the three robots
overlaid and color coded.
the full array of landmarks). Bearing-Range feature measurements came from a pole
detector and were ltered in post-processing to remove noisy features, such as the
legs of the operators.
There were two runs conducted where the robots were moved in the environment
for about 20min, with trajectory lengths ranging from 9, 000 to 10, 000 poses, covering
an area around 100 meters long. The trajectories of the robots during the rst run
can be seen in Figure 11. While there is no true ground truth for this experiment, it
is possible to reconstruct the environment using the full laser scans, rather than just
the detected features, and overlay robot trajectories, as shown in Figure 11.
For the purposes of evaluation, I used a centralized version of the system as a
ground truth, as shown in Figure 12, which combined both local and between-robot
data associations in a single solution. In this case, I ran the data from each robot
through a standard smoothing algorithm to get a single-robot map solution. The
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(a) Run 1 (b) Run 2
Figure 12: Centralized rened solutions for the Freiburg multi-robot datasets, cre-
ated as a result of global optimization and data associations constructed from post-
processing. Trajectories correspond to robots A, B, C, with colors red, green and
blue, respectively, and the black dots are landmarks.
local map data association uses a simple nearest neighbor approach with xed gates
to determine whether to associate a new measurement with a specic known landmark
or create a new landmark. After solving for the single robot maps with additional
batch renement of the solution, I computed between-robot data associations using
a simple application of RANSAC to nd the rigid transforms and correspondences
between the robots. Using these correspondences and initial transforms, I performed
global batch optimization to yield the nal ground truth solutions.
It should be noted that these data associations are designed to be conservative in
that decisions to associate a measurement with an observed landmark are designed to
avoid adding a connection where none should exist. This prevents the more signicant
failure mode of data association failure, in which an outlier measurement substan-
tially distorts the solution. The result of this conservative approach is that there
will occasionally be duplicate landmarks which should map to a single ground-truth
landmark, but appear in the map solution as multiple landmarks.
For the Freiburg datasets, due to their long length, I used less frequent com-
munication between with a longer delay before the robots were allowed to begin
communication. In this case, the robots had a forced 1000 timestep delay before
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communication could occur, and only shared data every 100 timesteps. I also as-
sumed perfect communication, so each robot could always talk to its neighbors.
3.5 Discussion
In this chapter, I introduced the basic architecture of the DDF-SAM approach for
decentralized inference through distribution of summarized map information over a
chosen subset of shared variables, which is enables online, scalable and consistent
decentralized SAM. The system architecture ensures that the approach is an on-
line inference approach that shares summarized map information across the network,
allowing individual robots to fuse these summarized maps as necessary. The com-
munication model ensures that the system is scalable with an increasing number of
robots because any individual robot is only dependent on its local neighbors for map
information, and by bounding the neighborhood size, I can bound the size of the
inference problem on each platform. The key requirement for consistent estimates in
DDF-SAM is the summarized maps are dependent on exactly the locally available
measurements, which makes the tracking of information sources during neighborhood
updates feasible.
While this general architecture provides the basis for communication and shar-
ing of information for the remainder of the the work, the key remaining operation
to implement DDF-SAM is a neighborhood update operation which actually fuses
summarized maps. The following chapters present two dierent approaches for fus-
ing neighborhood map information, with Chapter 4 introducing a simpler two-map
batch optimization technique and Chapters 5 and 6 extending the approach to use
single-map incremental SAM techniques.
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Chapter 4
DDF-SAM 1.0: BATCH DECENTRALIZED SAM
In this chapter, I present DDF-SAM 1.0, which contributes a fully realized DDF-SAM
approach that is online, scalable, consistent and generalizable to a variety of sensing
modalities, validated with both simulated and real-world experimental results. DDF-
SAM 1.0, as originally proposed in [34, 35], with further experimental evaluation
in [36, 72], is an implementation of the DDF-SAM architecture designed around
batch nonlinear optimization techniques for fusion of cached summarized maps into a
consistent neighborhood map. The key structural characteristic of the approach is the
means by which it prevents information double-counting, in that each robot maintains
a separate local and neighborhood map designed to prevent map information from
neighboring robots from aecting the local map and summarizations.
In this approach, I avoid double-counting by maintaining two separate systems,








and a pure local system (Φr,Θr). In this





The only connection between these systems is through adding the local summarized
map mrk to the neighborhood system - thereby preventing information contributions
from other robots aecting the locally generated summarized map mrk and causing
overcondence due to information double-counting.
4.1 Processing Local Measurements
Because DDF-SAM performs local SAM completely isolated from information re-
ceived from other robots, the local measurement processing stage is equivalent to a
single-robot system, as described in Algorithm 2. While there are a variety of ap-
proaches to solving this local system, I will present a straightforward Gauss-Newton
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Algorithm 8 DDF-SAM 1.0 overview, which extends the generic DDF-SAM frame-








in addition to a pure local system (Φr,Θr) which is never updated with information
from summarized maps.
initialize: for each robot r
Θr ← {xrinit} . initialize robot r at local origin
Φr ← ∅ . local factor graph
ΘN
′
r ← ∅; ΦN ′r ← ∅; . Empty neighborhood system
Mr ← ∅ . local summarized map cache
for each robot r at each discrete timestep k
(Φr,Θr)← processLocalMeasurements (Φr,Θr, k)
Θrs ← chooseSharedV ariables (Θr)
if k is a summarization interval and |Θrs| > dmin
mrk ← summarize (Φr,Θr,Θrs, k)
add mrk to cache Mr and any replace older mrk−1(





Mr,ΦN ′r ,ΘN ′r
)
batch optimization approach as an illustrative example. In practice, this local system
can be implemented using incremental solvers, such as iSAM [85], or more sophis-
ticated nonlinear optimization techniques such as Levenberg-Marquardt with trust-
region based regularization to improve convergence.
Algorithm 9 details batch nonlinear optimization for a single system modeled by a
factor graph Φ and with an initial estimate of the solution Θinit. Note that the formu-
lation shown is a relatively simple approach, and more details are available in Section





yields a Bayes tree through either QR or Cholesky factorization of the underlying
sparse linear problem. The underlying linear algebra in these steps starts with a
sparse linear system A∆− b represented by the linearized graph Φ̃, where A ∈ Rm×n
and b ∈ Rm, where n is the tangent space dimension of Θ and m is the number of





tion ordering designed to minimize the ll-in during elimination, which has signicant
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Algorithm 9 Generic iterated nonlinear optimization with a direct multifrontal linear
solver, representative of Gauss-Newton approaches without regularization.
function optimize (Φ,Θinit):
Θ← Θinit;
compute minimum fill column ordering P from Φ
while Θ not converged









. p (Θ;R, d)
∆← backsubstitute (B) ; . ∆ ∆= R\d
Θ← Θ⊕∆; . Manifold retract
return Θ;
eects on system performance [42, 3].
4.2 Summarizing Local Map Information
DDF-SAM 1.0 performs map summarization using batch partial elimination approach
described in Section 3.2, using the generic summarization approach detailed in Algo-
rithms 3 and 4 to construct the set of summarized factors Φ̃rsummarized ∝ p (Θrs) around
the shared variables for the robot r, starting from the pure local factor graph Φr. The
summarized map structure mrk for robot r at a time k contains linearization point
for the shared variables Θrs as well as the the summarized linear factors Φ̃
r
summarized.
Figure 13 illustrates map summarization for a simple robot example, showing the full
local factor graph Φr and the summarized map where the shared variables Θrs is the
set of landmarks.
By summarizing the from a purely local factor graph Φr, which does not include
any neighborhood contributions, this summarization technique is guaranteed to avoid
double-counting information, thus meeting the consistency requirement for summa-
rized maps.
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Figure 13: Summarization example for single robot case, showing a robot with three
poses (blue circles) and two landmarks (white circles), showing the pure local graph
(left) and the summarized version, where the summarized map is over the set of land-
marks. The summarized map for this robot is the factor, colored in blue, connecting
the two landmarks. To indicate that the summarized map is over a linearization
point in the local reference frame, the variables are colored to match the poses of the
original robot.
4.3 Communicating Summarized Maps
With the communication model for DDF-SAM 1.0, a specialized version of the gen-
eral procedure (see Algorithm 5) I introduce constrained factor graphs as a means
to fuse summarized maps linearized in separate and unknown reference frames. The
complication introduced by local reference frames on separate robots is that the lin-
earization points chosen at the time of summarization will be dierent. Because the
linear densities computed for each system are over an update to the existing solution,
it is not possible to naively combine linear factors and perform optimization. To
solve this problem, I contribute constrained factor graphs to simultaneously solve for
a consistent solution for the shared variables, as well as the relative reference frames
between robots.
The message passing algorithm for DDF-SAM 1.0 is largely the same as the ref-
erence version, with a specialized form of the addSummarizedMap operation, which
is detailed in Algorithm 10. In this case, note that the system to be updated with









be fully constructed at any given time given the summarized map cache Mr and
initializations for variables, such that the neighborhood map system is strictly the
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Algorithm 10 Adding a single summarized map mbj from a robot b, summarized at









find any previously observed mbk ∈Mr
if timestamp j > k or |Mr| < K
replace any previous mbk in Mr with mbj
extract set of transforms T r from ΘN
′
r




























fusion of summarized maps.
DDF-SAM 1.0 constructs neighborhood graphs dierently than in the local non-
linear system, as the linearized factors comprising summarized maps constrain these
maps to the original local frame of reference. As none of the robots know the neigh-
borhood reference frame or the relative reference frames of neighboring robots, I
formulate a constrained optimization problem to simultaneously update landmarks
in their local frame of reference and in a consistent neighborhood landmark map, as
well as solve for the relative reference frames.
Combining these maps requires the neighborhood graph to maintain the sepa-
ration between the local side and the neighborhood side of the system, in which I
explicitly represent the coordinate frames and the relationships between shared vari-
ables observed by separate robots. Figure 14 shows a small three-robot example sce-
nario, in which each robot contributes a factor over three common landmarks, with
the construction of a constrained factor graph mapping local- and neighborhood-side
landmarks together via a ternary frame of reference constraint. For a neighborhood
map built on robot r and given a correspondence (θri , θ
a
i ) between a shared variable
in its local reference frame θai and its counterpart θ
r
i in the neighborhood frame, I
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for a robot r with
known global correspondences, including initialization of reference frame transforms
using matching against the local variables.
function neighborhoodSystem (Mr,Θr, T r):
ΦN
′




for each mak ∈Mr
if a = r . Local summarized map
T ra ← I
add prior factor φ (T ra |T ra = I) to ΦN
′
r
if a transform T ra exists in T
r
extract T ra from T
r
else . compute new transform
T ra ← computeTransform (Θr,Θas)
add transform T ra to variables Θ
N ′r
add factors (mak) to Φ
N ′r
for each θaj ∈ variables (mak)
add variable θaj to Θ
N ′r in a's reference frame
θj ← T ra ◦ θaj
add transformed variable θj to Θ
N ′r




















Figure 14: A three-robot scenario case illustrating the construction of a neighborhood
graph (right) from summarized maps and the relationship to a naive centralized map
(left). In this case, all of the robots have had their local maps summarized to a factor
acting on only the landmarks in their local reference frames, as in Figure 13. The
center image shows the corresponding structure of a constrained factor graph, with
the summarized maps superimposed over the local graphs, and the actual constrained
factor graph on the right. In the constrained factor graph, hard constraints are
denoted by crosses and reference frame transform variables are denoted by square
variables. Landmarks with light coloring are the local copies of a global landmark.
impose an equality constraint
T ra ⊕ θai = θri (14)
between them. Each frame of reference variable T ra denotes the rigid-body refer-
ence frame transformation mapping shared variables in the neighborhood frame to
counterparts in the local frame.
In terms of the size of the resulting optimization problem, each shared variable
will be duplicated across separate reference frames, and there will be a ternary frame
of reference constraint for each shared variable in each summarized map present. In
addition, the frame of reference variables will now be added to the graph, which re-
quire initialization, as in the computeTransform () step of Algorithm 11. Algorithm
12 describes a simple technique for initialization of transforms that is suitable for
shared variables consisting of landmarks. Note that when including factors from the
summarized map mrk of the local robot r, we assume that the local reference frame
transform T rr is the identity transform I and add a prior to ensure that this relation-
ship is maintained during optimization. Adding a prior on at least one of the frame of
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Algorithm 12 Computes a rigid-body reference frame transformation between an
incoming set of shared variables Θas from a neighboring robot a and the local variables
Θr for the local robot r. This approach computes the least-squares solution of a rigid
transform between constellations of landmarks (θi ∈ Rn) with known data associa-
tions. In this case, it is assumed there exists a one-one mapping between variables in
Θr and Θas , and any non-matching variables are ignored.
function computeTransform (Θr,Θas)
cr ← centroid (Θr)
ca ← centroid (Θas)
H ← zeros (n, n)
for each pair (θri ∈ Θr, θai ∈ Θa)
θri ← θri − cr
θai ← θai − ca
H ← H + θri (θai )
T
(U, S, V )← svd (H)
Rra ← V UT
tra ← ca −Rracr
return T ra




4.3.1 Constrained Factor Graphs
I present CFGs as a novel extension of a factor graph as it augments a probabilistic
graphical model with deterministic relationships. The hard constraints, which imple-
ment the frame of reference constraints (Equation 14), allow for operations such as
assignment to be expressed in a graphical manner, as the constraints maintain the
separability requirements for graphical models.
The implementation of hard constraints in the underlying nonlinear least squares
optimization problem involves only the application of existing techniques [93] for in-
corporating equality constraints into a least squares optimization problems. I extend







to form a constrained nonlinear least squares problem (Equation
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15). These constraint functions are exactly the frame of reference constraints of Equa-
















subject to cij (Θ) = 0 ∀i ∈ [1 . . . p]









with a suciently high µ parameter. At each linearization stage, I approximate the
system using a rst order Taylor expansion as in the unconstrained case (Equation
3), where G is the Jacobian of g (Θ) evaluated at Θ. I solve the linearized system




‖Aδ − b‖2Σ (17)
subject to Gδ+g(Θ) = 0
To solve the linear subproblems, I use a hybrid elimination procedure eliminating
variables with only probabilistic factors using the Householder reections exactly
as in the probabilistic case, and use Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to eliminate
variables with hard constraints.
4.4 Evaluation
To validate the approach, I performed experiments using both real-world robot tests
and the simulated datasets described in Section 3.4.6, demonstrating not only the
performance predicted by the theory, but also adaptability to real-world scenarios and
hardware. The evaluation scenarios include both the Manhattan-world and large-scale
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simulated datasets, described in Section 3.4.6, as well as real robot scenarios using
both robots with direct teleoperation as well as fully autonomous robots performing
exploration.
The primary evaluation metrics for these scenarios are those described in Sections
3.4.3, 3.4.4 and 3.4.5, measuring online operation with timing performance, scalability
with communication bandwidth, and consistency with estimation error, respectively.
For scenarios without ground truth information, or those too small to be statistically
meaningful, we use qualitative analysis of map quality.
As an implementation detail of the experimental setup, it is possible to use dier-
ing types of local mapping solvers for the local update phase of DDF-SAM - a batch
solver, such as Levenberg-Marquardt, or a standard incremental solver, such as iSAM
2.0 [85]. In the evaluations, I use iSAM 2.0 as the local solver for the system as it
would be the most typical choice for a single-robot online SAM solver. Map summa-
rization and neighborhood map fusion remain identical to the approach described in
this chapter.
4.4.1 Real-Robot Scenarios
The following two sections detail the real-world robot experiments performed, which
were specic to the DDF-SAM 1.0, with two datasets on dierent robot platforms,
which convincingly show that it is possible to apply DDF-SAM across sensing modal-
ities and map representations. The rst dataset is the Freiburg dataset, detailed in
Section 3.4.6.3. The second experiment combined DDF-SAM with fully autonomous
exploration with multiple landmark types in collaboration with the University of
Pennsylvania, which I detail below.
4.4.1.1 UPenn Robot Experiments
We demonstrated [73] that DDF-SAM can work in a fully autonomous decentralized
exploration system through experiments conducted at UPenn, using their custom
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Figure 15: Scarab robots used for the UPenn experiments, with a closeup (left) of an
individual robot, and the experimental setup for autonomous exploration at the start
of the scenario. Each robot is equipped with a Hokuyo laser scanner and a forward-
facing camera and 802.11s mesh networking hardware. In this scenario, there are three
robots (shown in a line at the center of the starting case) exploring autonomously,
with additional robots placed through the environment to act as network repeater
nodes to allow for communication to a base station. All mapping is performed locally
on each robot.
Scarab robots, in which we performed mapping onboard the robots using real-world
mesh networking hardware. In this scenario, the robots autonomously explored an
oce environment while performing mapping in real time. This scenario, shown at
its starting point in Figure 15, highlights both online operation, and the ability to
use multiple sensing and representation types, as maps in this environment were
comprised of both line segments extracted from a Hokuyo scanning laser rangender
and doors detected using an front-mounted camera. The robots employed a mesh
network system for communication, both for between-robot map sharing and coor-
dination, but also for sending map information back to a base station computer for
visualization. Note that the base station computer was only used for visualization;
all of the decentralized mapping was performed onboard the robots at real-time.
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Figure 16: Manhattan-world results for DDF-SAM 1.0, showing the local (left) and
neighborhood maps for a single robot with two neighbors. The neighborhood map
shown is color coded by variable membership, grouped by pure local, overlapping,
and pure neighborhood variables, colored magenta, green and blue, respectively.
4.5 Results
This section presents the results of the experiments described in the previous sec-
tion, which serve to validate the core claims that DDF-SAM is online, scalable and
consistent. The remainder of this section will present the results of experiments I
performed using DDF-SAM 1.0, starting with the smaller Manhattan-world scenario
as an illustrative example, then the real-world experimental scenarios, followed by
the large scale simulation for aggregate statistics.
4.5.1 Manhattan-world Simulation
The Manhattan-world simulation results, shown in Figure 16, show that the sensor
horizon of the target robot is extended beyond the local map. This example serves as
a pedagogical example for illustrating the results of the algorithm in order to better
understand how the real-world datasets work.
Because DDF-SAM 1.0 maintains two maps, Figure 16 illustrates the map solu-
tion of both the pure local mapper as well as neighborhood map constructed from
summarized maps fused from two neighboring robots. The local map is, as expected,
identical to a pure local SAM system, generating a map solution over the locally
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observed landmarks and robot trajectory. The neighborhood map solution, over only
the landmarks, show how DDF-SAM extends the sensor horizon of an individual robot
by grouping variables by the their relationship to the current map. The neighborhood
map shows three groups of variables
• Pure local variables (rendered as magenta): Variables observed by only the local
robot.
• Overlapping variables (rendered in green): Variables observed by both the local
robot and at least one neighbor.
• Pure neighborhood variables (rendered as blue): Variables only present through
received neighborhood maps, and not present in the local map. These form the
extended sensor horizon of the robot.
As can be seen from the rendered neighborhood map result for a single robot in the
Manhattan-world scenario in Figure 16, the extended sensor horizon covers a much
larger area then the local map, which validates the claim that DDF-SAM enables
robots to aid the map solutions of neighbors.
4.5.2 Real-Robot Scenarios
To evaluate DDF-SAM 1.0, I ran two real-world experiments from datasets in from
Freiburg and UPenn, that validate DDF-SAM, highlighting several useful character-
istics
• Online: Demonstrated primarily by the UPenn dataset as mapping occurred
onboard the robots.
• Consistent: While neither dataset has ground truth, it is possible to examine
the map consistency qualitatively from renders of map solutions. In addition, I
use the centralized solution as ground truth in the Freiburg dataset case.
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Figure 17: Neighborhood landmark map rendering from robot A in the Freiburg
dataset run 1. The landmarks are color-coded exactly as in Figure 16. Black land-
marks denote the ground truth solution. Note that the map is in the local reference
frame of the robot.
• Extended horizon: Both datasets demonstrate map fusion, resulting in an ex-
tended sensor horizon.
• Variety of sensing modalities: Between the two datasets, there are three sensing
modalities, strongly proving the claim that DDF-SAM is exible.
However, these experiments are not able to provide an evaluation of scalability, as the
robot teams in each case are no larger than three robots - I address this shortcoming
through the use of large scale simulations in the next section.
4.5.2.1 Freiburg Dataset
Figure 17 shows neighborhood map generated through DDF-SAM 1.0 for one of the
robots in the dataset, in which it is clear that the additional information received
from neighboring robots has extended the sensor horizon beyond the locally observed
landmarks. In both runs for this dataset, the robots largely cover much of the same
area, so a large portion of the landmarks are shared between robots. Note that while
there is visibly observable error in this system, it is still at a manageable level.
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Figure 18: Update timing for update operations in DDF-SAM 1.0 on Freiburg dataset
run 2, showing the time for local updates (left) and for neighborhood updates. Note
that neighborhood updates did not start until the robots began communication when
there were enough common landmarks.
To evaluate the update performance for the system, I measured time for adding
local measurements as well as for fusing an incoming summarized map, as shown in
Figure 18. As comparisons, I also show the update timing results for both a pure
local single-robot iSAM 2.0 solution and a centralized incremental solution across all
robots. In this case, the centralized solver is predictably slower due to the larger
system being solved. The dierence between the pure local solver and the DDF-
SAM 1.0 solver is small, with DDF-SAM 1.0 taking approximately 5 ms longer per
update than the pure local solution. This aligns with predictions, as both are solving
the same problem, though the DDF-SAM 1.0 solver has some additional overhead
to account for tracking variables. The neighborhood map update timing, being a
full batch optimization, increases quickly with time, which is to be expected. Note
that the results start later in the dataset as the robots needed to encounter sucient
overlapping landmarks before communication could begin.
I used the batch ground truth solution to measure the error of the landmark es-
timation over time in the Freiburg dataset, as illustrated in Figure 19. Note that
in this case the centralized solution has large error spikes in the beginning, which is
before there were many variables in common, which predictably yields large errors
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Figure 19: Landmark error constellation error for DDF-SAM 1.0, using calculated
transforms to align to the ground truth solution, with comparisons to a pure local
and a centralized iSAM 2.0 solver. Note that he pure local and DDF-SAM 1.0 local
map solutions are identical.
comparing the to the ground truth solution. Communication only actually starts at
approximately timestep 3200 due to the need for overlapping variables. As a positive
result, as the solutions converge after communication begins, the neighborhood solu-
tion for the system has lower error than the local solution, and converges towards the
batch optimization ground truth near the end of the dataset.
In Figure 20, I show statistics for the summarization phase of DDF-SAM - both
the time necessary to compute the summarized map and the communication cost
measured as the size for a given summarized map. The computation time for sum-
marization appears to be approximately linear with time, which is to be expected the
local graph for each robot is increasing in size with each timestep due to additional
poses. To evaluate communication cost, I used an approximation of the communi-
cation cost for a centralized system in which each robot sends raw measurements to
a central location, as accumulated between communication timesteps. The spike in
centralized cost at the start is due to the long delay (1000 timesteps) before robots
were allowed to begin communicating. In this dataset, because there are a relatively
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Figure 20: Summarization statistics for Freiburg run 2, showing the time to compute
the summarization (left) and the summarized map transmission size. The summarized
map transmission size also includes an approximation of a centralized communication
cost, which accumulates measurements between communication timesteps.
small number of landmarks in the environment (on the order of 30), the growth rate
is relatively at in comparison to the time, since the trajectories are quite loopy.
4.5.2.2 UPenn Experiment
The UPenn experiment [72] validates the claim that DDF-SAM is both ecient
enough for online decentralized mapping using only on-board robot hardware, and
generalizable enough to work with a variety of sensing modalities and environmental
representations. A plot of the neighborhood map generated by three robots explor-
ing the environment appears in Figure 21 with a ground-truth oorplan of the oce
environment for reference. During exploration and mapping, we measured the com-
pute resources required by the decentralized mapping process, and the DDF-SAM
process consumed a small fraction of the available processing power available on the
already computationally limited platforms, demonstrating the claim that DDF-SAM
can operate in online.
The representation used, combining expandable line segments [57, 59] to model
walls and oriented door objects, validated the claim that DDF-SAM is exible enough
for a variety of sensing modalities, as well as showing how a good choice of shared
variables can yield reliable performance. Because the line segment features, which
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Figure 21: Neighborhood map result from three robots autonomously exploring an
oce environment in the UPenn experiment, showing the neighborhood map (left)
composed of line-segment walls and doors, and a ground-truth oorplan created from
raw laser scan data. In the neighborhood map, green lines indicate neighborhood-
optimized line segments, and pink lines indicate doors. Trajectories and measurement
lines are shown under the neighborhood-optimized features.
comprised a majority of the structure in the map, can expand as the robots explore,
they can represent the environment sparsely, using on the order of 30 variables to
the model the environment, rather than the hundreds or thousands that a denser
SLAM approach like visual SLAM might. This sparsity of representation yields good
performance within the mapping framework.
4.5.3 Large Scale Simulation
The large scale simulation convincingly shows the following claims are substantiated:
• Online: Local updates are no worse than the local mapping solution used.
• Scalable: I demonstrate that fusion neighborhood bounding limits both com-
putational requirements and communication bandwidth.
• Consistent: I provide error metrics for the map solutions as compared to both
centralized solving and local-only mapping.
However, these results below also show:
• Online: batch neighborhood updates and summarization are expensive.
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Figure 22: Local update performance for DDF-SAM 1.0 using an iSAM 2.0 local
solver, compared to a centralized solution and a pure local solution.
Figure 23: Comparison of the eect of bounding the number of fusion neighbors,
showing eect on compute timing for adding summarized maps (left) and the trac
through a single node.
• Scalability: limited due to the quadratic growth in transmission size of summa-
rized maps.
These shortcomings provide the basis for the extensions of DDF-SAM in later chap-
ters.
Figure 22 shows computational performance for local updates, as compared to a
centralized and pure local system, and validates the claim that local mapping will
be substantially faster than a centralized approach, and that the DDF-SAM local
mapping solution is no slower than a single-robot mapping system.
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Figure 24: Landmark constellation error, normalized to error (in meters) per land-
mark, showing error for the DDF-SAM 1.0 local and neighborhood solution, as well
as a pure local solution. Note that the DDF-SAM 1.0 local map error and the pure
local reference solver have identical curves.
I validate the claim that bounding the number of fusion neighbors for a given robot
to a hard maximum K act as a bound that can throttle performance requirements for
both computation and communication, as plotted in Figure 23. These gures compare
dierent values of K for performance in neighborhood updates and communication
bandwidth, and in each case, higher values of K require more computation during
updates as well as greater message bandwidth. Therefore, by adjustingK it is possible
to adapt performance of the system to meet the capabilities of a particular robot
platform.
As a metric of solution consistency, I measured the normalized landmark constel-
lation error of the solution for the landmarks, shown in Figure 24, which demonstrates
error in the DDF-SAM neighborhood map is acceptable for mapping purposes. Note
that in this case, the oscillations in error for the neighborhood map solution can be
attributed to variations in frame of reference solutions. While the solution error is
higher than both the centralized and pure local solutions, this can be expected in
part because nonlinear optimization in the CFG for the neighborhood map solution
is not able to relinearize factors from summarized maps.
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Figure 25: Summarization timing (left) and summarized map transmission size for
DDF-SAM 1.0. As a comparison for summarized map transmission size, the plot
also shows a transmission size for sending all nonlinear measurements since the last
communication interval, denoted as All raw measurements.
To evaluate the summarization process in terms of both online operation and
scalability, I measured performance timings for creating a summarized map and the
map transmission size, which highlight weaknesses with the current DDF-SAM ap-
proach. Using the current summarization process, which relies on performing direct
partial elimination on the entire system, the computational cost of summarization
message size grow substantially over time. The growth in the map transmission size
is also problematic, as the cost of sending a single summarized map surpasses sending
all raw nonlinear measurements since the last communication interval. This growth
rate in the size of summarized map forms the motivation for the use of approximate
summarization techniques, detailed in Chapter 7.
4.6 Discussion
DDF-SAM 1.0 has proved to be an eective means implementing a decentralized SAM
architecture while ensuring consistency through a strict separation between local and
neighborhood maps, and yielding an approach that is demonstrably online, scalable,
consistent and exible enough for a variety of sensing modalities.
As described in this chapter, DDF-SAM 1.0 has two key shortcomings: 1) an overly
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conservative approach for avoiding information double-counting, and 2) reliance on a
batch marginalization approach for map summarization. The method employed for
avoiding information double-counting enforced a strict separation between a robot's
local map and the neighborhood map comprised of data from neighboring robots -
an approach that avoids double-counting, but results in each robot maintaining two
separate, but incomplete maps of its environment. Furthermore, the batch sum-
marization technique used to marginalize non-shared variables from the local map
performs a computationally expensive and separate factorization of the entire local
system, which increases in complexity over time and limits scalability.
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Chapter 5
DDF-SAM 2.0: INCREMENTAL DECENTRALIZED
SMOOTHING AND MAPPING
To address the shortcomings present in the DDF-SAM 1.0 approach described in
Chapter 4, I introduce in this chapter DDF-SAM 2.0 [33, 32], which contributes the
augmented local system as a replacement for the separate local and neighborhood
maps maintained in DDF-SAM 1.0 to provide a single, consistent map on each robot
blending local and neighborhood information. Figure 26 illustrates the overall ap-
proach in a three-robot scenario. In order to maintain consistency, I introduce the
antifactor as a tool to avoid double-counting of neighborhood information by down-
dating estimates.
DDF-SAM 2.0 takes a structurally dierent approach to the DDF-SAM problem
than the DDF-SAM 1.0 approach, while still providing contributions in the following
areas:
• Online: DDF-SAM 2.0 centers around a single incremental solver, extending
iSAM [86, 85], which improves upon DDF-SAM 1.0 by avoiding batch nonlinear
updates for faster performance.
• Scalable: DDF-SAM 2.0 maintains the same communication model as the gen-
eral DDF-SAM.
• Consistent: DDF-SAM 2.0 combines local and neighborhood maps to create a
single, internally consistent map with both local and neighborhood information.
As in all of the DDF-SAM variations, I approach the problem as a generalized graphi-
cal inference problem, so that it will remain suciently exible for a variety of sensing
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(a) Three-robot Scenario (b) Adding Neighborhood Infor-
mation
(c) Summarization with antifac-
tors
Figure 26: An example 3-robot scenario (left), with the augmented local system of the
green robot integrating summarized map information from neighboring robots (cen-
ter), and sharing summarized map information with antifactors (denoted with crossed
circles). Note the expanded region of coverage through the addition of summarized
neighborhood information.
modalities and map representations. This representation and corresponding algorithm
enables each robot to maintain a consistent SLAM solution with an extended sensor
horizon provided by neighboring robots. The full DDF-SAM 2.0 formulation appears
in Algorithm 13.
The key distinctions between DDF-SAM 2.0 and DDF-SAM 1.0 can be summa-
rized as follows
• Rather than avoiding information double-counting by isolating local and neigh-
borhood maps and only summarizing a pure local map, DDF-SAM 2.0 corrects
for the double-counted information at the summarization stage. This allows
each robot to maintain a single map with all available information.
• DDF-SAM 2.0 uses an incremental solver formulation to minimize the cost of
adding new measurements, rather than a performing nonlinear optimization on
a full local or neighborhood system as in DDF-SAM 1.0.
As a pedagogical simplication, I present this algorithm as in [33, 32] using a single-
linearization incremental approach that assumes all measurements are linearized im-
mediately and linearization points are shared between robots in a global reference
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Algorithm 13 DDF-SAM 2.0 Algorithm.
initialize: for each robot r
ΘN
′
r ← {xrinit} . initialize neighborhood variables
BN ′r ← ∅ . Bayes tree (neighborhood)
Mr ← ∅ . local summarized map cache
for each robot r at each discrete timestep k(




BN ′r ,ΘN ′r , k
)
Θrs ← chooseSharedV ariables (Θr)





add mrk to cache Mr and any replace older mrk−1(




Mr,BN ′r ,ΘN ′r
)
frame. I relax this assumption in the full nonlinear version of DDF-SAM 2.0 detailed
in Chapter 6.
5.1 Processing Local Measurements
For DDF-SAM 2.0, I use an existing incremental update procedure [86] in order to
ensure updates suciently fast for online operation by re-solving only the necessary
portions of the full graphical model. As has been shown in previous work incremental
SAM (see Section 2.5.3), performing incremental updates will typically always be
faster than performing full batch optimization, as the worst case, where the full
linear problem needs to be re-solved, is the same as performing a single iteration
Gauss-Newton (detailed in Algorithm 9).
The local processing stage, presented as pseudocode in Algorithm 14, of DDF-SAM
2.0 uses a simple iSAM approach [86] in which the state for the map is maintained
by storing and updating a sparse, pre-factorized linear system by a Bayes tree BN ′r
over both local and neighborhood measurements, as well as a full set of variables
ΘN
′
r . Note that we indicate a system covering variables from fusion neighbors as well
as the local robot r through the set N ′r. As formulated in Algorithm 14, the local
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Algorithm 14 The local phase of a DDF-SAM 2.0 solver performs incremental
updates to a Bayes tree BN ′r . Note that this approach linearizes local factors once,





BN ′r ,ΘN ′r , k
)
:
collect measurements Zrk from local sensors
create local factors Φrk from Z
r
k
for each new factor φrj ∈ Φrk




if θi has not been observed
zrj ← measurement (θri )

























BN ′r ,ΘN ′r
)
update process is largely identical to the generic DDF-SAM approach (see Algorithm
2), with two key distinctions
• The system state for a robot r is represented as a neighborhood Bayes tree BN ′r
and a linearization point ΘN
′
r , rather than maintaining a pure local graph Φr
and linearization point Θr.
• The update procedure uses an incremental update the Bayes tree with a set of
new factors.
The use of a neighborhood Bayes tree BN ′r and linearization point ΘN ′r are signicant
not only due to the use of an incremental update procedure, but also due to the
inclusion of neighborhood information in a partially factorized linear system. Within a
neighborhood factor graph ΦN
′
r containing separate factors for each local measurement
and each summarized map from a neighboring robot it is possible to separate local and
neighborhood contributions through measurement tagging. However, by maintaining
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for each affected variable θj ∈ Θk
remove clique C (θj) and path to root in BN
′
r
add orphaned subtrees of BN ′r to Borphans
add new linear factors Φ̃k to Φ̃update
















BN ′r ,ΘN ′r
)
, these contributions cannot be easily
separated, the implications of which I will discuss during summarization in Section
5.2.







in Algorithm 15, that occurs in local measurement processing performs a linear ver-
sion of the full iSAM algorithm, in which given an existing Bayes tree BN ′r and a new
set of linear factors Φ̃k, I re-eliminate only the relevant portions of the Bayes tree.
This algorithm starts by reinterpreting the aected cliques of the Bayes tree as a set
of linear factors Φ̃update through a process known as liquefying a Bayes tree, detailed
in Algorithm 16, which are combined with the new factors Φ̃k, which contains all
of the portions of the Bayes tree relevant to the incoming factors. The algorithm
proceeds by removing the aected cliques within the tree, leaving a set of smaller
orphaned subtrees that are the parts of the system not aected the incoming factors.
I assemble the nal updated Bayes tree from the result of multifrontal elimination
over Φ̃update combined with the orphaned subtrees.
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Algorithm 16 Liquefying a Bayes tree B into a factor graph over a set of aected
variables Θk.
function liquefyBayesTree (B,Θk) :
Φ̃← ∅ . Start with empty graph
for each affected variable θi ∈ Θk
find clique C (θi)
for each clique Cj in path from C (θi) to root of B
φ̃j ← interpretAsFactor (Cj)
add φ̃j to Φ̃ if not already added
return Φ̃
Liquefaction of a Bayes tree, described in Algorithm 16, is a process of reinter-
preting both the aected cliques C (θi) for each aected variable θi ∈ Θk, but also all
of the parent cliques to the root of the tree. This operation forms the basis of not
only performing incremental updates, but also computing joint densities over shared
sets of variables, which will be used for summarization.
The incremental update procedure described in this section is the simplest vari-
ation, and does not employ relinearization or variable reordering, which will become
necessary for most practical systems due to ll-in during multifrontal elimination.
During evaluation in this chapter, I extend the procedure to include periodic variable
reordering, which prevents the Bayes tree BN ′r from becoming too dense, as will likely
happen with a naively chosen variable ordering.
5.2 Summarizing Local Map Information
I contribute a new map summarization approach, described in Algorithm 17, that
correctly accounts for double-counted map information maintained within the full
Bayes tree BN ′r , ensuring both consistent data fusion for receiving robots, as well as
a minimum of additional computation to perform summarization. This map summa-
rization technique exploits the existing factorized system encoded in the Bayes tree,
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Algorithm 17 Summarizing over locally observed shared variables directly from






































and performs antifactor down-dating to correct for information that would be double-
counted. The resulting summarized map is exact, and adheres to the summarization
requirement that summarized maps contain only local information.
At the start of the approach, I liquefy and summarize the Bayes tree BN ′r to
yield a linear density over the locally observed shared variables Θrs, which provides
performance benets during map summarization. By starting with the existing Bayes
tree, I skip the the linearization step necessary for starting linearization from a full
factor graph (as in Algorithm 3 used throughout DDF-SAM 1.0). In addition, because
liquefying a Bayes tree only creates factors for those along the path from each target
variable to the root variable, there are sections of the Bayes tree that can be ignored,
yielding a smaller linear system Φ̃full from which to start linear summarization.
The core contribution of this summarization approach is the correction for double-
counted information, in which I add to Φ̃rsummarized a series of antifactors, which have
the eect of subtracting the information contribution from the cache summarized
maps. This step ensures that the resulting summarized map mrk has an information
contribution equivalent to performing summarization on the pure local factor graph
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Φr. The derivation and details of this technique appear in the following section.
The nal step for summarization is to condense the collection of linear factors
Φ̃rsummarized into a smaller set of linear factors for communication by converting the
factors into information form and adding the information matrices directly. This
prevents antifactors from adding to the size of the map summarization.
5.2.1 Antifactor Down-dating
I contribute antifactor down-dating as a tool for subtracting information from a fused
estimate as a tool for exactly subtracting double-counted information from summa-
rized maps to ensure consistent estimation. This technique is similar to operations
performed in a channel lter algorithm [99], in that it corrects explicitly for double-
counted information to maintain consistency. The formulation exploits the additive
nature of information matrices to allow for subtracting known information contribu-
tions from an existing fused density.
A necessary component of this process is the relationship between linear factors
in square-root information (Jacobian) form and in information (Hessian) form. For a













the linear system can be represented in square root information form as (A, b), where
the measurement Jacobian A
∆








∆TG∆− 2∆Tg + f
)
(19)
where G is the Hessian of the measurement function and is computed as G
∆
= ATA.
Note that the Hessian is actually the information matrix Λ in this formulation.
The key dierence exploited to enable down-dating is that, unlike in the Jacobian
form (18), factors on the same variables in Hessian form can be combined through
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. negate contribution of a on Θrs
direct addition of Hessian matrices G. In the combination of M linear factors Φ̃, the







This additive property is matches well with the intuition that adding new measure-
ments in the form of factors should then add information to the estimate, and has
been exploited by information ltering techniques as an approach for reducing the
cost of adding information to a system.
However, while it is possible to add information to an estimate, it is possible to
subtract information from an estimate as well, using simple negation of the Hessian,
a process which I will refer to as creating an antifactor. For any linear factor φ̃ (∆)
in Hessian form, I can construct an antifactor φ̃−1 (∆) by simple negation of G. To
remove the contribution of a specic factor φ̃target from a factor graph Φ̃, it is simply
necessary to add the corresponding antifactor φ̃−1target to the graph and combine Hessian
matrices.
Because the summarized map cache in DDF-SAM contains the exact contribu-
tion made by each summarized map to the augmented local system, the process of
subtracting double-counted information simply requires constructing an antifactor for
each summarized map maj in the cacheMr, which is described in Algorithm 18 and
used in Algorithm 17 for subtracting contributions from each summarized map.
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The only complication in this process is ensuring that when summarizing over
a set of shared variables Θrs is the antifactors constructed from a summarized map
maj operate on only variables present in Θ
r
s. I address this problem by performing a
local summarization operation on the factors Φ̃aj from the summarized map to yield
a linear density on only overlapping variables. This local summarization is necessary
for two reasons: 1) it forces the summarized map size to grow only with the number of
local shared variables, rather than all shared variables, and 2) summarization over the
augmented local system removes the contributions to p (Θrs) on variables not shared,
so there is no double-counted information to remove.
The antifactor summarization step imposes an additional requirement on the map
summarization: summarized maps must be fully constrained linear systems with a pos-
itive denite information matrix. This constraint arises from the linear summarization
step, which necessarily performs elimination to compute a summarized density, and
both QR and Cholesky factorization algorithms require a full rank, positive denite
matrix to yield a result. This constraint is trivially held while using the dense, ex-
act summarization techniques in this chapter, but becomes more signicant with the
introduction of approximate summarization in Chapter 7.
5.3 Communicating Summarized Maps
The communication phase DDF-SAM 2.0 also uses incremental updates to minimize
the computational cost of adding summarized maps using the same communication
model as in Section 3.3 to maintain scalability while improving online operation per-
formance. DDF-SAM 2.0 replaces the update procedure for adding summarized maps
to account for both incremental updates and the replacement of previously fused maps
with antifactors.
Algorithm 19 details the addition of a single summarized map mbj from a neigh-
boring robot b, while accounting for any previous map information that might have
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initialize Φ̃update to summarized map factors Φ̃
b
j
if an older version mbk ∈Mr exists









remove mbk from Mr
add mbj toMr




initialize each variable θi in Θ
N ′r in same frame








Mr,BN ′r ,ΘN ′r
)
been previously added by updating the cacheMr and downdating the estimate. The
approach constructs a linear graph Φ̃update that combines the new summarized map
information as well as antifactors to negate double-counted information, and performs
the same incremental update as in the local processing step (Section 5.1).
The presence of a previous summarized map mbk from the neighboring robot b
is another scenario in which information double-counting can occur because map
summarizations accumulate all locally available information. In this case, the new
summarized mapmbj contains the full contribution fromm
b
k and any new information
received between timesteps k and j. Whereas DDF-SAM 1.0 would replace summa-
rized maps in a neighborhood graph ΦN
′
rand simply re-eliminate the entire system,
this approach allows for incremental updates that replace the previous information.
The initialization of variables in this procedure is signicant because all new shared
variables from the incoming summarized map, that is, new pure neighborhood vari-
ables, I add only one variable to the augmented local system, and it is in the local
reference frame of the robot r. In comparison to DDF-SAM 1.0, which adds duplicates
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for each observing neighbor to account for separate reference frames, the number of
variables does not grow as fast in DDF-SAM 2.0, which yields faster performance for
updating neighborhood maps. In addition, the entire system is in the local reference
frame of the local robot, thereby making the extended sensor horizon more useful and
ensuring a locally consistent map.
5.4 Evaluation
In order to evaluate DDF-SAM 2.0 algorithm without the additional complication
of managing separate linearization points for each robot, I constructed a simulated
experimental scenario where each robot uses the same linearization points in the same
reference frame, which eectively decouples the antifactor downdating procedure from
the management of nonlinearities. Within this simplied simulation environment, the
I can convincingly demonstrate as a proof of concept that DDF-SAM 2.0 is:
• Online: incremental local and neighborhood map updates remain cheap.
• Consistent: produces an internally-consistent augmented map of the environ-
ment with trajectory and extended sensor horizon.
However, this experiment is not able to address scalability concerns due the small
number of robots present, which will be addressed in the full evaluation using the
extended nonlinear version of DDF-SAM 2.0 in Chapter 6.
I evaluated DDF-SAM 2.0 approach in a simulated scenario designed to represent
a small team of quadrotor platforms ying outdoors over a eld of landmarks, with the
ground truth illustrated in Figure 27. In this system, I model three platforms, each
equipped with a downwards facing camera, an inertial measurement unit and a GPS
system. The camera runs an image-based feature detector, which produces labeled
landmark detections. There are two key simplifying assumptions in this scenario:
• All robots share linearization points for all variables, such that whenever a new
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Figure 27: Ground truth for the straight-line visual SLAM scenario, showing three
robots ying over a eld of randomly generated landmarks, each equipped with
downwards-facing a camera.
landmark is observed, the linearization point is shared with all of the other
robots, resulting in a nearly-linear system.
• All robots have GPS measurements xing their position in a global reference
frame. By constraining the position of each pose in an absolute coordinate
frame, I ensure that rotational drift on each platform cannot result in large
changes to the solution in the event of a loop closure
5.5 Results
I ran experiments that simulated experiments that show convincingly that DDF-
SAM 2.0 is capable of online operation with internally consistent augmented local
map solutions that extend the sensor horizon of individual robots.
The solution for the augmented local maps for each of the robots in the simu-
lated environment is shown in Figure 28, validating the claim that DDF-SAM 2.0
can produce internally consistent maps combining both local and neighborhood in-
formation. The solutions show that the maps recover the trajectories of each robot,
in addition to the extended sensor horizon in the form of landmarks only observed
through neighboring robots.
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Figure 28: Rendering of the DDF-SAM solution for each robot in straight line simu-
lation, with variables color-coded by membership as red, blue and green, where the
groups are pure local, overlapping, and pure neighborhood landmarks, respectively.
Figure 29: Timing results for operations in simulated straight-line example for lo-
cal updates (left), summarization (center) and neighborhood updates, showing the
compute for Bayes tree exact summarization under dierent iSAM reordering modes.
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To evaluate computational performance in an incremental environment based
around a single Bayes tree solver, I plotted timings for the three core DDF-SAM
operations in Figure 29. These results use the simplied iSAM algorithm in which all
measurements are only linearized once, with a variation in the use periodic variable
reordering. In this case, local updates grow at a rate comparable in performance to
a single-robot system, and map summarization continues to grow over time, but the
slow growth rate in the computational expense of adding summarized maps to the
system is an improvement over previous batch optimization techniques.
5.6 Discussion
In this chapter, I introduced DDF-SAM 2.0 as incremental DDF-SAM approach that
employs antifactor downdating of map summarizations to avoid double-counted infor-
mation while blending both local and neighborhood information into augmented local
maps. In this chapter, I showed that it is possible to exactly subtract information
contributions in order to both remove double-counted information as well as replace
previous estimates. The resulting system, using incremental map updates, allows for
online operation without the large costs of batch nonlinear optimization.
While I achieved the core goals of combining local and neighborhood information
in a single, consistent SLAM solution using an incremental solver, this approach
needs to be extended to handle cases where robots do not have GPS-style global
measurements and shared linearization points to be generally applicable to realistic
robot platforms. Furthermore, the system needs a full evaluation using a larger scale
environment to more convincingly demonstrate performance in comparison to pure
local mapping, centralized multi-robot mapping and DDF-SAM 1.0.
Chapter 6 extends DDF-SAM 2.0 for a full nonlinear environment where robots
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operate in unknown local reference frames, and Chapter 7 provides additional exten-




NONLINEAR DDF-SAM 2.0: INCREMENTAL SAM WITH
RELINEARIZATION
In this chapter, I present nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0, which extends approach in Chapter
5 by directly managing the presence of separate and unknown linearization points for
each robot, and performs a full evaluation through large scale simulation. I introduce
an approach for performing relinearization of previously linearized factors, which
solves the problem of combining factors in separate reference frames. Nonlinear DDF-
SAM 2.0 has the following desirable characteristics:
• Online: Both local and neighborhood updates are incremental, yielding fast
update times, and there is no duplication of variables as in the DDF-SAM 1.0
approach, which minimizes the problem size.
• Scalable: This approach maintains the same scalability characteristics of previ-
ous DDF-SAM techniques through summarized map caching and fusion neigh-
borhood bounding.
• Consistent: By actively relinearizing summarized maps, it is possible to achieve
the level of estimation error as a DDF-SAM 1.0 approach.
• Flexible: Most importantly, nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 relaxes constraints on lo-
cal reference frames and variable initialization, which broadens its applicability
to the full range of evaluation scenarios.
The following sections introduce components of the nonlinear DDF-SAM architecture,
with an overview provided in Algorithm 20 and the details of the core DDF-SAM
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Algorithm 20 Nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 formulation incorporating relinearization.
initialize: for each robot r
ΘN
′
r ← {xrinit} . Initialize robot at local origin
ΦN
′
r ← ∅ . Nonlinear factor graph
BN ′r ← ∅ . Bayes tree (neighborhood)
Mr ← ∅ . Empty map cache
for each robot r at each discrete timestep k(




BN ′r ,ΘN ′r ,ΦN ′r , k
)
Θrs ← chooseSharedV ariables (Θr)
if k is a summarization interval and |Θrs| > dmin
mrk ← summarize
(
BN ′r ,Θrs, k,Mr
)
add mrk to cache Mr and any replace older mrk−1(




Mr,BN ′r ,ΘN ′r ,ΦN ′r
)
operations of local measurement processing, summarization and communication in
Sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. The general algorithm remains the same as
the previously described DDF-SAM implementations, with the main distinction from
DDF-SAM 2.0 being a nonlinear factor graph ΦN
′
r that is maintained to allow for
relinearization.
The key contribution of this work is the two-stage incremental optimization ap-
proach used to solve for both the reference frame transformations and the augmented
local map, which rather than using a batch solving technique, iterates across timesteps
for online use. This incremental two-stage approach oers the near-constant time up-
dates of an incremental solver. Within the context of DDF-SAM, I use this two-stage
optimization technique for fusing both local measurements and factors from incoming
summarized maps from neighboring robots.
Because each robot r in the system maintains its own local reference frame, fusing
incoming summarized maps requires estimating a reference frame transform T ar to
bring the summarized map maj from neighboring robot a into the local frame. With
an estimate for the reference transformation, I relinearize the summarized map to
bring it into the local reference frame of the robot in order to do joint inference
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over both local and neighborhood map information. Note that this relinearization
of incoming summarized map factors is not the same as relinearization of standard
nonlinear factors: this relinearization procedure starts with an already linearized
factor φ̃a (∆a) and expresses it in the local frame r as φ̃a,r (∆r).
The two stages of the optimization process are:
1. Transform Optimization: Optimize reference frame transformations as rigid
body transformations between constellations of shared variables.
2. Map Optimization: Optimize for the map with both local and neighbor-
hood map information with reference frames held constant by transforming any
factors from other robots into the frame of the local robot.
While a typical multi-stage approach for the problem would iterate between these
stages until convergence at every update, I choose an incremental paradigm such that
iterations of each stage roll out over time, which is more suitable for online operation.
6.1 Processing Local Measurements
Within nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0, I use iSAM 2.0 [84, 85] as the basis for both execut-
ing map optimization and determining when to perform a new transform optimization
iteration. Because iSAM 2.0 performs relinearization and reordering only when neces-
sary, such as when the linear solution ∆ reaches a large enough magnitude, I use this
condition to also trigger an iteration of the transform iteration stage. In this section, I
introduce this incremental update procedure for the simpler case of updating with lo-
cally observed measurements, and expand upon the integration with optimizing over
reference frame transformations in Section 6.3. Algorithm 21 presents the overview
local measurement processing, derived from the general DDF-SAM formulation from
Chapter 3.
Because iSAM 2.0 is a more complicated algorithm, I direct readers to prior work
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Algorithm 21 Local processing stage for nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 using a nonlinear
incremental update to a Bayes tree BN ′r .
function processLocalMeasurements
(
BN ′r ,ΘN ′r ,ΦN ′r , k
)
:
collect measurements Zrk from local sensors
create local factors Φrk from Z
r
k
for each new factor φrj ∈ Φrk




if θi has not been observed
zrj ← measurement (θri )






add θi to Θ
N ′r(















BN ′r ,ΘN ′r ,ΦN ′r
)
[85] for the complete details of the approach, and in this section provide a concep-
tual overview of the algorithm. Algorithm 22 presents the core incremental update
procedure for iSAM 2.0, which largely derives from the linear update procedure in
Algorithm 15 with regard to isolating the section of the Bayes tree aected by new
variables and then constructing and solving a smaller elimination problem before
reconstructing the Bayes tree. The primary changes in the approach are as follows:
• Store nonlinear graph: Adds a full nonlinear factor graph ΦN ′r to the system
state
(
BN ′r ,ΘN ′r ,ΦN ′r
)
, which is necessary to allow for factors to be relinearized
as the solution changes.
• Fluid relinearization: As detailed in Algorithm 23, this performs partial relin-
earization on only those variables that have changed signicantly, which pre-
vents the linear system moving too far away from its linearization point by
updating the linearization point.
• Partial reordering: When constructing the aected portion of the system as
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Algorithm 22 Updating an iSAM 2.0 solver with partial reordering and relineariza-
tion at time k with a new set of factors Φk, assuming new variables have been already
initialized in ΘN
′
r . Any antifactors necessary can be optionally added as Φ̃antifactors,











add new factors Φk to Φ
N ′r [NEW]
Borphans ← ∅




















for each affected variable θj ∈ Θk
⋃
Θrelin
remove clique C (θj) and path to root in BN
′
r
add orphaned subtrees of BN ′r to Borphans
add linear factors Φ̃k and Φ̃relin to Φ̃update
compute fill-reducing variable ordering P over Φ̃update [NEW]













BN ′r ,ΘN ′r ,ΦN ′r
)
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Algorithm 23 Partial relinearization within iSAM 2.0, which nds a set of nonlinear
factors Φrelin to relinearize based on the size of the update ∆ for variables Θrelin.
function fluidRelinearize
(
BN ′r ,ΘN ′r ,ΦN ′r
)
compute ∆ by backsubstituting BN ′r
Θrelin ← ∅
for each variable θi ∈ ΘN
′
r
get corresponding δi from ∆ for θi
if ‖δi‖ > thresh
update θi ← θi ⊕ δi
update version θi of in Θ
N ′r
add θi to Θrelin
find factors Φrelin in Φ












a graph Φ̃update, computes a ll-reducing ordering to maintain sparsity in the
Bayes tree, which prevents performance from degrading substantially over time.
These changes over the simpler single-linearization approach from Chapter 5, yield
both performance update improvements and improved resilience to nonlinearity, which
allows for better online performance with better solution quality. The alternative ap-
proach for performing reordering and relinearization is to linearize and eliminate the
entire system at intervals, which produces update performance characterized by fast,
near-constant time updates with periodic large spikes in timing whenever the system
is re-solved in batch. Incorporating relinearization into the process also allows the
system to handle larger changes in its linearization point, as might occur during a
large loop closure.
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6.2 Summarizing Local Map Information
While the underlying incremental solving technique has changed to incorporate partial
relinearization and reordering, I use the same summarization technique of summariz-
ing from the Bayes tree with antifactor downdating, which maintains the same online
performance characteristics as the the earlier version of DDF-SAM 2.0.
The largest dierence in map summarization from DDF-SAM 2.0 is that now
each robot has a separate local reference frame, and the linear factors comprising
each summarized map exists around a dierent linearization point. The next section
will address the process of fusing these summarized maps while managing separate
reference frames, in which I apply a transformation to bring an incoming summarized
map maj from the robot a into the reference frame of the local robot r.
As a comparison implementation for Bayes tree map summarizations, I employ
the pure local dense summarization technique from DDF-SAM 1.0. This starts from
the pure local nonlinear factors Φr ⊂ ΦN ′r , linearized around the current linearization
point ΘN
′
r and computes the joint over the shared variables p (Θrs). This comparison
approach should yield slower summarization than starting from the Bayes tree due
to the need to linearize and eliminate the full local system.
6.3 Communicating Summarized Maps
The communication model in nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 retains the same structure as
the general DDF-SAM model detailed in Section 3.3, and this section focuses on the
core data fusion operation of incorporating an incoming summarized map maj from a
neighboring robot a at time j into the incremental solver for the local robot r. This
approach manages both consistent data fusion, as in DDF-SAM 2.0 (see Section 5.3),
as well as the two-stage incremental optimization necessary for joint optimization
of the map and reference frame transforms. The resulting algorithm maintains the
online performance of an incremental solving technique, while allowing separate and
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Algorithm 24 Addition of a summarized map maj from neighboring robot a in a
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remove factor φ̂aj from graph Φ
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add new summarized map maj to cache Mr
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add φ̂ak to update Φupdate(















Mr,BN ′r ,ΦN ′r ,ΘN ′r
)
unknown reference frames and linearization points.
6.3.1 Algorithm Overview
The overall structure of the process for adding new summarized maps in nonlinear
DDF-SAM 2.0, detailed in Algorithm 24, follows the same overall structure as the
previously described version in Algorithm 19, with additions to handle initializing
reference frame transforms and accounting for separate linearization points. As in
DDF-SAM 2.0, adding a summarized map maj to an incremental solver can treated
as the construction of a set of update factors Φupdate that can be added using the same
update algorithm used for local measurement updates. In the case where previously
observed summarized map map from the robot a (for timestep p < j) exists in the
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cache of robot r, this algorithm removes the contributions for any previously added
summarized map from both the full neighborhood factor graph ΦN
′
r and from the
neighborhood Bayes tree BN ′r through the addition of antifactors during an iSAM
update.
The two key additions appearing in Algorithm 24 are as follows:
• Transforming Variables : Compute the reference frame transformation T ar be-
tween the local frame r and incoming summarized map a, and store this value
ΘN
′
r . Given the reference frame transform T ar , compute and store in Θ
N ′r local
versions of each incoming variable.
• Transforming Factors : Create a nonlinear relinearizing factor for each incoming
linear factor φ̃ak in m
a
j , denoted as φ̂
a,r, which encodes a linear factor φ̃a and
the original linearization point Θas that can be expressed in the reference frame
of r when supplied with a reference frame transform T ar . This relinearization
only occurs whenever either the transform T ar changes or when triggered during
uid relinearization (Algorithm 23) during an incremental update.
In relation to the two stages of optimization within Nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0, the vari-
able transformation step encompasses the rst stage of transform optimization, and
the factor transformation step creates the means by which the map optimization stage
of optimization freezes the values of the reference frame transformations. The relin-
earizing factors are part of the map optimization problem and are only parametrized
on the reference frame transformations, so that the transformation variables are never
explicitly incorporated as a part of the neighborhood Bayes tree BN ′r .
The rest of this section details these two portions of the algorithm, starting with
transforming variables in Section 6.3.2 followed by the creation of relinearizing factors
in Section 6.3.3. The majority of Section 6.3.3 focuses on the process of performing
relinearization, in which I express a previously linearized factor in a separate reference
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add transform T ar to Θ
N ′r
for each new variable θai ∈ Θas
θa,ri ← (T ar )
−1 ⊗ θai . Express θai in frame of r





frame without knowledge of the underlying nonlinear representation. Section 6.3.3.3
describes how to integrate the relinearization process into incremental updates.
6.3.2 Transforming Incoming Variables
This stage of incorporating incoming summarized maps, detailed in Algorithm 25,
computes both the frame of reference variable T ar for a given incoming summarized




I compute reference frame transform T ar in computeTransform () via Algorithm
12, which employs SVD factorization over matching landmark pairs to compute
a least-squares solution for rigid-body alignment. This procedure for computing
the reference frame transform could be extended to incorporate additional variable
types, such as shared robot poses. In addition, data association algorithms such as
RANSAC, which would be necessary if the shared variables did not have globally
unique labels, typically compute a solution for the rigid transform as a part of deter-
mining correspondences. I provide this simpler version in this section as a reference
implementation.
Using the reference frame transform, I initialize versions of each variable θai in
Θas , which I denote as θ
a,r
i , which expresses the variable θ
a
i in reference frame r. To
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generalize the reference frame transformation operation, I denote the transformation
θri = T
r
a ⊗ θai , which is either a Lie group action of the transform T ra on a landmark
θai or a Lie group composition operation on θ
a
i for poses.
It should be noted in this algorithm that I also add the reference frame transform
T ar to the full set of neighborhood values Θ
N ′r , even though the map optimization
stage will not compute updates for T ar , to allow the reference frame transform to be
available during uid relinearization during updates.
6.3.3 Transforming Incoming Factors
I introduce in this section a technique that expresses an incoming linear factor φ̃a (∆a)
from neighboring robot a (which has a separate reference frame) and expresses the
linear factor φ̃a,r (∆r) within the reference frame of the local robot r to allow for
optimization within a consistent reference frame. This approach ensures correct data
fusion between separate frames, while maintaining the performance improvements
inherent in an incremental update procedure.
The key to this approach is that the majority of the error between constellations of
variables in separate reference frames can be accounted for by a rigid transformation
between the reference frames. This property enables the use of a relinearization factor
φ̂a,r, which encapsulates the original linear factor φ̃a and its original linearization
point Θa, to act as a nonlinear factor within the context of updates for iSAM 2.0.
The actual relinearization procedure occurs anytime a relinearizing factor φ̂a,r, added
to a robot r from a summarized map maj , is linearized during an incremental update
step incrementalUpdate ().
I will derive this relinearization procedure rst under the assumption that the
reference frame transformation T ar exactly accounts for all dierence between the
variables of Θa and Θr in Section 6.3.3.1, and then relax this exactness assumption
in Section 6.3.3.2.
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6.3.3.1 Transform Composition for Relinearization
I present in this section the core requirements for relinearization of a previously
linearized factor φ̃a (∆a) in a new reference frame r given the linearization points in
each frame (Θa and Θr, respectively) and a transform between these reference frames
T ar . I will derive this formulation starting from a hypothetical nonlinear factor φ
a (Θa)
and show how I can compute an new relinearized factor φ̃a,r (∆r) in the reference frame
r without knowledge of the φa.
For an arbitrary factor φa (Θa) xed in the reference frame of robot a which
linearizes to the linear factor φ̃a (∆a), I can map evaluate its error at Θr using a
known reference frame transformation, where
Θa = T ar ⊗Θr, (20)
yielding a factor formulation via composition φa (T ar ⊗Θr) in the original reference
frame a. In this instance, I denote applying a transformation T ar to a set of variables
Θr to be the equivalent of applying the transform to each variable θri ∈ Θr that yields
a new set of transformed variables Θa. In this case, there is always a one-one mapping
between a variable θri ∈ Θr and θai ∈ Θa, such that θai = T ar ⊗ θri .
A nonlinear factor φa operating on the variables Θa from the incoming robot a is
φa (Θa)
∆
= ‖h (Θa)− z‖2Σ , (21)
with a nonlinear measurement prediction function h : Θa → Z, where z is the mea-
sured value for the given factor, Σ is the measurement covariance.
The goal in this step is to have a nonlinear factor as a function of Θr which gives
exactly the same error as original factor φa after we transform Θr into the original
a frame. I denote this new transformed factor as φa,r (Θr), which is the factor φa in
the frame of a expressed in the frame of r. In this formulation, I assume that the the
transformation T ar is exact, i.e., Θ
a = T ar ⊗Θr, and express the transformed factor as
φa,r (Θr)
∆
= ‖ha,r (Θr)− z‖2Σ .
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I can use the reference frame transformation to express the transformed measurement
function ha,r (Θr) in terms of the original measurement function h (Θa), as follows
ha,r (Θr)
∆
= h (T ar ⊗Θr) = h (Θa) , (22)
which transforms Θr into the a frame before evaluating h.
To optimize, I actually need a linearized version of the transformed factor φa,r
































that is square in the dimension d of Θr. For convenience







I can decompose the transformation operation acting on a set of variables T ar ⊗Θr
into a set of independent transformations acting on individual variables θri ∈ Θr,


















. Each block Ja,ri is square in the
dimension di of the variable θ
r
i .
Computing this Jacobian block depends on the type of variable θri due to the
relationship between the
• Landmarks: In the case of a landmark variable θri (θri ∈ R2 or θri ∈ R3), the
transformation operation T ar ⊗ θri is an Lie group action of the transform T ar on
the point θri . The partial derivative of this group action on a point in terms




= Rar , where R
a
r is the rotation
component of the transformation T ar .
• Poses : Where θri is a pose (θri ∈ SE(2) or θri ∈ SE(3)), the transformation
T ar ⊗ θri is a Lie group composition operation, for which the partial derivative





As a simple example, consider a factor operating on four variables, where each variable









where each block Ja,ri is the rotation matrix component R
a
r from the transform T
a
r .
In this case, the update vector is ∆r ∈ R12, and has a structure such that there is a












The transform Jacobian Ja,r projects the update vector ∆r in the frame r to a corre-
sponding update vector ∆a in the frame of a.
6.3.3.2 Residual Correction
In practical cases, however, the reference frame transformation Θa = T ar ⊗ Θr is not
exact, which implies that
φa (Θa) 6= φa (T ar ⊗Θr)
where the error of the original factor φa (Θa) evaluated at Θa is no longer exactly
the error of φa (T ar ⊗Θr). In this section, I relax the reference frame transformation
assumption by applying a correction to account the change in the error.
While it is possible to simply assume an exact transformation (as in eq. 20),
this will result in additional approximation error within the residual term of the
linear factor, and by applying a more careful correction, it is possible to improve this
approximation. I relax the reference frame transformation relationship from a strict
equality, as in eq. 20, to an approximate equality
Θa ≈ T ar ⊗Θr. (25)
This approximation can typically be considered to be close to the true value because
any computed transform T ar should optimize the following cost function






in which the local error term ∆r,a, where
∆r,a
∆
= Θa − (T ar ⊗Θr) , (27)
which expresses the dierence between Θa and Θr in the reference frame of a. Because
the variables have a one-one mapping between Θa and Θr, ∆r,a has the same structure
as the same structure ∆a or ∆r. The computeTransform () function (Algorithm 12)
employed in Section 6.3.2 computes the least-squares solution for this problem.
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In realistic mapping scenarios, this error e (T ar ) will typically be small, though
in practice it is not small enough to assume e (T ar ) = 0 during relinearization. This
error comes from the fact that each robot a and r will have dierent map solutions
constructed from dierent measurements, and will decrease as Θa and Θr converge
over time, but I will need to account for it to allow for online operation.
Because of the error in the reference frame transformation, the relationship be-
tween the measurement functions
h (T ar ⊗Θr) 6= h (Θa)
is now not known exactly for use in substitution. As h is a nonlinear function, there
is no exact means of evaluating h (T ar ⊗Θr) without having access to the nonlinear
function itself on the robot r.
From the relinearized version of the factor from eq. 23, If I assume that h′ (T ar ⊗Θr) ≈




∥∥∥∥h′ (Θa) ∂T ar ⊗Θr∂Θr ∆r + h (T ar ⊗Θr)− z
∥∥∥∥2
Σ
in which the remaining term h (T ar ⊗Θr) needs to be resolved.
I can use an linear approximation centered around the linearization point Θa to
compute h (T ar ⊗Θr) as
h (T ar ⊗Θr) = h (Θa ⊕∆r,a) ≈ h (Θa) + h′ (Θa) ∆r,a, (28)
in which Θa ⊕∆r,a applies the ∆r,a as an update to Θa using a manifold retraction,
which is possible because ∆r,a is expressed in the tangent space of Θa. Substitut-
ing this approximation into the original formulation yields a fully relinearized factor
expressed in ∆r, that accounts for both the reference frame transformation T ar and









Given these terms, I can use eq. 29 to construct a relinearized factor accounting for
the reference frame transformation T ar , which can convert an incoming linear factor
φ̃a (∆a)
∆
= ‖A∆a − b‖2Σ (30)
received from a neighboring robot a, expressed as a function of ∆a, where A is the
measurement Jacobian h′ (Θa) and b
∆




= ‖AJa,r∆r − b+ A∆r,a‖2Σ , (31)
which can be further condensed into the same form as eq. 30 as
φ̃a,r (∆a)
∆
= ‖A′∆a − b′‖2Σ ,
where A′
∆
= AJa,r and b′ = b− A∆r,a.
6.3.3.3 Incorporating Relinearization
It is important to note that the relinearization operation in the previous section does
not occur explicitly as a part of when a robot fuses an incoming summarized map,
but rather whenever the factors comprising the summarized map are relinearized. To







act variables in the frame of r and encapsulate both the original linear factor φ̃a from
robot a and its linearization point Θa, and add φ̂a,r to the full nonlinear factor graph
ΦN
′
r . Whenever relinearizing factor φ̂a,r is linearized around ΘN
′
r , it computes a new
∆r,a using the current values for Θr in ΘN
′
r , and returns φ̃a,r as dened by eq. 29.
6.4 Evaluation
To evaluate nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 (and, by extension, the core contributions of
DDF-SAM 2.0 as presented in Chapter 5), I used the experimental procedure devel-
oped previously (See section 3.4), which correctly evaluates the following claims for
DDF-SAM:
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• Online: I compute timings of each core DDF-SAM operation (local update,
summarization, neighborhood update), which show that performance remains
tractable.
• Scalable: I completed each test scenario under dierent values for the fusion
neighborhood bound K, which demonstrates that it is possible to bound com-
munication and computational growth with the addition of new robots.
• Consistent: I evaluate map correctness using the error metrics developed in
Section 3.4.5, as well as comparing the error in computing transformed frame of
reference variables to compare performance with the simultaneous optimization
of DDF-SAM 1.0.
As test scenarios, I use the Manhattan-world simulated dataset for qualitative anal-
ysis, and the large scale simulation for aggregate statistical analysis. As real-world
scenario, I ran the system on the Freiburg dataset (see Section 3.4.6.3). The pri-
mary experimental system is the nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 algorithm using Bayes tree
summarization with antifactors, with comparison implementations of nonlinear DDF-
SAM 2.0 with pure local dense summarization (without antifactors), DDF-SAM 1.0
using iSAM 2.0 as the solver for the local map, pure local iSAM 2.0 without multi-
robot contributions, and a fully centralized system using iSAM 2.0. The expectation is
that the centralized solution is a gold-standard for map quality, as it uses all available
measurement information without any approximation.
6.5 Results
I completed the experimental evaluations from the previous section and have results
that validate the following claims:
• Online: Computational costs for local and neighborhood updates grow relatively
slowly, neighborhood map fusion is dramatically faster than with DDF-SAM 1.0.
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• Scalable: The experiments show that the communication costs can be bounded
through the use of the fusion neighborhood bound K.
• Consistent: The error results convincingly show that nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0
produces estimates of usable quality, and compute better estimates of reference
frame transforms than DDF-SAM 1.0.
• Extended sensor horizon: The Manhattan-world dataset provides a clear vi-
sualization of the impact of using an augmented local map, yielding both an
extended sensor horizon and the full robot trajectory in the same map.
I will present the qualitative results rst to demonstrate the structural improvements
in DDF-SAM 2.0 over a pure local or DDF-SAM 1.0 approach, followed by the quan-
titative results from the large scale scenario for more detailed analysis.
6.5.1 Manhattan-world Simulation
The benets of using a DDF-SAM 2.0 over either a pure local SLAM system or DDF-
SAM 1.0 are readily apparent in the illustrative Manhattan-world scenario, showing
both an extended sensor horizon, but improved local estimates due to information
contributed from neighboring robots. Figure 30 shows the pure local map solution
for a selected robot in comparison to the solution computed from nonlinear DDF-
SAM 2.0. The extended sensor horizon for the robot using DDF-SAM 2.0 is apparent
in the additional pure neighborhood variables in the resulting map, as is the robot
trajectory, which did not exist as a part of the same estimate in DDF-SAM 1.0.
In addition, examining the covariance ellipses for the landmark marginals shows
that the additional information from the neighboring robots improved the certainty
of the local estimate as well. This can be seen most clearly in when comparing the
marginals landmark marginals at the end of the trajectory, where the landmarks have
much larger covariance ellipses than their counterparts in the DDF-SAM 2.0 solution.
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Figure 30: Map solutions with landmark marginals drawn for Manhattan-world sim-
ulated dataset for a single robot moving from left to right, showing a purely local
solution (left) and the result of nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 with two fusion neighbors.
Landmarks in the multi-robot example are color-coded in groups for pure local, over-
lapping, and pure neighborhood variables, as magenta, green and blue, respectively.
Even the variables that were only observed locally in the DDF-SAM 2.0 solution have
improved certainty.
6.5.2 Freiburg Dataset
The real-robot scenario in the Freiburg dataset shows how the system can handle
data collected from real sensor systems, particularly in the case of long trajectories.
As this is only a three-robot dataset, it is not possible to evaluate claims regarding
scalability to large team sizes, but it does provide a basis for analyzing the quality of
map solutions in a signicantly longer dataset.
As an overview of the the sort of map solutions that are feasible within nonlinear
DDF-SAM 2.0, Figure 31 shows the results for a single robot within the Freiburg
dataset, using both local dense exact summarization as a control, and showing results
from the summarization technique starting from the Bayes tree and using antifactors.
It should be noted that due to conservative multi-robot data association, there are
several variables that have multiple ellipses - these occur when no data association was
recorded between these variables originally. In both maps, the solutions are visually
identical, and as an improvement to the neighborhood map solution shown in Figure
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Figure 31: Renderings of solutions from Freiburg dataset run 2, showing the nal
solution for robot A from both the pure local summarization approach with no anti-
factors (left) and the solution with antifactors. Both solutions have the marginals for
landmarks shown, and use the same color coding as previous renderings.
17, these systems also show the full trajectory of the robots.
Figure 32 provides plots of update performance vs. time, which shows the benet
of using an incremental solver for the full system. In local updates on the Freiburg
dataset, nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 is only slightly slower than the DDF-SAM 1.0 local
mapping solver, while the DDF-SAM 2.0 system is actually solving a larger system
that has extra variables from the fused summarized maps. The largest improvement
of DDF-SAM 1.0 performance is in fusing new summarized maps, which remains
under 15 ms throughout much of the run. This dramatic improvement demonstrates
how nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 is much more suited for online, realtime operation than
its predecessor.
I plot summarization costs, both compute time and transmission size, in Figure
33, which show that summarizing directly from a Bayes tree is substantially faster
than computing a summarization by relinearizing and fully eliminating the pure local
system. In large part, this is due to the much larger local system present in this
scenario as compared to others, in which the cost of eliminating the full system
grows rapidly. Note that in this case the DDF-SAM 1.0 and DDF-SAM 2.0 local
dense exact approaches are doing equivalent operations, which explains timing that
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Figure 32: Updating timing from Freiburg dataset run 2, showing the timing for local
updates (left) and the mean pairwise update timing for sharing and fusing summarized
maps with neighbors. As a comparison, both plots show the timing for DDF-SAM 1.0
using an incremental local solver. In addition, the local timing plot compares against
a pure local solver and a centralized solution.
Figure 33: Summarization costs from the Freiburg dataset run 2, showing the time
to compute a summarized map (left) and the transmission size of summarized maps.
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Figure 34: Error in the solutions in comparison to the centralized batch solution for
the Freiburg dataset run 2, showing, from left to right, the landmark constellation
error, the error in translation for the trajectory, and the error in rotation for the
trajectory. Note that error metrics are normalized by the number of variables to
allow for comparisons between systems of dierent sizes. I also compare against pure
local, centralized and DDF-SAM 1.0 solutions.
is nearly identical. With regard to map transmission size, all of the techniques for
summarization are still exact summarization techniques over the same set of variables,
so there is no signicant dierence in communication cost.
Figure 34 shows plots of the solution error over time as compared to the centralized
batch solution, broken out separate error components on the landmarks and the
trajectory. Note that the centralized incremental solver in this case has larger error
spikes at the beginning of the dataset primarily because the graphs from each robot
are disconnected, which allows them to diverge from the true solution. The results
for nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 each part show convergence to error at the level of the
centralized incremental solution, which shows that nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 has a
consistent solution.
6.5.3 Large Scale Simulation
I ran the the experiments in the large scale simulated environment, designed to eval-
uate quantitative metrics for performance over a large team of robots, and the results
validated the following claims:
• Online: Update performance timing is fast enough for real-time, and neighbor-
hood updates in DDF-SAM 2.0 are dramatically faster than those DDF-SAM
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Figure 35: Timing performance for operations, from left to right, local updates,
summarization and neighborhood updates for the K = 4 scenario. Note that the
neighborhood updates measured are for a pairwise sharing operation with another
single robot. The experimental versions shown are DDF-SAM 2.0 with Bayes tree
summarization and pure local dense summarization, as well as DDF-SAM 1.0 for map
summarization.
Figure 36: Mean timing for performing a neighborhood pairwise update for theK = 4
scenario, showing DDF-SAM 1.0 as a comparison. In the neighborhood update plot,
note that the black line for the local dense exact summarization variant is obscured
by the green line for nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 Bayes tree summarization.
1.0.
• Scalable: The network bandwidth cost has clear striations withK, showing that
the fusion neighbor bound is still an eective means of bounding costs.
• Consistent: The map solutions have error that is low enough for reliable use,
and better than DDF-SAM 1.0, across all statistics.
Through performance timings, I can convincingly validate claims that nonlinear DDF-
SAM 2.0 is fast enough for online operation, and provides a substantial improvement
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Figure 37: Timing performance for operations for Bayes tree summarization, while
varying K values, from left to right, local updates, summarization and neighborhood
updates. Note that the neighborhood updates measured are for a pairwise sharing
operation with another single robot.
over DDF-SAM 1.0 when comparing the cost of adding summarized maps. Figure
35 shows timing for local updates, summarization and neighborhood updates when
comparing the two variations on nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0. In this case, both the lo-
cal and neighborhood updates are on par with each other, and grow relatively slowly.
Summarization timing validates the expected result that summarizing from the Bayes
tree will be faster than from the pure local nonlinear factor graph, but the benet
does not substantially change the growth rate, even compared to DDF-SAM 1.0 sum-
marization. Figure 36 shows the same timing comparison for neighborhood updates,
but in comparison to DDF-SAM 1.0. The biggest improvement over DDF-SAM 1.0
occurs is in neighborhood updates, where DDF-SAM 1.0 uses a batch nonlinear op-
timization technique, and DDF-SAM 2.0 uses an incremental update. I show the
timing comparison separately due to the large dierence between DDF-SAM 1.0 and
DDF-SAM 2.0.
As an additional set of performance metrics, Figure 37 plots the timing for the
three main operations split out by the K, the fusion neighborhood bound, which
shows that for this scenario there is no strong striations for diering values of K.
However, the neighborhood bound K still has an eect on message sizes between
robots, as can be seen in Figure 38, where choosing a larger value for K results in
more network trac. This indicates that it remains possible to scale to large teams of
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Figure 38: Bidirectional communication bandwidth through a single node, averaged
over all robots, varying with the size of the communication neighborhood K for Bayes
tree summarization.
robots by limiting the fusion neighborhood of each individual platform. Furthermore,
the small dierence between the K = 4 and K = 5 indicates that there is a natural
limit to fusion neighborhood size imposed by the overlapping regions in a test scenario
with 25 robots.
I evaluate map consistency through map error metrics, plotted in Figure 39, cov-
ering local mapping, which convincingly show that the maps produced through non-
linear DDF-SAM 2.0 are suciently correct for realistic use. These plots show that
both nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 approaches yield solutions that, while greater in error
than a pure local or centralized solution, are low enough to remain practical with
growth trends that do not explode over time. Of particular interest is the compari-
son of normalized landmark constellation error, which also compares DDF-SAM 1.0,
which appears to continue growing in error during the course of the dataset.
As an internal metric for correctness, I examine the estimation error for the frame
of reference transforms themselves in Figure 40, which is a useful proxy for determin-
ing sources of error in estimation for both DDF-SAM 1.0 and 2.0. It also compares
the simultaneous optimization of maps and reference frames of DDF-SAM 1.0 to the
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Figure 39: Eect of summarization techniques on solution error metrics (landmark
constellation error, trajectory translation, trajectory rotation from left to right) for
the large scale simulation with 25 robots and neighborhood bound K = 4, showing
both exact summarization techniques, as well as naive Bayes and local tree approxima-
tions. Comparison techniques in these plots are the single-robot solver, a centralized
incremental solution, and DDF-SAM 1.0 for the landmark constellation error. The
DDF-SAM 1.0 trajectory error results are not shown as they are identical to the pure
local solver.
Figure 40: Estimation error for transforms between frames, split into rotation (left)
and translation components. Results from DDF-SAM 1.0 on the same transform
estimation metrics are shown for comparison.
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Figure 41: Summarized map transmission size for both nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0
variations as compared to sending of accumulated nonlinear measurements to a single
fusion center. In this scenario, both DDF-SAM 2.0 map summarization techniques
have have the same transmission size.
two-phase approach used in DDF-SAM 2.0. As can be seen from the plot, the er-
ror increases more quickly for the DDF-SAM 1.0 solution, which is a particularly
large problem in the case of rotation, as rotation introduces a large portion of the
nonlinearity into the model.
While these results have, thus far, shown signicant improvements along the met-
rics presented, the growth rate in summarized map transmission size continues to
be quadratic in the number of variables, which will limit scalability due to commu-
nication bandwidth use. Figure 41 plots the growth in transmission size over time,
averaged over the full team of robots, which surpasses the transmission cost of send-
ing accumulated nonlinear measurements back to a local server just after half-way
through the dataset. While the cost of transmitting the nonlinear measurements does
not capture all of the problems inherent in using a centralized map fusion approach,
it highlights an area where DDF-SAM needs to improve.
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6.6 Discussion
This chapter has introduced a nonlinear extension of DDF-SAM 2.0 that maintains
the performance benets of using an incremental solver from the formulation in Chap-
ter 5, while managing unknown relative reference frames and linearization points. The
key contribution enabling this extension is the multi-stage optimization of summa-
rized maps within a state-of-the-art incremental solver (iSAM 2.0), with performance
that is as good or better than DDF-SAM 1.0 in the same scenarios. The experimental
results demonstrate that nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 is online, scalable and consistent,
as well being an improvement on DDF-SAM 1.0.
Because both DDF-SAM 1.0 and nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 can both solve the same
classes of problems - decentralized mapping with unknown relative reference frames -
it is useful to compare how the two approaches dier. Both approaches need to solve
the problem of establishing relationships between variables linearized in separate ref-
erence frames corresponding to the same ground truth landmark. The distinction
between the approach used in DDF-SAM 1.0 and the multi-stage incremental opti-
mization approach of nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 described in this chapter centers on
diering methods of mapping variables between reference frames. DDF-SAM 1.0 uses
hard equality constraints to relate factors between dierent reference frames, which
is more general, though more complicated approach. For nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0,
I employ transform composition to combine transforming variables into a separate
reference frame and evaluating a linear error function.
The DDF-SAM 1.0 approach has several problems induced by the additional graph
complexity that are rectied in nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0:
• The constrained factor graph representing the neighborhood graph in DDF-
SAM 1.0 includes a duplicate version of each variable appearing in multiple
reference frames, for each reference frame, even though they map to a single
real-world landmark.
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• Because every variable observed by multiple robots in DDF-SAM 1.0 must have
a ternary constraint added connected to a frame of reference variable, the frame
of reference variables will have a high degree in a graph theoretic sense, which
will result in poor performance with direct solving techniques (an Eiel tower
as described in [41]) due to having a large condition number.
The underlying problem with the DDF-SAM 1.0 approach is it takes a far too con-
servative approach to handling the insertion of linearized factors into a new nonlinear
system, in that it assumes knowing the linearized form of a factor in one reference
frame tells us nothing about the its linearized form in another frame. Nonlinear
DDF-SAM 2.0 solves this problem by directly managing the relinearization of incom-
ing summarized map factors, and combined with antifactor downdating to maintain
consistency, is a superior approach in this regard.
While the introduction of relinearization and the use of an incremental solver have
yielded large benets in update performance, there are two key metrics where both
DDF-SAM 1.0 and 2.0 have shortcomings that could limit scalability: summarized
map transmission size. In all cases presented thus far, summarized maps have been
dense joint factors over the full set of shared variables Θrs, and the size of the result-
ing information matrices transmitted between robots grows quadratically with the
number of variables. The next chapter addresses this shortcoming by focusing on the





To better achieve scalability to large teams of robots, specically in those cases where
communication bandwidth is at a higher premium than computation, I developed
summarization techniques that dramatically reduce the message sizes from the large
dense summarized maps used in previous chapters. While the previously developed
summarization techniques starting either from a local nonlinear graph (as in DDF-
SAM 1.0) or from a Bayes tree in incremental approach (as in DDF-SAM 2.0), provide
a basis for exact summarization, I have examined alternate approaches as a means to
improve online performance and reduce the transmission cost of sending a summarized
map between platforms. I classify these alternate techniques into exact summariza-
tion, such that the summarized density is equivalent to summarization performed in
batch, and approximate summarization that is a conservative, but sparse representa-
tion of the joint over the shared variables.
These alternative techniques provide a means for DDF-SAM to scale to large
teams of robots by making trade-os between computational performance, message
size and map precision. In particular, I will examine how to reduce the size of messages
between robots at the expense of map precision through approximate summarization
techniques, which can benet robot systems where communication bandwidth is a
tighter performance constraint than onboard computation.
Approximate techniques will also need to have extended requirements for ensuring
consistency, in which not only do I need to avoid double-counting information, I also
need ensure that each approximation summarization is conservative. This chapter
will also examine extend these requirements with additional evaluation metrics for
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DDF-SAM summarizations, and provide evaluations on both real-world and simulated
datasets.
7.1 Exact Summarization
In this section, I show that the cost of transmitting summarized maps grows too fast
to allow for truly scalable decentralized mapping. When performing summarization
in an incremental context, as in the case of DDF-SAM 2.0, there are two options
explored in previous chapters computing a consistent summarized map:
• Dense summarization from pure local factor graph: this technique is the same
as in DDF-SAM 1.0 (see Algorithms 3 and 4), which ignores the Bayes tree and
performs marginalization to compute a joint factor.
• Dense summarization from incremental Bayes tree: this technique was intro-
duced with DDF-SAM 2.0 (see Algorithm 17), in which I liquefy a Bayes tree
BN ′rwith double-counted information using the dense summarization, and then
apply antifactors to subtract the double-counted information.
In each of these cases, the primary computational cost is computing the joint p (Θrs)
from either a local factor graph Φr, which grows continuously with time, or from
a Bayes tree BN ′r with neighborhood information, which grows with communication
with other robots.
7.1.1 Schur Complement Reordering
One possible alternative approach, Schur complement reordering, can yield an ex-
act summarized map that is cheap to compute at summarization, but I will show
the trade-o in computational performance during other update steps makes this
approach ineective in practice. This alternative strategy for summarizing from a
Bayes tree is to explicitly structure the Bayes tree during incremental updates to
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facilitate ecient summarization through choice of elimination ordering. In a typi-
cal case, the elimination ordering chosen during reordering stages in an incremental
solver are computed to minimize the ll-in during elimination, which results in a
sparse Bayes tree structure. However, is is possible to constrain this ordering to meet
additional requirements, which I can exploit to make extracting a summarized map
computationally easier.
The most straightforward approach is Schur complement summarization, in which
as new variables are added to the Bayes tree incrementally, I constrain the ordering
to place all of the shared variables at the base of the tree. I name this approach for
the Schur complement trick frequently used in visual bundle adjustment work [90, 4],
which creates a reduced graph over a subset of variables to perform more ecient
solving. By placing all the shared variables at the base of the Bayes tree, extracting
a summarized map from the Bayes tree becomes trivial. In this case, I move the
computational cost of computing a large dense joint density over shared variables to
a periodic reordering step of the full Bayes tree.
While this Schur complement trick does allow computationally cheaper summa-
rization operations, the cost is in more expensive updates (both local and neigh-
borhood), because this ordering yields a much denser Bayes tree than ll-reducing
orderings. Particularly in the case of an iSAM 2.0 incremental solver (see Algorithm
22 for an overview, and [85] for details), which performs partial reordering during up-
dates rather than reordering the entire system periodically, it is hard to enforce hard
constraints on the position of variables in the Bayes tree. I evaluated this approach in
the context of DDF-SAM 2.0 [33], and found that this trade-o did have any benet
over standard Bayes tree summarization (as in Algorithm 17), and as such are not
including it in results presented in this document.
As a possible future work direction for this approach might be to adjust the
position of variables within the Bayes tree through soft ordering constraints, in which
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the ordering is computed to simultaneously minimize ll-in and keep shared variables
near the end of the ordering. This line of research could allow for faster summarization
with minimum additional computational cost and without needing a periodic full
reordering.
7.1.2 Costs of Dense Summarized Maps
These exact summarization techniques have a key aw for online performance in
that they typically yield a dense Gaussian density p (Θrs) ∝ N (Λ, η), in which the
information matrix Λ grows quadratically with the dimension of the shared variables
Θrs. This growth in size of the summarized map messages will eventually become
intractable as the robots explore, and motivates using approximate techniques as a
means keep the communication tractable.
7.2 Approximate Summarization
To alleviate the problem of quadratic growth in message size, I introduce the ap-
proximate summarization, and propose additional necessary metrics for evaluating
approximate map summarizations. A drawback to the exact techniques previously
examined summarization is that the summarized joint p (Θrs) over the saved variables
is typically a fully connected distribution when expressed graphically, resulting in a
need to send a dense matrix that grows quadratically with the dimension of Θrs. This
dense distribution impacts the size of messages transmitted between robots. In an
ideal case, I would like to transmit a sparse approximate distribution p̃ (Θrs) that can
be factorized over graph with a sparser structure. By enforcing a sparser structure, I
can reduce growth in size of the messages between robots over time.
In single-robot SLAM cases, active sparsication has been an active topic of re-
search, as it allows for managing a larger-scale and longer-term map. There are a
variety of techniques for active sparsication in SLAM systems, such as sparse ex-
tended information lters (SEIF) [139], exactly sparse extended information lters
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(ESEIF) [144], conservative sparsication (CS) [142] and generic linear constraint
node removal [21, 22]. A detailed analysis of for conservative sparsication in SLAM
can be found in [142]. [53] shows that the standard SEIF sparsication approach
leads to an inconsistent absolute map, but relative geometry is consistent, and fur-
ther presents a modication that xes this problem at the cost of computational
performance. The nal result indicates that both the original and modied SEIF are
overcondent.
Before presenting the approximate technique used for this approach, I rst must
examine how to quantify the quality and conservativeness of an approximation. To
score quality of the approximation, in term how close it is to the true exact distribu-
tion, I use relative entropy, a.k.a., Kullback-Leibler divergence. Because it is possible
to approximate a distribution in such a way that it can become overcondent in some
dimensions, I apply a constraint to ensure conservativeness.
7.2.1 Quantifying Approximation Quality
This section details the formulation the approximation quality metric, which yields
a scalar score denoting the distance between reference exact distribution and an ap-
proximate distribution. In computing these scores for summarized maps, I use the
local dense exact summarization (see 3.2) as our reference distribution. Note that
these metrics are not intended to computed online, as they require operations that
are too expensive to be tractable for larger systems.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence, also known as the relative entropy, as formulated
by MacKay [97], for distributions P (x) and Q (x) over the same discrete variable set
X is









The key relationship is Gibb's inequality












Figure 42: Example of the non-conservativeness of a naive Bayes approximation, in
which the true distribution p (x, y) is given by the black covariance ellipse. The naive
Bayes approximation, shown on the left, is the red ellipse, constructed from the in-
dividual variances of p (x) and p (y) as projected onto their respective axes, which is
non-conservative due to the area of the original ellipse not covered in the new approx-
imation. The conservative approximation on the right maintains the independence of
p (x) and p (y), but is inated to ensure that the entire original ellipse.
which is equal i P = Q. Note that the relative entropy is not a true distance, as it
is not symmetric. For the particular case of relative entropy with coincident means
with Gaussian distributions, the formulation is as follows, from [142],




















= N (µ,ΣP ) is the reference distribution, and Q
∆
= N (µ,ΣQ) is the approx-
imate distribution of interest.
For approximate map summarization in DDF-SAM, the is to simultaneously min-
imize the KL divergence of approximate summarizations, while enforcing a sparsity
structure that yields small between-robot message sizes and ecient updates.
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7.2.2 Approximation Conservativeness
The other requirement on approximate summarization techniques is ensuring that
the approximate summarization density Q is a conservative approximation of the
true density P , such that approximation never has the eect of making an estimate
more certain the true density. Ensuring that any approximations are conservative
is necessary for maintaining consistency in DDF-SAM, in addition to the previous
constraint of avoiding information double-counting. The standard formulation for
conservativeness [14, 80] concerns the covariance matrices, where
ΣQ  ΣP (35)
which can be graphically interpreted through covariance ellipses, where the covariance
ellipse of a conservative approximation Q will completely contain the true covariance
ellipse of the true density P .
It is important to note that it is possible for an approximation both carry less
information while still being non-conservative, as illustrated by in Figure 42, which
shows graphically how a naive Bayes approximation is non-conservative. In this
case, attempting to approximate p (x, y) ≈ p (x) p (y) does not account for the cross-
correlations between x and y, yielding a density that is both approximate and non-
conservative.
To account for non-conservative approximation, I can apply a correction to the
underlying estimate that inates the covariance ellipse (as in Figure 42b) such that
the approximate density is both sparse (no additional correlation between variables)
and conservative, at the expense of an approximation with greater divergence from
the true density. This has been formally approached through covariance intersection
techniques for data fusion [80, 79], which corrects for unknown correlations between
variables by casting information fusion as a convex combination of factors. In a typical
formulation fusing factors Φ in information form, where each factor φj
∆
= N (Λj, ηj)
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under the constraint that ∑
j∈Φ
ωj = 1.
Ideally, the choice of scaling factor is the result of optimizing Ω to minimize
the uncertainty added to the resulting estimate, as measured by the determinant of
resulting covariance matrix, but for the purposes of this work, I will use a simpler





where N is the number of factors being fused. I leave additional optimization of this
correction for future work.
7.3 Naive Bayes Approximate Summarization
The rst approximate summarization technique I introduce is naive Bayes, which
provides the smallest and sparsest possible message size, at the expense of approxi-








sulting density optimally sparse, as there are no cross-correlations between variables,
which results in both small message sizes as well as faster updates during information
fusion, as there is no additional ll-in during elimination.
The default approach for computing variable marginals in a graphical system is
to linearize and reorder, such that the target variable θj is at the end of the ordering,
and then eliminate the entire system. This is an expensive operation for a single
marginal, as it amounts to the same computational process as batch summarization,
but must also be repeated for each variable. However, I can exploit the structure of
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Algorithm 26 Naive Bayes summarization starting from a neighborhood Bayes tree
BN ′r , incorporating both antifactor corrections for double-counted information, and a





initialize linear graph Φ̃rsummarized ← ∅
for each variable θri in Θ
r
s
compute marginal factor φ̃i ∝ p (θri ) from BN
′
r
add φ̃i to graph Φ̃
r
summarized







add antifactors Φ̃−aj to Φ̃
r
summarized












the Bayes tree to cache the separator marginals, which allows us to only eliminate
small portions of the tree at a time.
The overall algorithm, as in Algorithm 26, is straightforward. Because this ap-
proach starts from a DDF-SAM 2.0 Bayes tree that combines both local and neigh-
borhood information, as well as being an approximate density, there are two correc-
tion stages applied after constructing the underlying summarized graph: antifactors
to subtract double-counted information and uniform covariance intersection scaling.
Naive Bayes summarization is particularly amenable to factor condensing after the
addition of antifactors, as the antifactors (assuming all robots are using the same
summarization technique) will also be disconnected. These factors can condense e-
ciently to a single constant-size information-form factor each variable in the system.
As a result of this summarization approach, there are two key benets
• The transmission size of a summarized map grows linearly with the number of
saved variables.
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• Fusing a completely disconnected summarized map on a receiving robot should
be cheaper.
Because there is only one factor per shared variable, and the size of these factors are
determined only by the dimension of the shared variable, it follows that message size
growth rate will be linear. This is in contrast to the quadratic message size growth rate
of exact approaches, which grows quadratically with the number of shared variables
due to sending cross-correlations between all variables. Because the summarized
graph is disconnected, fusing with another robot's local system will be cheap because
the additional factors will not increase the density of the system at all, resulting the
fastest possible update.
While reduced communication cost and neighborhood update time are a signi-
cant, this approach has two primary drawbacks:
• Low approximation quality due to removing all of the correlations between
variables.
• Disconnected shared variables that are do not overlap with the receiving local
map will not contribute to information fusion.
Between these shortcomings, the most signicant is the eect of representing a sum-
marized map as a disconnected graph, as those variables that would extend the sensor
horizon of a receiving robot do not play a role in the local fusion problem, and will
remain uncertain until they are observed locally by the receiving robot. Particularly
due to the ination of covariance ellipses with a uniform CI correction, the extended
sensor horizon will have much more uncertain estimates than a representation with a
connected graph.
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Figure 43: An example rst order tree summarization, starting from an existing Bayes
tree (left) that incorporates both poses and landmarks, and the nearest-shared-parent
tree structure overlaid in red (right).
7.4 Local Tree Approximate Summarization
In this section, I introduce a tree approximation which maintains the linear message
size growth of the naive Bayes approximation, while achieving substantially improved
approximation quality and improved map fusion. To move beyond the naive Bayes
approximation, the clearest option is to use a rst-order tree to perform summa-
rization, as illustrated in Figure 43, which will remain linear in transmission size
with the number of variables, while being a better approximation of the true joint
density p (Θrs). A rst order tree is one in which each variable is conditioned on at
most one other variable. This tree structure is also an improvement on the naive
Bayes approach in that it is a connected graph, which allows for the uncertainty in
non-overlapping areas of the to be reduced through connections to the local graph.
I will use a tree approximation designed to be ecient to compute from a Bayes
tree structure, to allow for faster summarization, and leave optimal approximation
for future work. The optimal, in terms of KL divergence, rst-order tree is the Chow-
Liu tree (CLT) [31], which is created by computing a maximum spanning tree over
a mutual-information graph over the true distribution. See [29] for a more extensive
application of the CLT to SLAM applications.
The local tree summarization algorithm I introduce in this section is drastically
dierent from the previous summarization approaches for DDF-SAM 2.0 presented in
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Algorithm 27 Tree summarization from local factor graph Φr.
function summarizationTreeApprox(Φr,Θrs)
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s in Br
compute φ̃ij ∝ p (θi|θj) from Br
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this thesis, as it abandons the antifactor mechanism for computing summarizations
from an incrementally-updated Bayes tree. Below, I introduce the general structure
of the algorithm, and then provide insight into design decisions behind choosing to
use the pure local graph for summarization instead of the neighborhood Bayes tree,
as well as the choice of the tree use for approximation.
The general algorithm for creating a tree-structured summarized map from local
factor graph is presented in Algorithm 27, which computes the rst-order tree using a
nearest-shared-parent tree structure. Figure 43 illustrates this tree structure overlaid
on a given Bayes tree. The algorithm starts by rst linearizing and eliminating the
full local system, which is a computationally expensive operation, though the lin-
earization step can be short-circuited by using previously cached linear factors rather
than linearizing directly. Because this is an approximate summarization technique,
it requires the same uniform CI correction as in the naive Bayes case to ensure that
the resulting approximation is conservative.
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This summarization technique departs from the previous DDF-SAM 2.0 tech-
niques in that I start from the pure local system rather than the neighborhood Bayes
tree, as the necessary antifactor corrections do not work under approximation out-
side of the naive Bayes case. Because the antifactor downdating step does guarantee
correctness under approximation, it is not possible to undo contributions made from
neighboring robot to avoid information double-counting. Normally, I summarize and
then apply exact antifactors derived from cached summarized maps to undo these
contributions. However, applying exact antifactors will fail if the summarization step
is itself approximate, because, unlike with an exact summarization, the contributions
to the neighborhood Bayes tree from the summarized maps have been approximated
by the summarization operation, and therefore are no longer equivalent to antifactors
constructed from the summarized maps directly. Because I cannot reliably perform
antifactor corrections, it is not feasible to start with a neighborhood Bayes tree.
The reason that antifactors fail in the case of this approximate summarization
approach is that it is not possible to guarantee that antifactor downdating will yield
a summarized map that is either ill-conditioned or including double-counted informa-
tion. To illustrate this point more formally, I will represent the system in terms of
adding contributions in information form using information matrices, where an exact






∝ N (Λtotal) before adding antifactors can
be represented as




in which the goal for antifactor downdating is to solve for Λlocal by subtracting contri-
butions from other robots Λj. This works because each summarized map mj yields











, the same relationship between information
contributions still holds, as in
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contributions from summarized maps, which have each been approximated in the
computation of Λ̃total. The challenge for arbitrary approximations is determining the
contributions from the other robots under approximationΛ̃j, which can vary with the
sparsity pattern imposed by the approximation technique. If I compute a contribution
Λ̃′j such that it is more certain than the true contribution Λ̃j, I subtract too much
information from Λ̃total, yielding a summarized map that may be non-positive denite
- eectively a summarized map that subtracts information on the receiving robot.
If I choose Λ̃′j such that it is less certain than Λ̃j, there will be double-counted
information remaining in Λ̃local, resulting in overcondent estimates. The naive Bayes
approximation is a special case in which Λ̃′j can be reliably predicted from Λ̃j due to
the completely disconnected structure.
The nearest shared parent tree structure described in Algorithm 27 uses a simple
heuristic to match a rst-order tree to the Bayes tree structure from elimination:
each shared variable θi is conditioned on the closest parent shared variable θj. This
structure is designed to exploit the caching of separator marginals in the Bayes tree to
speed up summarization. Furthermore, this structure results in a rst-order tree that
provides reasonable approximation of the structure of the Bayes tree itself, yielding
a simple heuristic for sub-optimal, but eective approximations.
The overall benets of the local tree approximate summarization are
• The transmission size of a summarized map grows linearly with the number of
variables, and dierent than naive Bayes by a constant factor.
• A tree approximation will carry more information than the naive Bayes approx-
imation.
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• Making the summarized map a connected graph ensures that variables in the
extended sensor horizon benet from fusion with the local map.
The most signicant of these advantages over naive Bayes is the graph connectivity
through which an approximate summarization, even with a substantially inated
covariances, can yield a more certain extended sensor horizon region of the map.
The primary disadvantage of this approach the additional computation required
due to re-eliminating the full local system, rather than starting from an existing Bayes
tree, which may mean that this approach is better used in robot applications where
communication is more constrained than computation. In practice, it may be possible
to alter this scheme to incrementally maintain a separate Bayes tree that is purely
local for summarization purposes, and thereby mitigate the computational cost at
summarization.
7.5 Evaluation
I evaluate these summarization techniques simulated datasets as in the previous chap-
ter (see Section 6.4 for results, and Section3.4 for details on the evaluation bench-
marks), as well as using a real-world dataset as a performance benchmark for sum-
marization, evaluated with the more thorough consistency metrics described in this
chapter. These experiments address the following core DDF-SAM claims:
• Online: I evaluate online operation concerns through timing performance of
summarization and update operations in real-world and simulated datasets.
• Scalable: I measure the size of summarized maps as proxy for network band-
width, which validate claims that the system is scalable to large teams of robots
with regard to network bandwidth.
• Consistent: Directly evaluating the conservativeness of summarization tech-
niques, particularly focusing on approximate techniques.
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Figure 44: Dataset size statistics for a single-robot run through the Victoria Park
dataset, with factor/clique counts over time (left) and the variable count over the
course of the dataset (right). Note that the number of shared variables grows at a
much smaller rate than the total number of variables in the system.
• Extended sensor horizon: I evaluate the impact of approximate summarization
techniques on the resulting nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 solutions to demonstrate
that approximate summarization techniques produce an extended sensor hori-
zon.
The primary addition in evaluation scenarios a single-robot real-world dataset, de-
signed to to act as a benchmark for summarization decoupled from neighborhood
map fusion to validate both performance and consistency claims. For simulations, I
use the Manhattan-world scenario for qualitative analysis of the map estimates, and
the randomly generated large scale scenario to compute aggregate statistics.
The real-world dataset employed is the standard Victoria Park dataset [65] to
benchmark summarization performance, approximation quality, and transmission size
as a single-robot dataset. In this case, the benchmark performs summarization of the
local system at xed intervals, which provides a baseline performance estimate for
summarization when isolated from a true multi-robot system. As a point of reference
for the size of the dataset and corresponding summarized maps over time, Figure
44 shows statistics for the graph size in an incremental environment, as well as the
relative growth of total variables and shared variables.
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7.6 Results
I completed the experiments described in the previous section and present the results,
which validate the following claims:
• Online: The approximate summarization techniques come with the trade-o of
higher performance costs, which grow faster than exact techniques, but remain
tractable.
• Scalable: The transmission size of summarized maps using sparse approxima-
tions match the expected linear growth with number of variable size, which
yields a dramatic reduction in communication costs.
• Consistent: These results show that the local tree approximation combined
with CI correction is a conservative approximation, yielding consistent DDF-
SAM map estimates, and all of the techniques yield reasonable estimation error
results.
• Extended sensor horizon: While the approximate summarized maps yield greater
uncertainty in map estimates, the augmented local maps maintain an eective
extended sensor horizon.
I present the results, starting with the Manhattan-world scenario to qualitatively
demonstrate the eect of approximate map summarization, followed by the Victoria
Park summarization benchmark, and then the large scale multi-robot simulation.
7.6.1 Manhattan-world Simulation
The Manhattan-world scenario results, with controls of a pure local solution and the
exact dense summarization in a nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 system shown in Figure
45, provides a clear illustration of the eect of using approximate summarization
techniques, which are shown in Figure 47. Of particular interest in these gures is
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Figure 45: Map solutions with landmark marginals drawn for Manhattan-world sim-
ulated dataset for a single robot, showing a purely local solution (left) and the result
of nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 with two fusion neighbors. Landmarks in the multi-robot
example are color-coded in groups for pure local, overlapping, and pure neighbor-
hood variables, as magenta, green and blue, respectively. Both renderings include
covariance ellipses for all landmarks in the system.
the relationship between the size of covariance ellipses for the pure neighborhood
information (colored in blue) and graph connectivity of those regions.
In the extended sensor horizon area of the map, the tree approximation provides
much tighter uncertainty estimates than in the case of the naive Bayes approximation,
which can be attributed in large part to the additional graph connectivity between
the neighborhood contribution of the summarized map and the local map. The actual
summarized maps, rendered with covariance ellipses are shown in Figure 46, highlight
this dierence, as it is the naive Bayes summarization with tighter ellipses in this
comparison. The reason for the discrepancy is that while a naive Bayes summarized
map may be more precise by itself, when fusing with the local map of a robot, as
in Figure 47, only variables overlap directly are aected by information fusion. In
the local tree summarization case, fusing with the local map results in an improved
estimate for even those variables that do not overlap.
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Figure 46: Approximate map summarizations using naive Bayes (left) and local tree
approximation (right) for a single robot in the Manhattan-world scenario with covari-
ance ellipses (green) and factor lines drawn (cyan).
Figure 47: Map solutions with landmark marginals drawn for a single robot in the
Manhattan-world dataset for approximate summarization techniques, showing naive
Bayes (left) and local tree approximate summarization. These renderings use the
same color coding as in Figure 45.
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Figure 48: Summarized map transmission size over time for each summarization type
using the Victoria Park dataset as a single-robot scenario. Note that this does not
include any size impact of antifactors because this is only a single-robot application.
Both the local dense summarization and Bayes tree exact summarization have the
same transmission size, and have overlapping lines as a result.
7.6.2 Victoria Park Single-robot Summarization
The Victoria Park dataset, which is large enough to show statistical trends over time,
highlights the core improvements that the sparse approximate summarization tech-
niques have over exact techniques in terms of map transmission size, as plotted in
Figure 48. The transmission size for both approximate summarization techniques
remain at over time, even when the exact summarization techniques increase sig-
nicantly in size due to additional shared variables. Between the two approximate
summarizations, the local tree approximation is roughly twice the transmission size
of the naive Bayes approximation, which is as expected from the theory.
While local tree approximation has a larger transmission size by a constant fac-
tor, it can also be seen that this additional message space provides a large increase
approximation quality. As shown in Figure 49, the divergence between an exact sum-
marized map and the naive Bayes summarization grows rapidly, whereas that of the
local tree approximation does not.
In addition a less certain solution, the approximate summarization techniques
have the additional cost of longer compute times, as shown in Figure 50, where both
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Figure 49: Kullback-Leibler divergence for summarization techniques in a single-robot
benchmark scenario of the Victoria Park dataset, using dense local summarization as
the ground truth distribution.
Figure 50: Summarization timing of dierent summarization techniques on Victoria
Park dataset.
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Figure 51: Summarization conservativeness for approximate summarization tech-
niques on the Victoria Park dataset, where the scoring function is the smallest eigen-
value of ΣQ − ΣP , which should be positive to be strictly consistent. Also plotted,
for comparison, is the consistency score for naive Bayes summarization without the
CI correction, which in this case is clearly not consistent.
the naive Bayes and local tree approximations have higher computational costs that
grow at faster rates than either exact summarization technique. It is not surprising
that local tree approximation yields the highest computational cost, as it must rst
re-eliminate the entire local system, which is the equivalent operation as local dense
exact summarization, and then do additional computations for each edge in the tree.
It should be noted that for both Bayes tree exact summarization and naive Bayes
approximate summarization, the timings for a single-robot scenario will increase with
the addition of summarized maps that need to be negated through anti-factors.
Consistency remains a challenging problem in the context of summarizations, as
illustrated in Figure 51, which shows consistency scoring for the approximate sum-
marizations, which highlight the eect applying a uniform CI correction. Local tree
summarization is demonstrably conservative throughout, though naive Bayes, even
with a CI correction, becomes non-conservative over time. The addition of a CI cor-
rection for naive Bayes does, however, reduce the degree to which the solution will
become overcondent.
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Figure 52: Renderings of solutions from Freiburg dataset run 2, showing the nal
solution for robot A as generated with naive Bayes (left) and local tree approximate
summarization. The corresponding solutions for this robot using exact summarization
are in Figure 31.
7.6.3 Freiburg Dataset
As in the Manhattan world example, the dierence in the solution quality in the
Freiburg dataset results can be visually observed through the dierence in the covari-
ance ellipses for the landmarks, shown in Figure 52. Between the two approximate
summarization techniques, it is clear that naive Bayes results in much larger covari-
ance ellipses when fused into a solution, particularly in comparison to the local tree
approximate summarization technique. In comparison to the solutions generated us-
ing exact summarization, shown in Figure 31, the shared variables (colored green in
the renderings) for the approximate techniques have somewhat more uncertainty than
the exact case.
Figure 53 shows summarization costs, both the compute time for generating a
summarized map and the transmission size for each summarized map under the ap-
proximate summarization techniques as compared to exact summarization. With
regard to compute time for summarization, there are two clear clusters depending
on whether it is necessary to fully re-eliminate the underlying local system at every
summarization interval, in which local tree approximation tracks the higher linear
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Figure 53: Summarization costs for nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 summarization tech-
niques from Freiburg dataset run 2, showing the time to compute a summarized map
(left) and the transmission size of summarized maps. Note that in the transmission
size plot, the values for Bayes tree + antifactor exact summarization are identical to
the local dense exact summarization.
cost of local dense exact summarization, and naive Bayes summarization tracks the
much lower cost of summarization directly from the Bayes tree. Both Bayes tree
exact and naive Bayes approximate summarization avoid the need to re-eliminate the
entire system at the start of summarization, which yields summarization times that
are faster and grow at a slower rate with time. As in the previous cases, with regard
to summarized map transmission size, the approximate techniques grow at a much
slower rate with time, which is as expected.
Between the dierent nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 summarization techniques, the
update timing costs for adding either local measurements or incoming summarized
maps do not vary signicantly. This is as expected for this dataset because of the
large number of local factors mean that any benet that the approximate techniques
show in the graphical density of the summarized map factors is insignicant compared
to the local system.
Figure 54 shows the solution accuracy for each of the summarization techniques,
in which it is clear that the approximate techniques converge at the end of the dataset
to a higher absolute error than the the exact summarization techniques. This is the
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Figure 54: Error in the solutions in comparison to the centralized batch solution for
the Freiburg dataset run 2, showing, from left to right, the landmark constellation
error, the error in translation for the trajectory, and the error in rotation for the
trajectory. These plots show nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 results for the two approximate
summarization techniques compared to the exact summarization techniques.
Figure 55: Eect of summarization techniques within the large scale simulation on
solution error metrics (landmark constellation error, trajectory translation, trajectory
rotation from left to right) for the large scale simulation with 25 robots and neighbor-
hood bound K = 4, showing both exact summarization techniques, as well as naive
Bayes and local tree approximations.
expected result as the introduction of approximation in summarized maps has the
eect of weighting neighborhood information substantially less than locally available
map information, resulting in the solution error converging closer to that of the pure
local solution, rather than that of the centralized multi-robot solution.
7.6.4 Large Scale Simulation
In the full multi-robot scenario of the large scale simulation, I plot same metrics as
in Section 6.5, which show the estimation error (solution error for landmarks and
trajectories shown in Figure 55 and for relative reference frames in Figure 56) in the
approximate cases is on par with the exact summarization techniques. The largest
variation in error is in landmark constellation error for naive Bayes, which appears
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Figure 56: Estimation error for transforms between frames, split into rotation (left)
and translation components with results for each nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 summa-
rization technique shown.
to continue growing as the error in the other techniques stabilize.
Summarization performance, shown in Figure 57, follows the trends from the
Victoria park dataset, where summarized map transmission sizes grow substantially
slower than the exact techniques while showing the same summarization timing pro-
le. Critically, the summarized map transmission size grows slower than the cost of
sending raw nonlinear measurements to neighboring robots.
The evaluations of summarization quality, plotted in Figure 58, show a similar
prole as well, with the naive Bayes performing poorly in approximation quality and
local tree summarization remaining much closer to being exact. As with the Victoria
park data, there is the problematic trend in summarization consistency of naive Bayes
becoming nonconservative over time, a trend that it also shares with Bayes tree
summarization. While the Bayes tree summarization does become nonconservative,
it also appears to be nearly exact in terms of KL divergence.
When examining the eect on local and neighborhood updates, plotted in Figure
59, there is a small improvement in the local update timing for naive Bayes summa-
rization, but the approximate summarization techniques have the unexpected result
of having slower neighborhood updates.
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Figure 57: Eect of summarization techniques on summarized map transmission size
(left) and compute time for summarizations for the large scale simulation with 25
robots and neighborhood bound K = 4, showing both exact summarization tech-
niques, as well as naive Bayes and local tree approximations. Note that in the case
of the summarization size, both local dense exact and Bayes tree + AF exact have
the same transmission size.
Figure 58: Eect of summarization techniques on approximation quality (left) and
summarization consistency for the large scale simulation with 25 robots and neigh-
borhood bound K = 4, showing Bayes tree summarization, as well as naive Bayes
and local tree approximations.
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Figure 59: Eect of summarization techniques on update timing, both for local update
timing (left) and for pairwise updates between neighboring robots for the large scale
simulation with 25 robots and neighborhood bound K = 4.
7.7 Discussion
As an extension of the exact summarization techniques used in previous techniques,
approximate summarizations provide a substantial improvement in the communica-
tion cost - going from quadratic to linear growth with the number of variables - at
the cost of approximation and additional computation time. For robots with tighter
constraints on communication than on computation, choosing approximate summa-
rizations, particularly the local tree-structured approximation, yields a substantial
benet.
While the results presented with regard to using approximations for map sum-
marization show that it is feasible to share a smaller amount of information between
platforms and still yield a reasonable map result, this technique could be improved
through future work to address the optimization for both approximation quality and
conservativeness directly. The most direct route is to use the Chow-Liu tree, which
optimal in KL divergence, and optimize over covariance scaling parameters to inate
only enough to ensure a conservative estimate, which would reduce the additional




While the previous chapters provided a more detailed analysis of the DDF-SAM algo-
rithms and results on particular datasets, in this chapter I will discuss more general
design considerations for the use of DDF-SAM within real-world robot systems. Be-
cause DDF-SAM focuses on only the pure perception problem, which would be a
subsystem within an autonomous or semi-autonomous multi-robot team, it is worth
considering the implications of perception performance and design within a robot
system. Much of this thesis has focused on a largely application-agnostic approach
to solving multi-robot perception, there remain some fundamental assumptions that
become signicant when moving to a closed-loop multi-robot autonomous system.
8.1 Multi-robot SLAM in Context
A starting point for the design of a decentralized SLAM system is to examine the
requirements for a multi-robot mapping system operating under varying degrees of
autonomy, under dierent applications. Given these design requirements, it is possible
to analyze the implications of performance metrics for the perception system on the
full multi-robot system.
8.1.1 Team Objectives
The rst consideration for multi-robot system is what sort of objective is required
for successful completion of a mission. Without a specic objective, it is not possi-
ble to evaluate system performance, or drive requirements for the perception system.
A straw-man example would be a team of robots that does not sense its environ-
ment, does not communicate, and does not move - this team would not be able to
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application-specic goals such as searching an area for hazards or disaster survivors,
nor would it be capable of accomplishing goals for most applications. I can charac-
terize the types of system objectives that could make use of DDF-SAM as those in
which the robots must interact in some way with their environment, in at least one
of two ways:
• Physical motion: the robots actively move and navigate, such as an objective to
explore all of a building where all of the robots start in some common location.
• Sensing: the robots need to acquire some knowledge of their environment, e.g.,
detect the presence of a disaster survivor in a building.
Note that it is possible for a team of robots to have a purely sensing objective, in which
the team of robots acts as a static sensor network to measure or track elements in the
environment. The typical case addressed by DDF-SAM is one in which the robots
need to move through their environment. One could consider the case of a mission
objective with a transition, in which one deploys a team of robots with the intention
of creating a static sensor network, but the robots need to move from their starting
location to nd static locations in the environment. In the rest of this chapter, I
will focus on the case of a robot team primarily requiring movement throughout the
environment.
8.1.2 SLAM for Robot Teams
Given that the objective requires movement through the environment, intermediate
requirements on the system become apparent. In cases where robots need to navigate,
having knowledge of the environment can make this task easier. I will assume that the
robots are navigating in an environment in which more reactive behavior-based robot
navigation (as appears in a Roomba) will struggle due to hazards in the environment,
as well as the an implicit requirement that the movement objective be carried out
eciently with time. A consistent metric map that can provide a basis for navigation
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is both useful and necessary in these situations. Furthermore, a larger, more complete
metric map can improve navigation performance by allowing for longer look-ahead
windows during planning.
The intended requirements for a SLAM system that is benecial to a multi-robot
team in the applications described can be summarized as follows:
• The map should be benecial for navigation and planning, such that navigation
algorithms can eciently and safely maneuver the robot.
• The map can be updated online as robots explore an environment.
• For applications targeting exploration of a given area, a good map should pro-
vide coverage of the space.
• Particularly in cases where there are hazards, the mapping system should be
robust to robot failure.
In these cases, we want a decentralized perception problem able to provide mapping
solution that satises this online navigation.
8.1.3 Evaluating DDF-SAM in Context
DDF-SAM approaches this mapping problem from a decentralized perspective, which
targets a level of performance that is greater than that of individual robots performing
pure local SLAM, with an upper bound of a fully centralized SLAM solution. DDF-
SAM trades o map completeness for online performance by focusing on an extended
sensor horizon for each robot, rather than trying to assemble a globally consistent
metric map in centralized form.
The map solutions that DDF-SAM target the needs of a navigation algorithm, in
which having a metric map of the local area of the robot is immediately benecial
because navigation can use a longer planning horizon with greater certainty. Because
far away map information is less likely to be useful for a robot navigation algorithm
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Figure 60: Map solutions with landmark marginals drawn for Manhattan-world sim-
ulated dataset for a single robot moving from left to right, showing a purely local
solution (left) and the result of nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 with two fusion neighbors.
Landmarks in the multi-robot example are color-coded in groups for pure local, over-
lapping, and pure neighborhood variables, as magenta, green and blue, respectively.
simply because the planning horizon is still limited, the loss of the global map from
a centralized solution is not signicant.
I evaluate DDF-SAM within this context of providing a navigation-aiding map
solution near the robot. As a proxy for measuring the area covered, I can use the
number of additional landmarks determine how useful a map might be to a given
robot. As the clearest demonstration of the ability to increase the sensing horizon,
and thereby increase the planning horizon of a robot, the Manhattan-world scenarios
(shown in Figure 60) show that the area covered over the local solution increases
substantially with the addition of neighborhood information.
The optimal planning strategy for robots to maximize their extended sensor hori-
zons via DDF-SAM would need to minimize redundant area coverage, as in the
Manhattan-world case. During the majority of experiments conducted in the eval-
uation of DDF-SAM, I did not constrain the trajectories of the robots for optimal
team coverage as a scope limitation for the project. In the large scale simulation (see
Section 3.4.6.2) and in the Freiburg dataset (see Section 3.4.6.3), the robots cover a
great deal of overlapping area, so incoming summarized maps were frequently mostly
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shared information. This redundant information is still useful, however, as it can
improve the certainty of map solution for each of the robots.
The majority of the eort in this dissertation has come from managing the costs as-
sociated with decentralized inference at dierent steps, in order to demonstrate both
online performance and scalability to large teams of robots. The primary perfor-
mance measure for online operation is the per-robot compute time the local update,
summarization and neighborhood updates. In addition, I am also concerned with
communication bandwidth costs incurred by robots transmitting data to each other.
The more complex metric is in evaluating the scalability of the the solution, which is
concerned with both minimizing costs as well as minimizing the rate at which costs
grow.
• Increasing team size: Adding a new robot r to a given robot team only directly
impacts the costs for the communication neighbors Nr of r, where each robot
a ∈ Nr incurs an additional communication cost for sharing map information
with r. However, the communication and computation cost for each robot a
will only increase until it reaches the neighborhood bound K, resulting in costs
that are constant with the number of robots.
• Environment size: For a scenario in which the robots are a bounded environment
of size M (where M can denote the number of landmarks or the area covered)
and robots actively explore during the mission duration, both the computation
and communication costs will increase with M . If shared variables are chosen
to be landmarks, the communication cost will reach an upper bound in which
each robot has explored the entire area. This communication cost grow until
reaching the bound as either O (M2) for exact summarization or O (M) for
approximate summarization.
• Mission duration: The compute costs will grow without bound as each new
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timestep will add another pose variable and more landmark observations. The
growth rate can be loosely characterized by the ratio between newly observed
and re-observed variables, where re-observing variables adds to the graph den-
sity, but it will depend on the factor graph topology. When using an incremental
solver, as in nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0, this compute cost is roughly linear with
time from the experiments conducted.
Because of the possible variations in robot exploration paths and the structure of
the environment, it dicult to make hard claims regarding costs during operation.
As a root challenge, it is dicult to make strong claims regarding the performance
of optimization in the sparse graphical models that underly the SAM representa-
tion, particularly if the graph is arbitrarily structured. To manage this problem,
I constructed the large scale simulation (see Section 3.4.6.2) which used randomly
generated environments with randomly generated trajectories as a way to reduce the
impact of exploration planning on the SAM result. With a large enough simulation,
the performance results should converge to a coarse average case for evaluating that
is independent of robot planning. It should be noted that these results could be
improved by adapting the exploration algorithm to account for ecient exploration.
8.2 DDF-SAM Design Considerations
In order to actually apply DDF-SAM to a real-world multi-robot system, there are
a number of design considerations that should be accounted for in order to achieve
good performance. Before examining design decisions specic to DDF-SAM, I will
discuss some general issues common to SAM systems.
The most signicant assumption made in SAM approaches for perception is that
the nonlinear optimization problem is convex. This appears in the SAM formulation
as the assumption that measurements are corrupted with zero-mean, single-mode
Gaussian noise. Even under this assumption, it is still possible to have local minima
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in optimization. The most signicant way in which this assumption can be violated is
in outlier measurements, either due to unmodeled error, or a data association failure,
which can substantially aect the solution of a smoothing least-squares formulation.
In cases where robust data association is insucient, it is possible to augment infer-
ence with either robust error models to minimize the eect of a spurious measurement,
or to more actively model multi-modal distributions [119].
Another common assumption regarding acceptable online and realtime perfor-
mance in SAM systems is the inherent growth of the underlying factor graph over
time, which has implications on compute performance in both time and memory. I
use as a benchmark the iSAM approach, which keeps update costs at a near constant
level during normal operation, though for long run times or for large environments,
the growth in costs may still be too much. There are a variety of long-term SLAM
techniques that can be used to address this problem, such as by cutting out unneces-
sary factors and variables from the system through active sparsication [22, 23].
The following subsections examine how to engineer a DDF-SAM system, starting
with making the best use of map summarization by determining which variables to
share and how often to summarize, and then providing a design strategy for the
system as a whole.
8.2.1 Which Variables to Share
The largest choice to make when applying DDF-SAM to a multi-robot application is
which variables in a system should the robot share with its neighbors. I cast this as a
trade-o between the utility of sending a particular set of variables vs. the additional
cost incurred.
8.2.1.1 Evaluating Utility
The utility for each shared variable is substantially dependent on the objective for the
full multi-robot team, as well as the capabilities of the robot platforms themselves.
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Figure 61: Cooperative navigation example with quadrotors exploring an urban envi-
ronment, in which one robot (highlighted in cyan) acts as a spotter for another robot
(highlighted in magenta) that is ying close to a set of obstacles. In this case, the
spotter can provide additional awareness outside of the sensor eld of view of the
exploring robot to ensure safety.
Some common criteria to evaluate are as follows:
• Commonly observable variables: If robots are sharing map information designed
to facilitate localization within the map of a larger sensor area, it can be helpful
for environmental variables to be commonly observable using the sensor systems
on each platform. This can either derive from having the same sensors on each
robot, or having an landmarks in the environment be observable across multiple
sensor types, e.g., wall features that can be detected from both a planar laser
scanner and from RGB-D cameras.
• Obstacles for navigation: When robots are cooperatively navigating an envi-
ronment, it is useful for robots to share variables that represent obstacles that
a robot should actively avoid. A useful case, illustrated in Figure 61, shows a
spotter robot aiding a robot exploring a cluttered area. In this case, the spot-
ter robot can share obstacle variables in such a way that the exploring robot
can maneuver through more challenging openings.
• Robot poses: If robots directly observe each other, or move through common
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environment that can facilitate scan-matching constraints, it will be necessary
for robots to share poses from their trajectories. In the cooperative navigation
scenario in Figure 61, the spotter robot can also provide estimates of the pose
of exploring robot to further improve navigation precision.
• Number of shared variables: In most cases, the more variables shared between
robots, the more detailed the fused maps can be. As the number of shared
variables increases, the map quality will eventually converge on a full centralized
solution.
8.2.1.2 Evaluating cost
While there are a variety of motivations for sharing variables between neighboring
robots, there are costs that need to be addressed as well.
• More variables shared increase the communication cost: The size of messages
between robots will increase with the number of variables, and for exact sum-
marization, this cost is actually quadratic in the number of variables.
• Larger variables increase communication cost: As with increasing the number
of variables, variables of higher dimension will incur additional cost.
• Data association metadata size: A hidden cost for diering variables is how
much additional metadata, such as feature descriptors, is necessary for a receiv-
ing robot to perform multi-robot data association and incorporate a summarized
map. For some cases, such scan-matching, it is necessary to transmit a full dense
scan to a neighboring robot to allow for scan matching, which can be expensive.
In practice, there are some standard ways to handle this tradeo between map utility
and communication cost, as listed below:
• Share salient variables: a robot can determine which variables will be the most
benecial to neighboring robots, and only share a subset of those available. In
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a scan-matching scenario, rather than sending all poses and scans to neighbors,
the robot would only choose poses with scans that are likely to produce strong
links with a neighboring robot.
• Use higher-order structure to create sparsely parametrized maps: This approach
was used in the UPenn experiments (Section 4.5.2.2), in which wall features
were used to replace dense scans of the environment for variables to send. The
resulting scenario had only a small number of actual variables to represent the
environment, which minimizes both communication and computation costs for
DDF-SAM.
• Uncertainty on a variable: A robot may choose to only share variables that it has
locally estimated to a particular level of certainty, which can help avoid sending
variables that are poorly estimated locally that might cause data association
failures on a receiving robot.
8.2.2 When to Summarize
Another key choice in applying DDF-SAM is determining when to share summarized
maps and how often to perform summarization during online operation. The DDF-
SAM opportunistic network model requires that robots their cached map information
whenever neighboring robots come into communication range. However, it is not
strictly necessary that each robot perform map summarization every time it comes
into contact with a new neighboring robot. If a robot performs map summariza-
tion too frequently, the information gain between subsequent summarized maps can
become too small to justify the cost. Not only is there a computational cost to per-
forming map summarization on a given platform, a robot pushing new summarized
maps out to the network frequently will incur additional communication costs, as well
as induce more computation for receiving robots.
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In this work, I have typically used heuristics to choose when robots perform sum-
marization and share cached summarized map information with neighbors. Some
examples of choices to make are:
• Fixed time interval: robots compute a new summarized map at a xed interval
of time t, ensuring that the most recent summarized map is never more than t
timesteps old. This is the approach used in all of the results presented in this
dissertation.
• Fixed distance interval: as the robots move through the environment, they
summarize based on distance traveled, so that a stationary robot will not re-
summarize its map unnecessarily.
• Fixed coverage interval: similar to the above approach, robots only summarize
maps as they increase their coverage area, so that a robot not exploring new
area will not re-summarize its map.
• Information gain: the most general approach would measure the amount of
information gain since the last summarization occurred and only re-summarize
after passing a threshold. This could account for both exploration that adds
new variables, as well as summarizing after a large loop closure improved the
certainty on the existing map.
Throughout this work, I have used synchronized summarization and sharing at xed
time intervals, in which every time the robots share summarized maps, they also
compute a new summarized map.
8.2.3 Design Procedure
When integrating DDF-SAM in a multi-robot team with an existing single-robot
SLAM approach, there are several useful steps for ensuring performance. The key
requirements for the single-robot system are as follows
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• Onboard sensing and computing suitable for performing SLAM.
• A local feature detection/data association algorithm suitable for recognizing
known places and features without any signicant outlier correspondences.
• A single-robot SLAM formulation using a SAM framework, incorporating nec-
essary robot trajectory information as well as any constraints due to landmark
observations or inter-pose matchings.
The key requirement for a single-robot SLAM formulation means that each robot
should be able to perform local SLAM without any input from neighboring robots.
This is necessary for two reasons: 1) ensuring that the robot can survive without
communication with neighbors, and 2) ensuring that summarized maps shared with
neighboring robots represent a locally optimal solution for the given measurements.
To evaluate whether the local SAM system is sucient for ensuring convergence,
it is easiest to evaluate the upper bound on map quality and convergence, which
is a centralized batch solution using all of the available measurements. This is not
designed to be representative of runtime performance, but rather whether it is pos-
sible to nd a solution. The most representative centralized approach is to use a
Gauss-Newton batch solver, which does not include any trust-region damping as in
Levenberg-Marquardt, which would bias the convergence result. If there are not
enough constraints, or the problem is ill-conditioned, the centralized solution will not
converge, and it will be necessary to add more constraints, either on local maps, or
between robots.
Once a centralized system can generate results, it is possible to choose the set of
variables to share and how to perform summarization, as described in the previous




In this chapter, I provided an overview of how DDF-SAM and decentralized inference
can t into a multi-robot team scenario, starting with an analysis of the relationship
between mission objectives and robot capabilities, and then analyzing DDF-SAM un-
der these metrics. Because of the large variability between multi-robot coordination
techniques, the evaluation focuses on an average case for exploration, designed to de-
couple the perception system from exploration. I then characterized the performance
of DDF-SAM, particularly looking at scalability concerns.
In order to make clear some of the underlying assumptions of DDF-SAM, I pre-
sented an overview of design considerations applying decentralized inference to a
variety of robot applications. In particular, I highlighted the choice how to share
information between robots as a key determinant in how well the overall inference




In this dissertation, I introduced the DDF-SAM paradigm for fully decentralized
smoothing and mapping in multi-robot systems that is online, scalable and consistent,
by sharing and fusing summarized maps between neighboring robots. I have presented
versions of the DDF-SAM approach, centering around using either batch nonlinear
optimization to merge summarized maps, as in DDF-SAM 1.0, or using incremental
solvers to merge both local map information and summarized maps, as in DDF-SAM
2.0. I developed and evaluated additional variations on DDF-SAM 2.0, to address
the implications of separate linearization points between robots as well as extending
summarization to include approximate techniques to trade-o map approximation
for cheaper communication. I evaluated these approaches with a variety of real-world
and simulated datasets to validate the intended goals.
9.1 Thesis
In this section, I will reproduce the thesis statement, claims and contributions and
highlight how claims have been fullled throughout this work. The thesis statement
for this work is as follows:
DDF-SAM provides a smoothing and mapping solution to inference in the decentral-
ized data fusion problem that is online, scalable and consistent, while exible enough
to provide an extended sensor horizon under a variety of sensing modalities.
The main evaluation criteria for this approach can be formulated as the following
targeted characteristics for a solution to the multi-robot mapping problem:
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Online DDF-SAM achieves online mapping both structurally and through perfor-
mance metrics. Structurally, DDF-SAM is an online algorithm because the
robots share data during operation and create maps at run-time. With regard
to performance sucient for online use, I have demonstrated experimentally the
computational costs of operations in DDF-SAM are fast enough.
Scalable DDF-SAM primarily achieves scalability to increasing the number of robots
in a system through the structural technique of fusion neighborhood bounding.
In addition, the introduction of sparse approximate summarization techniques
ensures a linear growth in communication bandwidth as robots explore.
Consistent The requirement within DDF-SAM that summarized maps share only
locally observed information ensures I do not double-count information within
cyclic networks. Furthermore, I evaluated the quality of the solutions for DDF-
SAM for error, which were acceptably low in comparison to a pure local or
centralized mapping solution.
Because DDF-SAM is a generic inference approach operating on sets of mutually
observed variables between dierent robots, much of the goal of a system exible
enough for multiple sensing modalities is inherently solved, so long as the front-end
system exists to initialize local SLAM.
As research contributions were spread across the chapters of this dissertation, I
reiterate the contributions in reference to specic chapters in this document below:
• I introduced the DDF-SAM paradigm in Chapter 3, providing basis for the
further claims in the paper, as well as an evaluation methodology. The main
contributions from this section are map summarization, choosing shared vari-
ables, and the fusion neighborhood bound, all of which ensure scalability to a
large team of robots.
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• I developed DDF-SAM 1.0 [34, 35] in Chapter 4 as a full implementation of
DDF-SAM centering around a batch nonlinear constrained optimization tech-
nique for fusing cached summarized maps. As a full implementation of the the
approach, I conducted both real-world and simulated experiments [36] which
demonstrate DDF-SAM produces maps with extended sensor horizons and oper-
ates at real time onboard a realistic robot platform. The real-world experiments
[35, 72] included two types of sensors, with three dierent feature representa-
tions, validating claims of exibility, and also introducing a multi-robot data
association technique for matching constellation maps [35].
• I developed DDF-SAM 2.0 [32, 33] in Chapter 5 as a dierent approach to
implementing DDF-SAM, this time targeting update performance for online
operation by using incremental SAM (iSAM) [86, 85] techniques. The primary
contributions from this work is the introduction of antifactor downdating to
enforce consistency in summarized maps.
• I extended DDF-SAM 2.0 for full nonlinear systems in Chapter 6, introducing
relinearization of previously linearized factors that allows for unknown global
positions of robots. I evaluated this system in simulation, validating the claims
it has online performance, faster than DDF-SAM 1.0, while maintaining the
scalability and consistency characteristics of DDF-SAM.
• I focused on the operation of map summarization in Chapter 7, in which I devel-
oped and evaluated multiple approaches for exact and approximate map sum-
marization techniques designed to trade-o between approximation and com-
munication cost. I contributed both a naive Bayes approximate summarization
technique and local tree approximate summarization, which drastically reduce
the bandwidth cost of sharing summarized maps at the expense of additional
computational cost and approximation.
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9.2 Lessons Learned
While I have presented a variety of contributions to the state of the art, it important
to note both assumptions and shortcomings in of this work, as they serve as a basis
for future work. Many of these issues amount to simplications designed to decouple
other problems that should be relaxed in order to better integrate DDF-SAM into an
autonomous or semi-autonomous multi-robot system.
The most signicant assumption made during the course of this work is the de-
coupling of the data association problem from decentralized inference, at both local
and global levels. This assumption removes a large class of failure modes common
to least-squares methods that occur in the presence of measurement outliers, par-
ticularly incorrect feature correspondences, from the decentralized inference problem
being studied which is a useful simplication for theoretical analysis, but for most
real-world applications, data association is never perfect. For the real-world experi-
ments I conducted, data association was a signicant challenge, particularly to ensure
both local and global consistency for feature labels, motivating the contribution of a
multi-robot data association technique [35], though more work is necessary to demon-
strably show consistency across a larger robot team.
The next signicant assumption is the more subtle requirement on the mapping
domain that the local map on each robot not be substantially encumbered by in-
correct local minima. As single-robot SLAM is a nonlinear optimization operation,
there is a possibility the estimation can become stuck in a poor local minima, which
results in overly certain estimates around incorrect solutions. While even a local map
stuck in a local minima can be summarized, a substantially wrong local minima could
result in a bad map solution for the robot receiving the summarized map. In experi-
ments, I circumvented this problem by ensuring each robot would only start sharing
summarized maps after a xed interval to let the map estimate converge locally.
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One structural assumption made within DDF-SAM is it is possible to send a com-
plete summarized maps every time communication occurs, in which I send what can
be redundant information between robots. Sending a summarization of the whole
local map to a robot that already has an older copy does introduce extra communi-
cation costs that could be avoided by sending updates to previous maps instead. I
chose not to pursue this approach due to the substantially increased bookkeeping on
each robot to distribute incremental updates to summarized maps. The result is that
for severely restricted communication, as occurs with underwater acoustic modems
over long range, it will likely be dicult to adapt existing DDF-SAM techniques.
While the system presented is not an end-to-end decentralized SLAM solution,
I still make recommendations for general scenarios for which dierent variations on
DDF-SAM are best suited. These are classied based on which robot platform capa-
bilities are most restricted.
• Primarily communication-limited: Use nonlinear DDF-SAM 2.0 with local tree
approximate summarization and a small value for K. This approach yields
fast update times and a good approximation for low growth in the size of the
messages over time.
• Severely communication-limited: The best available option is nonlinear DDF-
SAM 2.0 with naive Bayes approximate summarization, with half the commu-
nication cost of tree approximation, with a small value for K.
• Applications needing high map precision for navigation: Use nonlinear DDF-
SAM 2.0 with exact Bayes tree summarization with a large value of K to yield
the most precise, detailed maps.
• Local mapping problems with local minima or outliers: Use DDF-SAM 1.0 using
trust-region based batch solvers and robust error metrics for local solving, with
a high value of K to provide more corrections from neighboring robots.
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9.3 Future Work
Looking forward, there are a variety of interesting directions through which to expand
this research, both to address the shortcomings described in the previous section and
to extend the the capabilities.
Further exploiting decentralized collaboration between robots to minimize costs
and create additional functional capabilities. Integrating data association and trans-
form estimates into the sharing/caching formulation would be useful in scan-matching
SLAM applications, where scans and the results of ICP can be distributed eciently
through the network without the need to compute ICP redundantly. To allow for
more eective coupling with online cooperative navigation, robots could choose an
active set of summarized maps based on a utility metric such that a robot would
choose to maintain maps through areas of interest as a part of exploration. Finally, it
would be possible to avoid excessive network transfer by choosing local information
to share with neighbors, both from locally available maps and cached summarized
maps, based on an information-gain metric for the robot network as a whole.
A remaining research question is to determine if there are more generalizable
approaches for choosing the sharing of information between robots, particularly under
constrained communication. Each robot r could solve a constrained optimization
problem to determine what information to share with neighboring robot a, where the
objective is to maximize the information gain of the robot a under the constraint of
keeping the message size within a xed bandwidth budget. One could imagine robot
r could choose only those cached summarized maps to send to robot a that will t
within the bandwidth budget, or possibly even choose dierent set of shared variables
or summarization technique. A more sophisticated approach could generalize beyond
the pairwise information gain case, in which the robot r chooses to share information
designed to maximize information gain to the robot network as a whole, where robot r
might send might send more information to more highly connected neighboring robots
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to ensure faster or more reliable propagation through the network. Facilitating this
approach will likely require additional engineering of the approach robots use to share
metadata before sending full summarized maps.
Another interesting area of research is to nd an analytic formula that relates com-
munication to map precision and accuracy, or at least act as a bound on expected
performance. Within the networked systems literature there are a variety of analytic
techniques for examining performance characteristics depending on the network con-
nectivity. Extending these approaches to a decentralized least-squares solution as in
the decentralized SAM case will likely be challenging due to how dicult it can be to
make theoretical performance guarantees for arbitrary SAM graph structures. How-
ever, nding such an analytic solution or bound would make design of a decentralized
mapping system easier to adapt to a given application. In addition, this could tie
into the previously mentioned optimization of shared data, in which a robot r might
not share summarized map data with a neighboring robot a if the mapping accuracy
would not improve.
With regard to improving the performance of DDF-SAM, both in terms of com-
putational costs and map quality, there are several avenues to explore. The benets
of using approximate summarization would be greater with a technique for enforcing
consistency that is less overly conservative than the uniform covariance intersection
weighting used in Chapter 7. While this might involve additional computation to
optimize for better weights for variables, the improvement in precision will likely be
worth the expense. The quality of map fusion could be improved by additional op-
timization of reference frame transformations using a graphical approach to ensure
consistency between relative reference frames.
While this work presents experimental validation of the core claims, there is a
need to integrate DDF-SAM into a realistic multi-robot system. While the UPenn
experiments (Section 4.4.1) were performed online on a real robot platform, it would
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be a good test of the system to use a microcontroller capable of deployment on the
types of small ying robots envisioned for urban search and rescue applications.
9.4 Final Thoughts
As I have demonstrated throughout this dissertation, DDF-SAM is an eective ap-
proach for decentralized multi-robot SLAM that is online, scalable and consistent.
This work should serve as a basis for further decentralized perception research and
my hope is that it will have a positive impact towards autonomous multi-robot sys-
tems that can make their way into the eld.
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